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Zusammenfassung: Ausgehend von einer Interpolation der totalen w±p Wirkungs-
querschnitte werden aus Dispersionsrelationen Voraussagen für die Realteile
nach einer Methode berechnet, bei der man mit geringem Aufwand verschiedene
Hochenergieannahmen einsetzen kann. Die Ergebnisse werden mit neuen experimen-
tellen Resultaten verglichen, die aus Phasenanalysen, Coulomb-Interferenzdaten
und Vorwärtsquerschnitten bei der Ladungsaustauschreaktion folgen. Die allgemeine
Ubereinstimmung ist zufriedenstellend, sodaß die den Dispersionsrelationen zugrunde
liegende Kausalitätsbedingung bis ~ Pion-Laborimpulsen von 200 GeV/c bestäti~t ist.
Es wird auf eine Reihe von kleineren Diskrepanzen hingewiesen und zahlreiche
andere Methoden für die Analyse der Vorwärtsamplituden werden kritisch diskutiert.
Im letzten Teil werden ausgewählte theoretische Probleme behandelt, bei denen
die experimentell bestimmten Vorwärtsamplituden eine Rolle spielen.
Review and Tables of Pion-Nucleon Forward Amplitudes
+
Abstract: Starting from an interpolation of the w-p total cross section data
predictions for real parts of pion-nucleon forward amplitudes have been calculated
from dispersion relations in such a way that one can easily use different para-
metrizations for the high energy behaviour. The results are compared with new ex-
perimental values for real parts from phase shift analyses and Coulomb interference
experiments and with charge-exchange forward cross sections. It turns out that the
general agreement is satisfactory, i.e. there is no reason to doubt the validity
of the causality condition up to 200 GeV/c lab. momentum in wN scattering.
It is pointed out that there exist several small discrepancies. Numerous other
methods for the analysis of forward amplitudes are critically reviewed. In the ~
last part several theoretical topics are treated in which the experimental for-
ward amplitude5play an important role.
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The present report is an updated and extended version of our "Table of Fion-
Nucleon Forward Amplitudes", of which several earliereditions have been
published or distributed since 1964 (Refs. 1,2). We restrict ourselves to
the no-flip amplitudes as derived from total cross sections and dispersion
relations. The other forward amplitudes and amplitudes at fixed c.m. angle
and fixed t can be determined only from the result of phase shift analyses.
Tables and figures based on the "Karlsruhe-Helsinki 1978" analysis can be
found in our "Handbook of Pion-Nucleon Scattering" (Ref. 3). In a forth-
coming "Supplement" similar tables and figures will be shown for the new
CMU-LßLphase shift solution (Ref. 4).
The main changes in comparison with the earlier edition are the following:
i) Our fit to the total cross sections has been adjusted to the new
5data of Carroll et al ••
ii) In our main table the fit to the total cross section difference has
been chosen such that the prediction forthe charge-exchange forward cross
section is compatible with the new data of Apel et al. 6 and the earlier data
7
of Barnes et al. , if an estimation for the radiative corrections is taken
into account. It turns out that a = 0.500 is an acceptable value for the in-p
tercept of the p-trajectory. We have also included a second table of forward
amplitudes which is based on the best fit to the total cross section data with-
out an adjustment to the charge-exchange data (a = 0.53). A comparison of thep
real parts given in these two tables shows the sensitivity to the high energy
assumption.
iii) In the case of the isospin even amplitude we present results for 5
fits to the total cross section data above 10 GeV/c,which have a different
high energy behaviour. The predictions for the real parts are compared with
the existing data.
+iv) The predictions for the real parts of the elastic n-p forward ampli-
. 8-11tudes are compared with the results of new Coulomb interference exper1ments
The discrepancy which was noticed in Ref. 2 in the case of n-p scattering is
not present any more, if one considers the new accurate data8 ,9 and our dis-
cussion of a problem with the analysis of the Brookhaven Coulomb interference
experiment l2 (see Ref. 13).
v) Results from recent phase shift analyses 3 ,4 have been used in order to
reconstruct the forward amplitudes, which are then compared with the values
2listed in our table. The eomparison is of interest for several reasons:
(a) for a redeterrnination of the s-wave seattering lengths,
(b) for an estimation of the errors of the real parts in our main table.
As diseussed in Ref. 2 it is very diffieult to estimate the errors from
those of the total cross seetions, because the most important errors
arise from discrepaneies between different experiments.
(e) Since tables of forward amplitudes are used in phase shift analysis
as part of the input, diserepaneies between these tables and the recon-
strueted values give indieations for systematic errors in the differen-
tial or total eross seetions.
In seet. 2 we shall discuss the input for the evaluation of the dispersion re-
lations, our method for the treatment of the prineipal value integrals and a
simple "do-it-yourself-method" for modifieations of the high energy assumption.
Other reeent determinations of the real part will be diseussed in seet. 3. Next
we compare the prediction for the real parts with experimental data obtained
in Coulomb interference experiments (seet. 4) and with real parts reeonstrueted
from phase shifts (sect.5). Seet.6 is devoted to extrapolations to the unphysieal
region and sect. 7 to zeros of the forward amplitude. Sect.8 deals with different
aspeets of charge-exchange forward scattering and sect. 9 gives a summary of theore-
tical results, including bounds, Pomeranehuk theorems, relations between phase and
modulus, other types of dispersion relations,sum rules andacausal models.
32. Tables of pion-nucleon forward amplitudes and total cross sections
Our tables have been calculated from dispersion relations for the isospin even
+ '
and odd forward amplitudes C-, starting from interpolations of the accurate
total cross section data for o(n±p) - o± which give
(2.1)
according to the optical theorem. k denotes the pion laboratory momentum. For
the asymptotic behaviour we use a number of different parametrizations which
fit the data above 10 GeV/c. In addition ° is constrained by the data for
charge-exchange forward scattering. The pion-nucleon coupling constant f2 and
the subtraction constant c+(O) follow from results of phase shift analysis for
the real parts.
42.1 Input for the total cross sections
The input for the total cross sections in Table 80/1 differs from that of
Table 77/1 (Ref. 2) only by small changes of the parametrization at hip,h ener-
gies. In the range 0.4 - 0.9 GeV/c it follows the Rutherford data (Ref. 14)
and ignores the Arizona data (Ref. 15), as was done in Tables 77/1, 77/2
and 77/4 of Ref. 2. We have no reason to believe that the discrepancy between
these two data sets is mainly due to an error of the Arizona data, but it
would not make sense to take an average. In order to enable the user of our
tables to see the corresponding uncertainty of the real parts and of the for-
ward cross sections, we have presented in Table 77/3 of Ref. 2 an evaluation
which is based on the Arizona data.
In the threshold region our fit to the total cross sections is consistent
+
with the results for the s-wave scattering lengths a- (Refs. 3, 16)
+ + 2 - 2 2(J /4rr .. (a) + 2(a) + O(q ),
(2.2)
Around the first resonance we still use our earlier fit which follows the re-
sult of Carter et al. (Ref. 17), because the charge-dependent effects due to
a mass difference between the 1233 MeV isobar states 6++ and 60 are not yet
well understood.
Fig. I shows the difference between our fit and the data of Pedroni et al. 18
and also the values reconstructed from the recent phase shift analysis of Koch
and Pietarinen (Ref. 3). It is also of interest to compare our fit for the iso-
o h lf b' . 1/2 f h 1 .. hsp1n ore a com 1nat10n (J 0 t e tota cross sect10ns w1th t e same quan-
tity derived from these phase shifts and from the total cross section data of
18Pedroni et al. • Due to the threshold factor and the smallness of the p-waves
the s-wave contribution dominates strongly helow a laboratory momentum'of
300 MeV/c. Fig. 2 shows that there are problems and that a further investigation
is necessary.
+In the high energy reg10n our parametrization for (J (Ref. 19) has been ad-
justed to the new total cross section data of Carro11 et a1. 5 • Our fit reads
+ [-J2 a-I(J (k) = (Jo + (JI ln(k/k l ) + b k ; k ~ 10 GeV/c, (2.3a)
50
0
... 22.26 mb, 0 1 '" 0.418261 mb~ k l '" 37.8338 GeV/c, (2.3b)
b ... 8 .2287 mb GeVI -a , a ... 0.53395.
Of course, the large number of decima18 i8 not significant, but it is necessary
+if one wants to reproduce the values for Re C given in our table (which, in
order to have a simple format, frequently gives too many digits). Fig. 3 shows
the data, the fit (2.3) and other fits which will be discussed in sect. 2.3.
The ansatz (2.3) has no theoretical foundation except that it is compatible
with the asymptotic behaviour demanded by the Froissart bound. In particular
there is no reason to associate the last term with f-meson exchange, since the
leading terms are just one choice among many possible ones. Presumably, f-meson
exchange is connected with the "peripheral peak" in the impact parameter trans-
form Im F~+(s,b) of the imaginary part of the isospin even s-channel helicity
no-flip amplitude (Ref. 20) and can be studied there in a less ambigous way. -
It is remarkable that the decrease of o+(k) can be described in the large range
2.5 - 70 GeV/c by the simple law 0+ • 0 +b/k (Fig. 4).
o
Carroll et al. 5 have fitted their data for 0 to the usual power law, which
agrees with the expression for the contribution of reggeized p-exchange. They
find a • 0.54 ± 0.03. Our fit is slightly different because it starts already
p / d' • . 22 ( . )at 10 GeV c an lncludes some addltlonal data see Flg. 5
o (k) • c kap-I; k ~ 10 GeV/c I
c ... 2.931 mb GeVI-ap ; a ... 0.5337,
p
(2.4)
The approximate agreement of a in (2.3) and a in (2.4) is accidental.p
Since we assume the validity of charge-independence, there is a second possi-
bility to determine a • The charge-exchange differential cross sections atp
high energies are weIl described by the formula
do (s, t)
o ... T(t)(k/k )2ap(t)-2dt 0' (2.5)
which has been derived from the Regge model for p-exchange, according to which




There are two recent resu1ts for charge-exchange differential cross sections:
i) the Fermilab experiment of Barnes et a1. 7 in the range 20 - 200 GeV/c.
The fit of the authors 1ed to the parameters
n = 0.481 ± .004,p c = (5.58 ± .10) /mb- GeV-np = (3.48 ± .06) mb GeVI-up
(2.8a)
ii) the new Serpuchov experiment of Ape1 et a1. 6 which is more accurate
than the ear1ier Serpuchov experiment of Bo1otov et a1. 23 • The authors fitted
h · d h' h h f 1 7 d . l' 1 24. ht e1r ata toget er W1t tose 0 Barnes et a. an St1r 1ng et a. 1n t e
range 10 - 200 GeV/c. Taking into account the systematic errors they found
np
= 0.48 ± .01, c .. (5.75 ± .13) ~ GeV-np= (3.59 ± .08) mb GeVI-np (2.8b)
Another estimate of the uncertainty of the data fo11ows from a comparison of the
resu1ts at 40 GeV/c. Since Barnes et a1. 7 have measured at 40.8 GeV/c we compare
the va1ues of kda /dt, which is practica11y energy independent:
o
-I 7k da /dt = 2031 ~b GeV Barnes et a1.
o
-I 6
.. 2196±60 ~b GeV Ape1 et a1.
The difference amounts to 8 % which is in agreement with an error of about 4 i.
for the overall fit.
Up to now radiative corrections to the
ignored. According to an investigation
fied. An accurate evaluation of their
charge-exchange cross sections have been
b . b 1 25 h" .,y G1nz urg et a. t 1S 1S not JUSt1-
formu1as can be made on1y by the authors
of the experiments, since one needs a detai1ed information on the energy reso-
lution of the detectors. Therefore we can use on1y the crude estimation given
by Ginzburg et a1. 25 in their tab1e I according to which the strong interaction
forward cross section da /dt at t· 0 is 1arger by a factor of 1.10, 1.05 and
o




to Ik a-. In our
E. Borie26 has made another evaluation, assuming that the energy resolution
amounts to half a pion mass. She findsa eorreetion whieh is about twiee as
large in the range 20 - 200 GeV/e.
It is remarkable that the sign and the order of magnitude of the eorreetion is
sueh that the diserepaney between the Cl -values following from a -data and fromp
da Idt-data beeomes smaller and that Cl approaehes 0.50.
o p
In order to demonstrate that a reggeized p-exehange model with Cl • 0.500 ean
112 P
and da Idt, we have plotted (4wkda Idt) (Fig. 6) in addition
00·
special ease Cl • 0.50 e.qs .(2.6) and (2.7) readp
da
Re C • Im C- • elk, a- • e/lk, d~· 4:k •
Therefore the question is whether a horizontal strAight line ean fit both types
of data in our figure. A best fit is not of interest b~cause cf the unknown systema-
tic errors. Figs.5 and 6 show that the following choice is aceeptable






2.2 Evaluation of the dispersion relations
Thereal parts have been ealeulated from the dispersion relations (see Ref. 3)
(2.11)
where the nueleon pole terms and c+(~) are given by (see also (9.83»
() 8w f2 w C+ (11) 4 +( I)CN w • wZ _ wZ ' .... 1T a I + ~ m •B
(2.12)
The notation is the same as in Ref. 3: k and w • 1~2+k2 denote the laboratory
momentum and energy of the pion. ~ • 0.13957 GeV and m • 0.93828 QaVare the mas-
ses of w± and of the proton, whieh have been used in all kinematieal ealeulations,
2 2 21 I 2 2 2·wB • -p 12m, f • 0.079, g 4w· (2m ~) f • 14.28. The value f • 0.079 1S
eompatible with the Karlsruhe-Helsinki phase shift analysis (Ref. 3) and our
+ -I
ehoiee C (~) • -0.99 GeV eorresponds to the s-wave scattering length
+ -I3a ·-o.0288~ (seeseet.5).
8+ + 0The n-p ~ n-p and n p ~ n n forward amplitudes are denoted by C+ and C respec-
- 0
tively. The normalization of C = Al is given by the expression for the optical
theorem
Im C = ka • (2.13)
The forward cross sections follow from
da
-=dt I I C 1
2
= _qn da16nk2 _L ~
c.m.
(2.14)
where q is the center of mass momentum. The validity of charge-independence has
been assumed throughout. Isospin notation:
C± = .!..(C + C )2 - - +' C • - 12 C-.o (2.15)
The evaluation of the dispersion relation has been perforrned by numerical inte-
gration up to 10 GeV/c for C+ and up to 20 GeV/c (Table 80/1) or 10 GeV/c
+(Table 80/2) for C • Parametrizationsof a- have been assumed for higher momenta
up to infinity.
Contrary to some statements in the literature, the evaluation of the principal
value integrals is not a "formidable task" (Ref. 28). Some details of our corn-
o 0 0 29 0puter program are g1ven 1n the Append1x. The program has been tested by 1n-
serting a Breit-Wigner function for which the integral can be calculated exact-
ly. For a width of 50 MeV the errors of the real parts are of the order of 1 %
or less. The CPU-time for the evaluation of one dispersion integral arnounts to
0.1 sec on our UNIVAC 1108.
and a eorrection whieh
the parametrizations for
high energies is described in
Re Cpar
is obtained by constructing
The teehnique for ca~culating the real parts at
seet. 2.3. The real parts are given as a sum of
beeomes negligible at very high energies. Re Cpar
an analytie function whose imaginary part is given by
the total eross sections, eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.IOa)
Re C;ar = na l k ln(k/k l ) - b




fit to the data. Then a
mined such that Im C+par
9
If one wants to use the numerica1 va1ues of the parameters, eq. (2.3), (2.4),
(2.10),one shou1d notice that the real parts are usua11y 1isted in GeV- 1 units
(I mb .. 2.568 GeV-2).
At momenta somewhat above 10 GeV/c in the first and third case and 30 GeV/c
in the second case the real parts of our Tab1es 80/1 and 80/2 can be ca1cu1ated
from the approximations (k in GeV/c, Re C in GeV- I)
, C+ C+ 10 2 80/1 and 80/2Re = Re + 3.28 - 0.42(T) + ••• Tab1espar
Re C • Re C I 2 Tab1e 80/1 .. 0.50 (2.18)+ k'(l4.0 + 2.0(20/k) +••• ) apar P
1 2Re C .. Re C + k'(S.43 + 0.4S(l0/k) +•• ) Tab1e ,80/2 a - 0.5337.par p
It is remarkab1e that in eq. (2.18) the real part of C+ at high momenta becomes
re1atively 1arge, because the logarithmic term is increasing ~ k 1n k and
Re C+/Im C+ goes to zero asymptotica11y only as I/ln k. At I 000 GeV/c our tab1e
predicts Re C+/Im C+ .. 0.148 and this quantity has not yet its asymptotic be-
haviour, because the ratio is still incEeasing (Fig. 7).
An Argand diagram for C at high energies is shown in Fig. 14. It will be dis-
cussed in sect. 7.
2.3 The "do it yourself method"
Our choice for the parametrization of the total cross sections, eq. (2.3), (2.4),
(2.10) is rather arbitrary and therefore it is of interest to consider other para-
metrizations which fit the data equa11y we11, but have a different high energy
behaviour. If one wants to ca1cu1ate the prediction for the real part fo1lowing
from another ansatz, it is ~ necessary to repeat the evaluation of the dis-
persion relation at all energies. As pointed out in Ref. 19, it is sufficient
to perform a sma11 ca1culation (on a pocket computer) which proceeds as fellows.
One starts with an ansatz for 0+ (k) at high energies, which is suitab1e for apar
crossing symmetric ana1ytic function C+ (w) is deter-
+ par
= ko ; (w/k - 11 + IJz/kz .. I above 10 GeV/c).par
A simple possibi1ity ~s to choose a function o+(k) for which a table of integrals
gives an expression for
(2. 19)
10
in terms of known functions. In the following it is not essential that the cut
starts at k • O.
Most of the parametrizations discussed in the literature belong to special
values of a and ß in the ansatz
c+ = (-ik)a {ln(k/k l ) - in/2}ßpar (2.20)
for instance Regge poles (ß = 0), Regge dipoles (ß = I) or special Regge cuts
(ß < -I) (Ref. 30).
The next step is now to combine eqs. (2.11) and (2.19) and to expand the denomi-
nator for k»kh, kh being the momentum above which the data have been fit ted to
+ (" + + k k)o 1 .e. 0 - 0 -= 0 for > hpar par
kh + +o - 02 L par




+Small terms in the expansion of CN have been neglected.
The coefficients
(2.22)
are calculated only once from the fit to the total cross sections below k -kh •
Our evaluation gives for kh 11: 10 GeV/c
+ 2 -I -ICo • Co -C (IJ) -4nf Im 11: 490.72 GeV ,c2 = 146.43 GeV • (2.23)
The coefficients c~:r follow from the integral (2.22) by inserting 0+ instead
+ par
of 0 •
It is remarkable that 0+ is now used in a range where it deviates strongly frompar
the data. The ~orrection cpar -c is small, if 0+ fits the average of the re-
o 0 par
sonance structures.
We sunnnarize the description of the "doit yourself method":
i) First one has to choose a parametrization O;ar(k) and a value for kh
and to calculate a fit to the data above k 11: kh •
11
+ + +ii) Then one has to determine Re C such that together with Im C -k 0par par par
a crossingsymmetric analytic function is obtained. Usually one takes a combination





Finally one has to calculate the integral
k
2 h +
• - J 0 (k) dk.
'Il' 0 par (2.24)
The real part at momenta above k - kh then follows from the value of co' eq. (2.23)
and
(2.25)
In most applications the last term is negligible. However, if 0+ goes asymptoti-
cally to a constant, it can happen that Re C+(~) is finite. Then the correction
par - .
c - c rema1ns important even in the asymptotic region (see Ref. 31).
o
As an example we consider the parametrizations
II
a -I a -I
0+ • b
l






Re C+ - ~2 k 0 1 - b cot(a'll'/2) ka •par















a 2 - 0.70187
(2.26a)
III) 0 0 - 26.143 mb 0 1 - 3.3021 mb
k l - 4516.1 GeV/c




par fo110ws from eq. (2.24) :c0
II) par
2 b l (11 b2 (12
• 494.71 (2.26b)c • - {- k + - k }0 'IT (11 h (12 h
III) par 2 kh
kh I) + ~ k(1} • 501.24 (2.27b)c • - {o + °lkh(ln k -0 'IT 0 ) (1 h
and the expressions (2.25) for the real parts read
II) + c+ + 3.99 + O(k-2) G V-I (2.26c)Re C • Re par e /
III) + c+ +)0.52 + 0(k-2) GeV-) (2.27c)Re C • Re par I
+ fo110ws from eqs. (2.26) , (2.27), (2.26a), (2.27a).where Re Cpar
, 'd 1 )) 'd d' f b d" hS~nce FaJar 0 et a. ment~one a ~f erence etween our pre ~ct~on for t e
rea1/imaginary part ratio p± and that of Lipkin32 , we shal1 also discuss the
ansatz for his two-component Pomeron model. Lipkin was not interested in the
best fit to the pion-nuc1eon data a10ne but rather to an overall fit to the
total 'lTp, Kp and pp cross sections,in which the coefficients are related by
quark counting rules. His ansatz for the total isospin even and odd 'lTN cross
sections reads
IV) + .,. 2 (~)0.13 + 4 (~)-0.20 + ~ c (~)-0.5o c) 20 c 2 20 2 R 20 ' (2.28)
o ) (~) -0.50• '2 cR 20 • (2.29)
+The total 'IT-P cross sections o± fo110w from eq. (2.1). His results for the para-
meters are+) (0 in mb, k in GeV/c)
eR • ).75. (2.30)
There are severa1 deviations from our fit and from total cross seetion data:
i) The expression for 0 agrees with our parametrization as far as the
va1ue of (1p is eoneerned, but our eoeffieient eorresponds to eR • I .48 whieh is
considerab1y 10wer than Lipkin's va1ue. Figs. 5 and 6 show that Lipkin's fit is
at varianee with the data, in partieular in the 10wer part of his momentum range
(k ~ 2 GeV/c).
+) Rqs. (2.28) and (2.30) differ from formu1as and statements in Lipkin's papers
because of printing errors. The above version is in agreement with his tab1es.
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+ii) Fig. 3 shows that Lipkin~s fit to 0 is systematically lower than
the Permilab data5 for the total cross sections above 200 GeV/c, which were
not yet available when he wrote his paper.
We have used our method in order to produce a fit denoted by "IV", which uses
Lipkin's parametrization eq. (2.28) from 10 GeV/c to infinity. The correction
from the low energy part of the dispersion integral has been calculated from
eq. (2.25)
k > 10 GeV/c
(2.31)
Re C;ar· 2c I tan (0.13 TI/2)(2~)1.13 - 4c2 tan (0.2T1/2)(2kO)0.S-fcR(JO)0;5
The correction is negligible above 100 GeV/c, but at 20 GeV/c it is clearly
visible in plots of p + (see below, Fig. 11).
Finally one can ask for the information which can be obtained if the experimental
real part data deviate systematically from the prediction. We denote by kH the
momentum up to which total cross section data are available and assume that real
part data have been measured only up to a momentum which is appreciably smaller,
as it is usually the case. Then we considerthe dispersion relation for the dif-
+ + +ference 60 • 0 - 0Tab le for k<kH
+6Re C • Re
2 2 00 60+
dk • k - f kT dk + •••TI k
H
(2.32)
We conclude that one can expect an increase of the discrepancy which is linear
in k2• If this can be established (at present the real part data are not accurate
enough) one has one constraint for a modification of the high energy ansatz for
0+. Because of the weight factor l/k2 one cannot learn anything about the be-
haviour of the total cross sections at momenta far above ~.
+Since the behaviour of 0 at very high momenta is of great interest, one could
think that the constraint derived from the real part data could be improved,
for instance by introducing a weight factor in the dispersion relation or by
considering sum rules which have very slowly convergent integrals. However, if
one looks at the details, it is always seen that one cannot derive more infor-
mation as long as one does not introduce an additional theoretical input (see
sect. 9).
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Eq. (2.32) ean also be used if one wants to see the sensitivity of the pre-
+dietion for Re C to the input at mueh higher energies. As an example we show





The applieation of the do-it-yourself method to the isospin odd ease will be
treated in seet. 8 and its relation to superconvergent sum rules in sect.9.6.
3. Other reeent determinations of the real parts
3.1 Evaluations of the dispersion relation
The method of Hendriek et al. (Ref. 33) has some problems which have been dis-
eussed in Ref. 2. In the mean time, the authors performed an improved ealeu-
lation (Ref. 34) which led to a good agreement with our table exeept in the
high energy region, where the authors used another assumption for the asympto-
tie behaviour. Their estimate for the errors of the real part at high energies
is rather arbitrary and should not be taken seriously.
Another evaluation has been made by Carter et al. (Ref. 35). Their table dif-
fers strongly from ours in the high energy region, beeause they use a subtraeted
version of the dispersion relation for C- whieh is not compatible with the Gold-
berger-Miyazawa-Oehme sum rule (Ref. 36). We shall come back to this problem in
seetion;8.4(see also Ref. 2).
3.2 Applieation of Pietarinen's expansion method
Instead of evaluating the prineipal value integrals/ one can use an expansion
method whieh was proposed by Pietarinen in 1972 (Ref. 37). The idea is to re-
present the invariant amplitudes by expansions in whieh eaeh term has the eor-
reet cut structure. The ansatz reads
15
+ ~ N+ I + znC (w) • CN(w) + c: /(l +Z) cn ,
nooO (3.1)
+Z) I-ap NC-(w) • C;(w) + w(l I - nc Z ,n
n-o
where the c are real and the variable Z is related to w by a conformal mapping
n
a - IJ.lz -wz a+ikZ • =-- ....I:_=--~-. -~~
a - ik •
a + IJ.I:l -w:l
(3.2)
Z • I corresponds to the threshold and the physical range 0 < k < ~ is mapped
onto the upper half of the unit circle. The center of the most interesting range
can be mapped onto Z • i by a suitable choice of a. The region outside the unit
circle belongs to the 2nd sheet of the w-plane. For high momenta we have
1 + Z. 2a 2a. 2a
2
+
a -ik =: k 1 + V • .1!.. +
-iw (3.3)
Therefore a Regge term for C can be written as follows
C-(w) 1 - e -i1rap (~)ap yi e-iTrap/2 (...!!!...)ap (3.4).y
sinlra • cos'ITa 72p Wo wp p 0
a -I +Z) l-ap ,NyW (-iw) p ,ww(l
i.e. the factor in front of the 2nd line of eq. (2.26) describes the Regge law
eq. (2.6). In a similar way the function c+ /(I+Z) is adjusted ·.tothe asymptotic
behaviour of 0+, eq. (2.3a).
An advantage of this method·,is that the exis ting experimental va lues for
Re C± can be fitted simultaneously with those of Im C± • kot and that the
question of subtractions does not occur.
The result of the fit does not depend on the number N as long as N is large
enough (~ 50), since the cut-off is performed by a convergence test function





2to the X of the data and minimizing the sumo
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Using an ana1ytic function of the Breit-Wigner type, corresponding to
ak
a (k) - (k -b)2 +c2 , (3.6)
the real part can be easi1y ca1cu1ated ana1ytica11y. We have compared the exact
resu1t with the approximate one, based on the expansion or on the evaluation of
the principa1 va1ue integral of the dispersion relation with our methode In both
+
cases the agreement was satisfactory, the errors of Re C- being much sma11er
than the experimental uncertainties (Ref.29).
For pra.ctica1 applications we prefer the dispersion method, because it is easier
,
to insert different high energy assumptions. However, at t~O the expansion method
is much superior to all others. More general and flexible expansions have been propo-
sed and app1ied by R.Cutkosky (Ref.4,165).
3.3 Analytic parametrization methods
Severa1 authors restricted themse1ves to the high energy region and fitted para-
metrizations with the correct ana1yticity and crossing properties to the total
cross section data and sometimes also to the real part data (see for instance
Refs. 30 and 38). The ansatz is usua11y based on combinations of the expression
in eq. (2.20).
This method is a simp1ified version of the expansion methode It can easi1y hap-
pen that the resu1t is at variance with the forward dispersion relation, where
the real part receives contributions from low and intermediate energies, which
are expressed mainly by the constant cpar - c in eq. (2.21).
o 0
The ana1ytic parametrization methods are of interest on1y at very high energies
where this constant is neg1igib1e, or in reactions where the methods of sect.
2.2 to 2.42 are not app1icab1e because the data are not avai1ab1e (see the re-
views Refs. 39, 40 for further discussions).
3.4 The "derivative ana1yticity relation"
Severa1 authors claimed that the ana1yticity properties, which are embodied in
dispersion relations, can be equally well imp1emented by writing "derivative
dispersion relations" (Refs. 41-43). A simple version is (Ref. 43)
+ '11' d +Im C • - tan (2 d~) Re C ,
'11' dRe C • tan ('2 d~) Im C ,
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(3.7)
where ~ • ln w. The operator is approximated by a finite number of terms in the
expansion
tan ·w d• -- +2 d~ (3.8)
The formal expression is related to the dispersion relation as follows
GO
'11' d 2 f dk' d
tan ('2 dn) • ; k k'Z-k2 exp {(n-n') dn} ,
o
where n • ln k (Ref. 44).
(3.9)
The method gives the eorreet result in the ease of the ansatz (2.20), whieh is
known for a long time (see for instanee Ref. 45), but serious problems arise,
if one attempts to apply it in the general ease. This has been shown by Eieh-
mann et ale (Ref. 46, see also Ref. 44 and Ref. 47). The result diverges in the
resonanee region.
h f ukh 1 42 d 'b ' l'T ere ore S atme et a. treate resonanee eontr~ ut~ons separate y, us~ng
analytie Breit-Wigner parametrizations fixed by inspeetion. If one wants aeeu-
rate and reliable results, the method beeomes mueh more eomplieated than a
straight forward evaluation of the dispersion relation or Pietarinen's expan-
sion.
At momenta above the resonanee region the "derivative analytieity method" and
the "analytie parametrization method" are elosely related to our method des-
eribed in seet. 2.3 whieh, however, gives in addition a eorreetion term. This
term represents the effeets "nonloeal in energy", whieh are not always negli-
gible. They ean be ealeulated only from data at low and intermediate energies
(see Refs. 19, 39, 44).
Another attempt to avoid the evaluation of the dispersion relation has been
made by Gerdt et ale (Refs. 48, 28), who started from a uniformization of the
forward seattering amplitude. For praetieal applieations this method has similar
shorteomings as the derivative analytieity method to whieh it is related.
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A rigorous mathematical investigation of derivative analyticity relations
has been performed by Fischer et al. (Ref. 49). The authors were able to show
that under certain assumptions, which are stronger than the general principles
ofaxiomatic field theory, derivative analyticity relations similar to those
of Refs. 41-43 exist, but they contain only first derivatives. They point out
that there is no theoretical basis for applications of such relations at a
fixed finite energy.
4. Comparison of the predictions with real parts derived from Coulomb inter-
ference data
The real parts of the elastic forward amplitudes can be determined from differen-
tial cross sections in the Coulomb interference region. First we compare the
published values for
(4.1)
with the prediction from our tables.
12In p (Fig. 8) the Brookhaven data of Foley et al. and the earlier Serpuchov
10data of Apokin et al. show a systematic deviation from the prediction which
would be significant, if the error bars were taken seriously.
However, our reanalysis of the Brookhaven data has shown that there is no reason
d b h I , d ' f h d ' , l' 13 Th d ' bl 'hto ou t t e va ~ ~ty 0 t e ~spers~on re at~on • e ata are compat~ e w~t
the prediction for the real part, if one admits a small normalization error.
Evidence for problems with the fit of the authors is seen for instance at
16 GeV/c in the n p data (Fig. 2c in Ref. 13) where the fit is made in the inter-
val 0 > t > -0.05 Gevl and its continuation to larger -t deviates considerably
from the other data of the same experiment.
The Serpuchov group has remeasured the real part at 40 GeV/c and the new result
is in good agreement with our prediction9
At higher momenta, the CERN data of Burq et al. 8 and the final version of the
Fermilab data of Fajardo et al. 11 show also no significant discrepancy.
At lower momenta, the agreement with the data of Vorobyev et al.50 in the 2-6 GeV/c
region is reasonable, but these data (as weIl as those of Ableev et al. 9 at
840 GeV/c and of Burq et a1. at 30 GeV/c) are not sufficient for a simultaneous
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determination of the slope and this makes the test less reliable than in other
cases.
The agreement with the Coulomb interference data of Baillon et al. 51 at and
below 2 GeV/c is not satisfactory. It might be that the formalism for the in-
terference between strong and electromagnetic interactions, which was developed
for high energies52 , has to be modified if there are strong contributions from
resonances.
In the case of p+ the experimental information is much poorer (Fig. 9). There is
. 12 10
a reasonable agreement w1th the Brookhaven data , the Serpuchov data and the
Fermilab data ll , but again there are discrepancies with the data of Baillon et
1 51. h .a. 1n t e resonance reg1on.
As mentioned above the high energy assumption for a± is to some extent arbitrary
and one could expect that the data for the real parts can help to exclude certain
possibilities. For this purpose it is useful to consider the combinations
and
+




If the seconds terms are .neglected~ the error in" (4·.2) amounts to 10% at 20 GeV/c
and to 3% at 50 GeV/c, whereas the error in (4.3) the error is only 1% at 10 GeV/c.
Fig. 10 shows the quantity Ik (p_ -p+)/2 vs k as calculated from our Tables 80/1
and 80/2. As expected it is almost energy independent, because Ik 0-, p and 0+
have a slow energy dependence separately. In addition we have plot ted the same
quantity as following from the Coulomb interference experiment of Fajardo et al. 11.
The uncertainty of the prediction i8 probably not larger than the difference
between the two curves belonging to the Tables 80/1 and 80/2, since the l.h.side
of eq. (4.2) is weIl determined from the charge-exchange forward cross sections
and the total cross section data (see Figs. 5 and 6).We conclude that the plot
in Fig. 10 is a good test for Coulomb interference data, from which the diffe-
rence p_ -P+ follows at present only wit~ a much lower accuracy. Three of the
points of Fajardo et al. ll agree weIl with the prediction whereas two others
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(125 and ISO GeV/e) even have a wrong sign, i.e. the p_-va1ues are too sma11
and/or the p+-va1ues are too 1arge. This has to be kept in mind if one judges
the deviations in Figs. 8 and 9.
Our figure for (p _ + p+) /2 .. p+ (Fig. 11) shows the Fermi lab data II and data eon-
strueted from the CERN data of Burq et a1. 8 eombined with the predietion for
+p -p from Tab1e 80/1.








In addition we have plotted our predietion from Tab1e 80/1 and from other high
energyassumptions (seet. 2.3).
+The eurves be10ng to various fits to the 0 data in 'the range 10 - 370 GeV/e.
The fi ts I - IV have been exp1ained in see t. 2.3. Fit V agrees wi th fi t I
+(= Tab1e 80/1 and 80/2) up to 1000 GeV/e and assumes a eonstant 0 at all higher
momenta. The dashed 1ine in Fig. II is the predietion from Lipkin's Regge pole
type formu1a. It eoineides with fit IV above 100 GeV/e.
+Fits I, 11 and V agree we11 with all 0 da ta up to 370 GeV/e (Fig. 3). Corres-
ponding1y the predietions for p+ remain e10se together up to about 50 GeV/e.
Even at 200 GeV/e the spread is not 1arger than the ~xperimenta1 error. It is
remarkab1e that this ine1udes fit V, whieh differs strong1y from the others
above 1000 GeV/e.
Obviously, the dispersion relation is not a good "erysta1 ball whieh ean view
the road to asymptopia" (Re!. 53). The sensitivity to the behaviour of the total
eross seetions at higher momenta is somewhat better in the isospin odd ease.
Fit 111 passes slight1y be10w the o+-data above 200 GeV/e. Its p+-va1ue lies
e10se to the others up to 50 GeV/e, but it is somewhat lower at 200 GeV/e.
Lipkin's parametrization for 0+ (fit IV) is appreeiab1y lower than the data
above 200 GeV/e and therefore its p~-va1ue separates from the others a1ready at
about 30 GeV/e and it remains lower at all higher momenta of our range.
The distanee between the dashed and dot-dashed lines in Fig.II shows the error of
Lipkin's Regge pole formu1a for the real part. It is not of interest to show
the eontinuation of Lipkin's predietion to 2 GeV/e as it was done in Figs. 13b
I I
and e of Ref. ,sinee the error is inereasing and one eannot expeet to see the
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correct transition to the resonance structure of p, which is accurately described
by our Tables (see Figs. 8 and 9).
34The small differences between our prediction and that of Engelmann et ale are
due to the fact that we assumed that all structures of a in the range 5 - 45
GeV/c are due to errors of the somewhat contradictory data (see Fig. 5) and
that (in Table 80/1) we fitted the charge-exchange forward cross sections simul-
taneously. Engelmann et al. 34 used in this range a spline fit, following the
~pparent structures of a more closely and did not attempt to fit the charge-
exchange data. This led to the discrepancy shown in their figure 3.
5. Comparison of the predictions with real parts derived from phase shift solutions
The input of phase shift analysis includes usually a table of forward amplitudes,
whose real parts have been calculated from dispersion relations, using a smooth
interpolation of the total cross sections in the integrand. Since a finite error
is assigned to this input, it will be somewhat different form the forward ampli-
tudes Cph(w) reconstructed from the phase shift solution.
First we consider the change of the real parts
l1Re C Re CTable (5.1)
and look for systematic deviations of 6Re C from zero.
In calculations of the real part from the dispersion relation one has to take
two numbers from the result of earlier phase shift analyses: the subtraction
constant C+(~) and the coupling constant f2.
In principle, one could try to determine a correction /). f2 from Re C, but this
method is less accurate than the determination of f2 from the fixed-t dispersion
relation for the amplitude B+ at different t-values, which has been carried out
in connection with phase shift analysis (see sect. 10 in Ref. 3)+). Therefore we
+) Samaranayake has recently published a new determination of f2 from forward dis-
persion relations, continuing his earlier work with Woolcock (Ref. 54). Unfor-
tunately he used only old phase shift analyses of 1959 -73 and the result de-
rived from one of the new experiments, ignoring more recent phase shift analyses
which include other new data. We think that new determinations of f2 are of in-
terest only if they include the most recent information1 which can be easily
found for instance in the "Compilation of Coupling Constants and Low-Energy
Parameters" (Ref. 16), which is updated in regular intervals •
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work with f2 • 0.079 and test only the value of C+(~), checking simultaneoulsly
the consistency of C-(~) with the result following from the unsubtracted dis-
persion relation (Goldberger-Miyazawa-Oehme sum rule, Ref. 36)
(5.2)
(5.3)
The thresbold values are related as follows to the isospin 1/2 and 3/2 scattering
lengths a l and a 3
(5.4)
In order to search for systematic deviations of 6Re C from zero, which indicate
...
that corrections to the threshold values C-(~) are necessary, we ignore possible
errors of the total cross sections and of f2 and construct 6Re C from once sub-
+
tracted dispersion relations for C-.
Qne obtains
(5.5)
In Fig. 12 we have plotted 6Re C+ on the right hand side and 6Re C_ on the left
hand side. The question is whether the best straight line through the points
differs from the abscissa in a significant way.
It is difficult to estimate errors of Re Cph and of Re Ctable' because the most
important errors are systematic ones which must exist because of discrepancies
between different data sets. Sometimes they are much larger than the error esti-
mates of the authors (see for instance Ref. 14 and Ref. 15). Although errors of
Cph could have been calculated from the error correlation matrix of the CMU-LBL
group, we consider only the best fit to the points shown in Fig. 12.
The parameters of the best fit are in the case of the Karlsruhe-Helsinki 78
phase shift solution
+ -)6C (lJ)· O. J 1 GeV , - -I6C (lJ) • 0.016 GeV • (5.6)
These numbers have to be compared with the input for C+(lJ) the result for C-(lJ)
in our Table 80/1
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C+ (lJ) -) C+ (lJ) .. -0.0)) -)• -0.99 GeV , 411" lJ (5.7)




3a • -0.0288 lJ 3a lJ •
In our opinion,eq. (5.6) shows that the agreement is reasonable, in particular
since there are other sources of errors which have been ignored in the fit. If
one uses Re C as calculated from the CMU-LBL phase shift solution, one obtains
from the fit
-)).42 GeV , (5.8)
The value of 6C+(lJ) is now larger. This is related to the fact that the eMU-LBL
group used their own table of forward amplitudes (Ref. 34). Unfortunately the
authors of Ref. 34 have not made apreeise statement on the values assumed for
C+(lJ) and f2.
An estimate from the Re C-values at the lowest momenta suggests that their C+(lJ)
-)
value is higher by about 0.8 GeV than ours.
We have also included a table of the differences 6Re C, eq. (5.), because it is
of interest to know at which momenta the largest values of 6Re C occur. A pos-
sible reason is a normalization error, another one is that Re C varies rapid-
ly and the momentum scales of the total and differential cross section experi-
ments have an error relative to each other.
Furthermore, this table give a realistic estimate of the uncertainties of the
real parts (see sect. 3 of Ref. 2 and Ref. 34 for further discussions).
Fig. )3 shows the difference between the total cross sections reconstructed from
phase shifts and the smooth interpolations of the total cross section data in our
table. The structures in the region of the first resonance are due to the fact
that our interpolation in the tables does not take into account all charge-de-
pendent corrections (see the paper by Koch and Pietarinen3 for a description of
phase shift analysis in this range).
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6. Extrapolation into the Unphysical Region
The evaluation of the dispersion integrals gives not only the real parts in the
physical region but also the (real) amplitudes between the s- and u-channel
thresholds. Since the nucleon pole terms are rapidly varying in this range, we
prefer to consider
where CN is given in eq. (2.12) Table 80/5 lists C-/w and
physical region in units of ~~2 and ~-l respectively. This
the dispersion relations, using the same input as in table
(6. I)
e+ - g2/m in the un-
table follows fram
80/1. At present it
is not possible to give reliable estimates of the errors, since the result de-
pends to some extent on total cross sections at low energies, where accurate
data do not exist. Mor~over, there are still problems with charge-dependent
effects.
The relation between tables 80/1 and 80/5 at threshold is explained by the fol-
lowing equations:
+ 4".f2 -+ 2
Re C (~) • - m(I-~274m2) + {C (~) - g /m}
1 -}
• (-0.1485 + 0.010) ~- • - 0.991 GeV •
• (1.996 - O.666)~-1 • 9.53 GeV-1
(6.2)
(6.3)
The s-wave scattering lengths following from these amplitudes are given in
eq. (5.7). For some applications it is of interest to know the value of
00 -
J • --1-- C-(~) • ~. f 0 (k) dk • - 0.0530 ~-2 • - 1.06 mb.4".~ 2".w
o
(6.4)
The amplitudes of Table 80/5 are of interest for a comparison of ".N amplitudes
. .. . -+ 2/ .w1th pred1ct10ns from Current Algebra. The quant1ty C -g m at w • 0 1S needed,
if one wants to determine the "sigma term" by an extrapolation along the line
v = 0 (Refs. 55, 59).
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c-/w is of interest for a test of the Ad1er-Weisberger relation (Ref. 82). If
it is eombined with the Go1dberger-Treiman relation one obtains the predietion




whieh is valid for zero mass pions. f • 0.945lJ is the pion deeay eonstant and
'Il'
gA - 1.26 the axial veetor eoup1ing eonstant. The predietion eq. (6.5) differs
appreeiab1y from our resu1t in Tab1e 8015 (- 0.46lJ2) whieh is valid for physiea1
pions. It is diffieu1t to estimate the effeet of the extrapolation in pion masse
There are two other kinematiea1 points whieh go to the origin of the v,t~plane
in the zero pion mass limit: v - 0, t - 4lJ2 andv-lJ, t· 0, where c-/v has the
va1ues - 0.61 lJ2 and - 0.68 ~2 respeetive1y (see seet. 10 of Ref. 3 for details).
An other applieation o.f Tab1e 8015 is that one ean derive the va1ue of the 10w
energy expansion of the C-amplitudes at v- t - o. This expansion has been used
by many authors (seet. 5.6 in Ref. 16) for diseussions of low-energy models,
sinee it was introdueed in 1972 (Ref. 59). - A singularity in the 2nd sheet of the
w-plane,whieh is re1ated to the nucleon Born term,has been studied by Sawada l57 •
+Fina11y Tab1e 8015 shows the magnitude of the cusp effeets in Re C- at thresho1d,
whieh are a eonsequenee of unitarity. These effects have been neg1eeted in many
models for 'Il'N ,scattering at low energies (cf. Fig. 1 in Ref. 59).
7. Zeros of forward seattering amp1itudes
Comp1ex zeros of pion-nueleon forward seattering amp1itudes have been of interest
. 1 h . l' .. 56-62, 77 A . 1 f J' d Maln severa t eoretlca lnvestlgatlons • rlgorous resu t 0 ln an r-
tin57 based on positivity has the consequence that in the range 0 ~ t < 4 lJ2 the
amplitude+)
+ + +
D (v, t) - A + vB (7.1)
has at most two zeros in the physiea1 sheet of the v2 -p1ane (v - w+t/4m). At t-O
the amplitude D+ agrees with C+. Aeeording to our ea1eu1ation the forward amp1i-
+) G. Sommer has shown that the combination D+ of the 'Il'N amp1itudes has the posi-
tivity property which is needed if one wants to extend resu1ts derived for the
spin1ess ease to spin 0 - spin 1/2 seattering (Ref. 63, 64). The usua1 spin no-
flip amplitude ean also be chosen for this purpose (Ref. 65). The amplitude D has
the advantage to have simple ana1ytieity properties.
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tude C+ has only one zero in the w2-plane at w2 - - 0.085 ~2 ... - 0.0018 GeV2
(see Fig. in Ref. 59, which differs only slightly from the new result of
Table V).
The zeros at t;o have been discussed in Ref. 6.0. It turns out that there are
two zeros in the physical sheet between t - 4~2 and a small positive t-value,
where the 2nd zero, which lies near threshold, enters the 2nd sheet. With the
present experimental accuracy one cannot exclude the possibility that the 2nd
zero lies in the first sheet at threshold (i.e. that a+ -0). Both zeros can be
continued to the neighborhood of the Cheng-Dashen point v-O, t ... 2~2 and it can
be shown that they are related to the double zero of the pseudovector nucleon
Born term at t - 2~2, which is strongly distorted by the influence of the non-
vanishing sigma term of current algebra (Ref. 60).
The zeros of the isosp~n odd forward amplitude C have been discussed by Suga-
wara and Tubis56 • From an earlier version of our Table they concludedthat the
number of zeros in the first sheet of the w-plane is either 7 or 11.
A zero at w... 0 follows from crossing antisymmetry. Then there are two zeros at
w - ±0.58i GeV and 4 zeros at w ... ±1.38 ±0.07i GeV. The existence of 4 further
zeros is strongly suggested bythe fact that the prediction for the modulus of
the charge-exchange forward amplitude at 120 MeV/c is zero within the errors.
Again it cannot be decided from the present experimental data whether these
zeros occurs in the first or in the 2nd sheet. The continuation of these zeros
to t~O and the relations to zeros at real sand complex t has been discussed
in Re!. 60 62.
The location of zeros in the s-plane is importan~ if one wants to apply disper-
sion relations for the logarithm of the amplitude which connect the modulus and
the phase (Refs. 66, 67~ see sect. 9.52).
Further results on zeros of amplitudes are discussed in sect.3.8 of Eden's review77
8. Charge-exchange forward scattering
In sect. 2.1 we have already discussed a common fit to the data for charge-ex-
change forward scattering and to the total cross section difference a at high
energies, the result being that the data are compatible with the simple choice
a (0) ... 0.500, if radiative corrections to the charge-exchange cross section arep
taken into account. In the following we add several comments to questions which
have been discussed in the literature and consider also data at intermediate and
low energies.
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8.1 Extrapolation of the trajectory to t > 0
When the first charge-exchange data at high energies became available in 1965-66
(Refs. 68, 69) it was found that fits to the reggeized p-exchange model led to a
trajectory which aimed approximately to a = I at t =m2 (Ref. 70) as expected inp
this model. The discovery of a spin 3 particle, the g-meson, on the same trajec-
tory was a further confirmation. The parameters of a straight line through the
points belonging to the p and g mesons in the a,t-plane are
Re a (t) • 0.46 + 0.89 t,p (8.1 )
if the masses are taken from the 1978 edition of the "Review of Particle Proper-
ties". A new determination of the g-meson mass led to a value which is higher by
more than two standard deviations (Ref. 71) and we have instead of (8.1)
Re a (t) • 0.50 + 0.83 t.
P
(8.2)
Both sets of parameters are close to the best fit reported by Barnes et al. 7 in
the range 20 -200 GeV/c for charge-exchange scattering
a (t) • 0.481 + 0.928 t.
P
(8.3) .
However, one should notice that an accurate agreement between the parameters
cannot be expected for the following reason. According to Regge theory (Refs.
72, 73) a (t) fulfills in simple cases a. ~i,persion relation
p
00 ( ')
a (t) • a + a
l
t +!. f Im aq t dt'
p 0 1T 4. 2 t -t ,
eil
(8.4)
of the resonancesthe widths r
res
which shows that the trajec tory has a branch point at t· 4lJ2. a is real forp
t < 4lJ2 and complex-valued for larger t. Other types of trajectories have been dis-
cussed for instance by Oehme(Ref. 166).
. k • 2 fIm a 1S nown at some p01nts t • m romp res
(see Fig. 5.7 in Ref. 73)
Im a (t ). r Re a~ (t ) m •p res res J res res (8.5)
-2The derivative Re a' is taken from eq. (8.2): a' • 0.83 GeV •J p
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Since Im a > 0 is small, a small upward curvature of a (t) is expected on thep p
left of t· 4lJ2. The cusp effect at the branch point is weak, since it is of the
type a _ (4lJ2_ t )A (Ref. 72), where A = a (4lJ2) +0.5 = 1.06 (from eq. (8.2».p p
The Regge model is only a framework; one cannot predict the trajectory. Lovelace
was able to derive a prediction by imposing Adler zeros in a Veneziano model for
ww-scattering (Ref. 74)
(8.6)
At that time the charge-exchange data led to a • 0.58. It is remarkable thatp
the data at higher momenta approach the prediction (8.6) rather closely, but one
should remember that the Veneziano-Lovelace model has problems in other applica-
tions (Ref. 75).
8.2 Asymptotic behaviour of C
We do not intend to give a complete summary of the large number of papers devoted
to charge-exchange scattering at high energies (at least in the early seven-
ties, it was larger than the number of data points). Instead we shall discuss
only a few of them which have been published recently or are of interest for
other reasons.
Fig. 14 shows the Argand diagram of C at high energies. The discrepancy between
the result derived from a best fit to the total cross section data (Table 80/2) and
that derived.from a 1?est fit ~o the charge-exchange forward scattering data of
Barnes et al. 7 has led to several proposals for modifications of the ansatz for
the asymptotic behaviour of C-. Some time before, another discrepancy between
the prediction for C derived from the Serpuchov data for the total cross section
difference and for the charge-exchange forward cross section triggered a number
of speculations about a possible violation of the Pomeranchuk theorem (for
instance Refs. 76, 77). Nowadays it is believed that the earlier Serpuchov data
for the total cross sections (Fig. 5) have a systematic error.
i) An additional term in the unsubtracted dispersion relation for C
If the unsubtracted dispersion relation is derived from quantum field theory,
one obtains an additional real term cw on the right hand side of eq. (2.11),
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which cannot be calculated and for which a physical interpretation is not known*)
(Ref. 36). It is generally assumed that this term is zero, because the evaluation
of the dispersion relation (2.11) (Tables 80/1 and 80/2) gives a result for the
value of C-(~) which is in good agreement with the direct determination from
phase shift analysis at low energies (see eq. (5.7) and Ref. 3). The dispersion
relation at w = ~ is the "Goldberger-Miyazawa-Oehme sum rule" and C-(~) is
usually expressed in term of the s-wave scattering length difference a l -a3 •
Of course a small finite value of c cannot be detected in this way. Since c is
multiplied by a factor w, there is a better chance to see it in the real part
at high energies. In some eatlier discussions (Ref. 78) c -0 was derived from
the assumption Re C±lw ~ 0 for w ~ ~, which was plausible at a time when it was
believed that the total cross sections go to a constant in the high energy limit.
However, our present ansatz eqs. (2.3a) and (2.16) violates this condition:
Re C+lw ~ tn k ~~. Th~refore it is of interest to search in the high energy data
for possible effects of a non-vanishing c in Re C (Ref. 79 -81, 84,3.9,19) .Fig.IO
shows that charge-exchange data are more suitable for this purpose than Coulomb
interference data.
In our Argand diagram of C at high energies (Fig. 14) the additional term cw
should cause a systematic deviation from the straight line, which belongs to
the Regge modeL
First we have plotted the amplitude C of Table 80/1, which follows from our
Regge fit with a • 0.500, and of Table 80/2, which is derived from a fit to thep
total cross section difference. A third curve has been constructed from the
charge-exchange forward cross section data without assuming the Regge model:
Ic-I fdllows from da Idt and Im C • ka is taken from the total cross section
o
difference (curve "F").
Curve "F" behaves approximate1y as expected, if an additional term cw existed
in the dispersion relation. An estimation of c from {Re C (Table 80/2)
Re C (curve "F")}/w gives (Ref. 19,39, we have now used the final data qf ReC 7)
-2
c ~ - 0.27 GeV • - O.llmb,
The correction to C-(~) or a l -a3 and to the Adler-Weisberger relation (Ref. 82)
are far below the present accuracies.
84
*") except for the "Odderon"-exchange model of Leader et a1. •
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Bourrely et ale (Ref. 38) determined a value for c from a fit to their analytic
parametrization. The result cannot be taken seriously, because they used only
Coulomb interference data and their value is at variance with the charge-ex-
change data. The work of Joynson et ale (Ref. 84) will be discussed in iii).
As mentioned in sect. 2.1 we prefer another explanation for the discrepancy. The
radiative correctionl5,2~0 the charge-exchange forward cross sections have the
correct sign and order of magnitude to resolve the discrepancy between curves
"F" and 80/1 in Fig. 14.
Furthermore, it is useful to compare the discrepancy with the errors. We have
plotted in Fig. 14 in addition to the result of fits an experimental point from
the data for da Idt and a at 200 GeV/c, showing the statistical errors only.
o
It is obvious that, with the'present data, there is no significant evidence.
against the simple reggeized p-exchange model.
ii) The "odd Pomeron" exchange




which cannot be excluded from general arguments, but looks very strange from a
physical point of view (the name "odd Pomeron"-exchange is misleading). The an-
satz is a special case of eq. (8.16)
It is clear that for a suitable choice of the parameters (cOP< 0) one can des-
cribe the deviation of curve "F" in Fig. 14 from curve 80/2. However, since the
discrepancy is within the present uncertainties as discussed above, and since
two additional parameters are introduced, we think that there is no significant
evidence for this proposal, which leads to the strange conclusion that a- has a
minimum at 5 000 Gev/c and then grows to infinity.
iii) (p+p ')-exchange models, "Odderon-exchange"
Since in a reggeized p-exchange model the no-flip and flip amplitudes have the
same phase, the polarization P in charge-exchange scattering is predicted to
o
be zero. However, non-zero values have been measured at small Itl up to 11 GeV/c.
Therefore, there must be a secondary contribution, for which one can attempt a
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parametrization as an effective p'-Regge pole exchange term. Barger and Phil-
lips (Refs. 85, 86) noticed that the 2nd pole is not needed in the forward
direction and therefore they assumed a factor of t in both residue funetions.
Other authors (we mention only two recent investigations: Refs. 84, 87) intro-
duce a non-vanishing p'-eontribution at t-O. If one looks at the Argand diagram
in Fig. 14, it is elear that fits of this type eannot be sueeessful, since the
predietion will approach the straight line belonging to p-exehange at high ener-
gies and this is qualitatively different from the shape of curve "F".
if
Another problem with Nakata's work is that his value a ,(0) - - 1.8 lies below
. p
-I. Aceording to the dispersion relation for C- the low energy eontribution to
Re C- deereases as k- I • Therefore, the applieation of the Regge formulas is
wrong, unless one has shown that due to the validity of a sum rule the ("non-
local") low energy eontribution vanishes. Since the eoefficient of the k-I-term
depends on the high en~rgy ansatz for Im C , one eannot use earlier evaluations
of the sum rule (see seet. 9.6).
In another paper (Ref. 88) Nakata discusses the well-known fact (see for instance
Refs. 80, 84, 86, 19) that there is a problem, if one wants to fit the data for
o and for doo/dt with a simple Regge pole model.
Leader et ale (Ref. 84) tried to fit a (p+p') model to these data and found, as
expeeted from the above argument, that a satisfactory result eannot be obtained
and that a new term is needed which has a negative inereasing real pa~t at Fermi-
lab energies. These- authors prefer twopossibi lities:
(a) The existenee of a new odd-signatured Regge pole,whose intereept at t -0 is
at I. Sinee it is analogous to the Pomeron they eall i t "Odderon":
Li + tan a(t) !.l (~)a (t)2" w
o
{J -a(t)} Ate (8.8)
where e is real and a (f) • I +a' t. At t - 0 this agrees wi th the case treated
above in i).
(b) An amplitude whieh has the maximal growth P9ssible aecording to quantum field
theory. It agrees with the "odd Pomeron", eq. (8.7).
Leader et al. 84 stressed an important point: substantial progress in the under-
standing of the C amplitude at high energies ean only be expected if the polari-
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. . h h h .. d A 27 h .zat10n 1n t e c arge-exc ange react10n 1S measure. t present t e exper1men-
tal information is contradictory at 4 -8 GeV/c and no data exist above 11 GeV/c,
whereas e1astic po1arizations have been measured up to 100 GeV/c. If the "Odderon"-
model is correct, the po1arization P shou1d increase in the Fermilab energy range
o
and then fina11y decrease at ultrahigh energies.
A shortcoming of this investigation is that the authors used the pre1iminary data
of Barnes et a1., which differ appreciab1y from the pub1ished version7• Since the
energy dependence of the phase of the forward amplitude is important for these
discussions, we show a plot of p in Fi~. 15.
iv) Regge cuts
At one tim~ it was be1ieved that Regge cuts give a substantia1 contri-
bution to the charge-exchange amplitude. However, "excellent fits" to the data
are not impressive, if, a model contains not on1y a number of adjustab1e parame-
ters but inc1udes also a prescription which is to some extent arbitrary. In our
opinion, there exists no convincing evidence for important contributions of Regge
cuts to pion-nuc1eon scattering amp1itudes. Critica1 reviews can be found in
Refs. 73, 88, whereas the review by Kane and Seid1 (Ref. 89) on absorp~ion models
comes to a more optimistic conc1usion.
v) Do-it-yourse1f method for C
It might be of interest to ca1cu1ate the real parts for a high energy assumption
on 0 which differs from that in Tab1es 80/1 or 80/2. We start fromeq.(2.IB)
which be10ngs to Tab1e 80/2, the values of the parameters being a .. 0.5337 andp
c .. 7.527 GeV-I-up •
In analogy to the procedure in sect. 2.3 we choose a parametrization which fu1-
fil1s the dispersion relation
<Xl 0 2
- 2 I. ~ar k' dk'
Re Cpa/W) .. W-; ~ k 2-k2 W' = W (8.10)
(8.11 )dw'- -Re C + CN + Wpar
Then we subtract eq. (8.10) from the dispersion relation eq. (2.11) and obtain












and dpar is the same integral with 0- • Instead of eq. (2.6) we take now an an-
o par
satz for p-exchange which practically agrees with (2.6) at high energies since
w = k I I + lJ2 /k2 .. k:
(8. 13)
(8.14)
(This version follows from Regge theory, whereas (8.9) is used as a very good
high energy approximation.) Inserting (8.13) into (8.12) we find with our choice
for the parameters and,w h = 10 GeV
a +1
w. P2c . n
- - -~ = 106.8
'Ir a +1p
and with eq. (8.9) and (8.11)
d =
o
103.28 (8. I 5)
A modified high energy assumption is usually constructed as a superposition of the
analytic parametrization~
(8. 16)
which differs from eq. (2.20) mainly by a factor i, because C is odd under
crossing.(see Ref.77, Chapter 7.1 of the book).
The relation of the above discussion to superconvergent sum rules will be discussed
in sect. 9.
8.3 Charge-exchange scattering at intermediate and low energies
Only a few experiments have been performed on charge-exchange scattering at very
small Itl-values in the intermediate and low energy region and all of them 15 or
more years ago.
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i) A Saclay-Orsay collaboration has measured charge-exchange near-forward
scattering at many momenta between 2.5 and 6 GeV/c. Unfortunately these data
have never been published in detail. Only a small part of the results is brief-
ly mentioned in Ref. 69. The other da ta have been distributed as private com-
munications from M. Yvert and o. Guisan. They are available on the Karlsruhe data
tape (Ref. 91). The extrapolation to t = 0 has been performed by W. Grein and
P. Kroll, who used the Regge pole formula for p-exchange and parametrized the
t-dependence in a flexible way (Refs. 70, 92). Their result has been plotted
in Fig. 6, a table is given in the Appendix. One should notice that the extra-
polation to t = 0 is difficult, because the cross section has a peak at
t - -0.03 GeV2 and there are only a few points on the steep decrease towards
t = o.
Fig. 6 shows that, at some momenta, there are appreciable deviations from the
prediction. We believe, that the structures are correctly given by the prediction,
because they are determined by the structures of the total cross section dif-
ference in the same momentum regiou and these have been measured in a reliable
b · 1 21way y C1tron et a. •
ii) Further data at very small Itl have been measured by Borgeaud et ale
(Ref. 93) in 1964. The agreement with the prediction is reasonable above 1.2
GeV/c, but there some discrepancies around 1.0 GeV/c, where the prediction comes
mainly from the optical theorem.
iii) At and above 1.59 GeV/c the data of Nelson et al. 94 give a lower forward
cross section than our prediction. However, the discrepancy is not larger than
some discrepancies between this experirr~nt and the more recent one by Brown et
95
a 1. .
In earlier discussions of charge-exchange forward scattering (Ref. 96) we have
compared the prediction with many other "experimental" forward cross sections,
which were determined from Legendre fits to data in large angular intervals or
to data, in which only the y-distribution has been measured (Bulos et al. 97 ,
. . k k' 1 98)K1st1a ows 1 et a. •
Nowadays the overall agreement of the prediction from the dispersion relations
with the charge-exchange forward cross sections and with results of Coulomb in-
terference experiments is so good that the comparison is not made any more in
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order to test the dispersion relations. Instead one wants to test the compati-
bi1ity between the total cross section data and the differential cross sections,
a discrepancy being considered as an indication for an experimental error. Fur-
thermore, fits to the angular distributions are improved, if the prediction at
t • 0 is treated as an additional experimental point.
In their paper95 Brown et a1. compared their resu1ts, which have the most forward
points at cos e • 0.93 ••• 0.95, with our predictions. They noticed that the fi-
gures suggest a good agreement in some cases and a 1arge disagreement in others.
In Ref. 99 we have performed a carefu1 analysis of the data and came to the
fo110wing conc1usion. If Legendre fits to the differential cross sections are
made and the prediction at t • 0 is used as part of the input, there are no signi-
ficant problems. In some cases the first points are not we11 fitted, but the de-
viations are not 1arger than those which occur between the data of Refs. 95 and
94. An accurate extrapp1ation of the dao/dt data to t • 0 is not possib1e with
the data of Brown et a1. 95 , because this experiment has been designed for taking
data in a 1arge angular range ( - 0.95 < cos 8 < 0.95). It turns out that, in
some energy ranges, da /dt has a strong near-forward structure, the variation
o
being 1arge even in the sma11 interval 0.95 < cos e < I.
It wou1d be desirab1e to perform another experiment (simi1ar to that of Borgeaud
et a1.93 ), in which this structure is accurate1y measured, because the resu1t
wou1d be a va1uab1e input for phase shift analysis. The information on the highest
partial waves comes main1y from the structures near 00 and 1800 •
At 2.7 GeV/c the data of Brown et a1. 95 can be compared with the above mentioned
data of the Sac1ay-Orsay group (Yvert et a1.). It turns out that, at some t-va1ues,
the cross sections differ considerab1y from each other.
Because of these problems with the extrapolation to t • 0 of the most accurate
experiment95 , we sha11 not discuss the comparison with ear1ier data (Refs. 97,98
and others, see Ref. 96).
Fina11y we wou1d 1ike to point out that the prediction for the charge-exchange
forward cross section on the 1eft wing of the first resonance ~(1233) shows a
very rapid rise. Accurate data in this region wou1d be of interest for a phase
shift analysis which tries to find charge-dependent effects 1ike a difference
h . ++ 0between t e w~dths of ~ and ~ •
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8.4 The subtracted dispersion relation for C
We start with the unsubtracted relation (2.11) and subtract only the integral
Theparameter J is given by
a> -




if the integral exists. This is not doubted nowadays,since there is no signifi-
cant deviation from a decrease 0 - kap-I, a ~ 0.5, in the large interval
p
5 - 340 GeV/c.
If one wants to admit possible deviations of 0 from the Regge law, one can treat
J in eq. (8.17) as an unknown parameter. In the momentum range of the charge-ex-
change experiments the' integral in eq. (8.17) is rapidly converging, even if one
considers drastic deviations from the Regge law. Therefore one can determine ac-
curately the value of J from charge-exchange forward scattering data and ase the
result together with eq. (8.18) in order to get information on the behaviour of
o at very high energies, since (8.18) converges only slowly (Ref. 100, 96).
In the usual subtracted dispersion relation we have instead of ~J the values of
C and CN at threshold
(8.19)
since J can be determined with a good accuracy as mentioned above, eq.(8.19),
predicts a relation betwe~n f2 and C-(IJ) or the s-wave scattering length a 1 -a3 ,
eq • (5 •4) (Ref. 100).
Some authors inserted values derived from an analysis of low energy data 35 which
violate eq. (8.19). As a consequence their evaluation of the subtracted disper-
sion relation led to forward amplitudes at high energies which disagreed strongly
with the constraint from total cross section and charge-exchange forward scattering
data.
The "modified Goldberger-Miyazawa-Oehme sum rule" of Pham and Truong (Ref. 10 I)
follows from the subtracted dispersion relation by rearranging and approximating
some terms. It has no advantage in comparison with the earlier methods of Refs.
(96, 100) and is less reliable, because charge-exchange data were ignored.
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A similar critical remark applies to the tests of forward dispersion relations
102by Gundzik and Sudarshan who were interested in possible deviations, because
they hoped to find evidence for a theory in which the forward amplitude is only
piecewise analytic.
9. Summary of further theoretical results on forward amplitudes·}
9.1 Bounds for total cross sections
The Froissart-Martin bound
+ n 2
a (s) < ::TIn (s/s ),
l.l 0
s -+ 00 (9. I)
was first established by Froissart on the basis of Mandelstam analyticity and
polynomial boundedness (except for the factor in front of ln2). Later Jin and
Martin gave a proof from results derived from the axioms of quantum field theory.
(see Refs. 103, 104, where further references are given).
Since the bound is valid only in the high energy limit and since the scale s is
o
not known, it has no direct application for possible fits to data. For instance
11 ' 1 105 d C "" d 106"d d d 1 " h" h hCo ~ns et a. an ra~g~e an Preparata cons~ ere mo e s ~n w ~c t e
total cross sections are rising as apower, similar to our ansatz (2.26). They
argued that the increase is comparable with that of an ansatz with a+- ln2s in
a large interval above the present experimental region and that finally a uni-
tarization procedure has to be applied which makes it compatible with the bound
(9.1).
Our ansatz (2.3) has a growth a+- ln2s, but the factor in front of the logarithm
is much smaller (0.42 Mb) than the maximum allowed by eq. (9.1)) which is 63 Mb.
Abound which is based on similar ideas and which can be compared with data at
finite energies has been derived by Common and Yndurain (Ref. 107). They start
from a Froissart-Gribov representation for the nnNN partial wave f~(t) and con-
sider the limit of f~(t)/(41.12-t) as t -+41.12 • Taking the numerical value of this
"scattering length" from an earlier version of our determination of nn~N ampli-
tudes (Ref. 3, sect. 4.6) they derived abound for a moment of the total cross
sections, i.e. for integrals over all physical energies with a weight function.
~ The summary is far fram being complete.We have restricted ourselves to papers
which are re18ted to the earlier work of our group.ln the next edition we intend
167to include for instance the interesting work of Cheng et 81. •
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It turns out that the bound is about one orderof magnitude higher than the ex-
perimental values.
Using similar methods, it has been shown 103 ,104 that the forward amplitude is
bounded as follows
lei< const. s 1n2 (s/s )
o
(9.2)
where e denotes the isospin even or one of the elastic arnplitudes. It follows that
the dispersion relation requires at most two subtractions.
One of the subtraction constants vanishes in the case of e+ because of crossing
syrnmetry. The data show that the other subtraction is needed.
We do not discuss lowe~ bounds for the total cross sections, because they are
104
very far below the data •
9.2 The Pomeranchuk theorems
The original version of Pomeranchuk's theorem (1958) asserts that the total cross
sections for particle - target and antiparticle - target collisions become equal
in the high energy limit, i.e. 0 = (o(n-p) - o(n+p»/2~0. The theorem cannot be
proven from quantum field theory alone. One needs additional assumptions, which
restrict possible oscillations of the total cross sections and require that the
real parts are not too large compared with the imaginary parts.
+Starting with the assumption that o(n-p) ~ const at high energies, a finite limit
for 0 would lead to astrange conclusion. According to a special case of eq.(8.16),
the corresponding real part would grow like w 1n w




and the Re/Im ratio for n-p forward scattering would go to infinity, i.e. dif-
fraction scattering would finally be described by a real amplitude instead of
being domina ted by the imaginary part, which is given by the optical theorem.
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Subsequently, considerable progress has been made in generalizing the theorem
+
and relaxing the assumptions. 1t is remarkable that for increasing total ~-p
cross sections a Pomeranchuk theorem can be proven from unitarity (Eden and
Kinoshita, see Ref. 77). 1f the total cross sections are rising as fast as al-
lowed by the Froissart-Martin bound the theorem reads
1
0 -0 I
- + < const •
a_ +a+ 1n k (9.4)
The present status of Pomeranchuk-type theorems is described in arecent paper
by Fischer et al. (Ref. 108), which contains a number of new results. See also Ref.168
Experimentally the total cross section difference follows a simple law a- - c/Ilk
in the range 5 - 340 GeV/c and there are no physical arguments which require a
different behaviour in the asymptotic limit.
During a certain period theoretical consequences of a violation of the Pomeran-
chuk theorem were studied by a number of authors (in his review Royl04 gives
16 references)r because the Serpuchov data for a disagreed with the expec tation
from the charge-exchange data and the dispersion relation. However, there was no
positive evidence for a violation and the discrepancy was not worse than others
which occur if experimental errors are taken too seriously (Ref. 96).
A . . ... d . h l09 d . d b d f hssum1ng 1sosp1n 1nvar1ance, Roy an S1ng er1ve an upper oun or t e
total cross section difference in terms of the integrated charge-exchange cross
sec tion <Tel<





1t follows that a goes to zero in the high energy limit if a
ex
~ O.For a
comparison with data at high but finite energies one should notice that the in-
equality (9.5) is expected to hold only if a does not go to zero.
, ex --




Ia-I .. -;;;;::::;::e;;x=--;;::.=::;:;;:(I (w) !8Tr 11 + p -2 (9.6)
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where p 111 Re C-/lm C at t 111 0, and
I(w) (9.7)
Ignoring the limit, the bound (9.5) leads to the inequa1ity
. 7T 2 I(w) (I +p-2) > I.hm 64 ~2
s-+oo
(9.8)
Charge-exchange data up to 200 GeV/c (Ref. 7) give P 111 const = land a decreasing
behaviour of I(w) (llshrinkage ll). At 200 GeV/c the bound (9. 8) is still fulfilled,
but it will be violated at somewhat higher momenta, un1ess the charge-exchange
data start to behave in a different way than observed at 5 - 200 GeV/c. The viola-
tion is no problem, since the correct bound is (9.5) and not (9.8).
Of course, this conc1usion fo11ows a1ready from the behaviour of the forward cross
section. We wanted to show the connection with the bound (9.5).
9.3 Relations between modu1us and phase of forward amp1itudes
Since the experimental data at high energies have a slow energy dependence, they
can be described by combinations of special cases of parametrizations
C+(w) 111 y+(-iw)Q (logw- i7T/2)ß ,
C-(w) 111 Y- i(-iw)Q (log w-i7T/2)ß,
(9.9)
+
which have the correct crossing and ana1yticity properties. d~-are real coeffi-
cients.
The erossing properties read
+ + +*C-(w+iO) = ±C-(-w-iO) 111 ±C- (-w+iO), (9.10)
+
or, if we restrict ourse1ves to the upper half plane and use the notation C (x) •
C+(x+iO)
+ +-lE-
C-(w) '" ±C- (w exp(i7T». (9.11)
aIn the ease of power 1aws (ß 111 0 in eq. (9.9» the modu1us is yw and the phase




c+/lc+1 +e -e - cot ~+i
- -
•
sin Tl'a!2 •sin Tl'a 2 ,
iTl'(I-a) (9.12)
-aTl'i e 2
c-/lc-I -e • tan ~+ i ,- sin 11'a .. cos a11'!2 2
For general considerations it is sometimes useful to determine the phase from
a corollary to a special case of the Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem (Ref. 77):
Let f(z) be bounded by a polynomial in Im z ~ 0 and tend to limits LI and L2
along the rays z .. x + iO as x-+ +"" and -Cll> then we must have LI· L2 •
As an example we consider a forward amplitude c+(w) which has the following beha--




where a,e and M are real constants.





*C+ (,.,) •____ON-=-_ -+ M e1e
a. •w exp 1Tl'Q
(9.14)
From (9.13) and (9.14) it follows that
e "-~+nTl' n-O 122 ' '" ••• (9.15)
(9.16)
The sign follows from positivity for Im C+. This is a special case of eq. (9.9).
In general a function of (-iw), which is real analytic (f(z~ .. f*(z», fulfills
crossing symmetry. In the crossing odd case the function has to be multiplied
by a factor i as in eq. (8.16).
The first applications of the Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem in this context are due
to Meiman, Logunov and van Hove (1962 - 64) (see Ref. 77).
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Further resu1ts on relations between modu1us and phase are due to authors who
studied phase representations (Sugawara and Tubis56 , Jin and McDowe11 110) and
to others who derived general theorems using univalent functions (Khuri and
. h' 111)K~nos ~ta •
A continuation of these investigations,which inc1udes interesting new resu1ts
l
can be found in the paper by Fischer et a1. 112
These mathematica1 investigations are important for an understanding of the
theoretica1 forma1ism and in cases where the comparison with experimental data
seems to lead to serious difficu1ties with we11-estab1ished princip1es.
At present this does not occur and we have on1y the practica1 problem to de-
termine the c1ass of forward amp1itudes which are compatib1e with the data,
without attempting to inc1ude exotic possibi1ities for the high energy behaviour.
For this purpose combinations of the simple expressions (9.9) are sufficient.
As an examp1e for the fact that more sophisticated methods are not he1pfu1 we
mention the work of Pham and Truong l13 , in which "averaged forward dispersion
relations" were used together with real part data, following the work of Khuri
and Kinoshita lll • The authors conc1uded that any appreciab1e increase of 0+
between 60 and 500 GeV/c is ru1ed out, a prediction which turned out to be
wrong (Fig. 3). Fig. 5 in Ref. 114 shows that a better judgrnent on the sensiti-
vity of the real parts to an increase of 0+ fo11ows from a simple study of the
usua1 dispersion relation.
9.4 Asymptotic behaviour of dispersion integrals
In this section we sha11 discuss another aspect of the relation between modu-
1us and phase at high energies. We wtart with an ansatz for the asymptotic be-
haviour of the total cross sections and ask for the asyrnptotic behaviour of
the dispersion integral. First we list some formu1as which have been given by
31 • 78Lehmann and by Ham~lton and Woo1cock •





(a) The simplest ease is that f(x) deereases so rapidly that
00
f If(x) I dx and J If(x) I dx exist. (9.18)
With the additional assumption that for a given E there exists a V such that
xf(x) - x f(x )
o 0 E
< --
X - X X
o 0
for all x ~ x > V
o
(9. 19)
one ean negleet x in the denominator in eq. (9.17) and
h(y) -+ 1+00~ -- f f(x) dx,
1TY -00
as y -+ 00. (9.20)
(b) More interesting for our applieations is a slower deerease of f(x) such00
that !f(x)dx does not ,exist
-1+af(x) -+ A x + F(x), as x -+ 00, (9.21)
where A is a eonstant, 0 So a < 1 and xF(x) -+ 0 as x -+00.
Furthermore we require a Hölder-type eondition
IxF(x) - x F(x )1 < KI~ I Il
o 0 x x
o
for any large x and x and positive eonstants K and E. Then as y -+ 00
o
(9.22)
-1+ah(y) -+ Ay eotna + B(y) /y,
h()-+-A~+~
Y 1T Y y'
B(y) is a bounded funetion.
ifO<a<I,
if a I:: o.
(9.23)
Eq. (9.23) leads to a generalization of (9.12). In the language of derivative
dispersion relations (seet. 3.4) the 2nd term B(y)/y represents "non-loeal"
effeets (for instanee tails of low energy resonanees).
(e) Next we eonsider
00







exists, f(x) ~nx ~ 0 as x ~ cx>, and If'(x)l~ M (9.25)
where M is a constant. Then
IY h(y) ~ 0 as y ~ CX>.
(d) Finally let
CX>
h(y) 0:: f f(x) dx
1 x-y
and suppose that the conditions (9.25) are valid. Then




The above results are of interest, if one wants to discuss a high energy be-
haviour which is more complicated than suggested by the present data. Appli-
cations and proofs can be found in the review by Hamilton and Woolcock 78 •
Now we shall mention some formulas which are needed in calculations with the
l " d" " l" 115usua or lnverse lsperslon re atlon
CX>
~.f dx 0:: 0 if y2 < 0
1T 0 x2 + y2
(9.29)
CX>
!f dx 1 if y2 > 0xZ +yZ 0:: -1T fyl0
CX>
_2, J, xdx1 ------- 0:: 0 for y > 1
11 1 /xZ - 1 (x2 _y 2)
1








Finally we add formulas whieh are needed for the evaluation of high energy eon-
tributions to Re C in different models for Im C (seet. 2.3).
(a) The term 0 1 ln
2 (k/k l ) in 0+, eq. (2.3a), gives the following eontribution
to the dispersion integral eq. (2.11) fram k • kH to m
(9.33)
+ 4 t 2 k kH+ k k 2 tny I k 4Re CH(W) • - k 0 {....!!..1. - tn + (tny + l) (-k) + (-9- +-27(-k) + ••• }
'IT H I 4 kH kH- k H H
4 0 1 I 2 2
• - - {ol + lny + -2 tn y} k + •••
'IT kH
(9.34)
+ k 4 {~ ~Re CH(W) • k'ITo 11n r;- + :rr kH 0 I 4 k
kI lny H 4
+ (25 - 9) (T) + ••• }
k 4 I 2 kH2
= k'IT° l ln r;-+:rr kHOI{I ln y -tny + I) (T) + •••
(9.35)
We have used y = kH/k l • The first term in the last line is Re C+ (seet. 2.3).par
It follows from
mf tn2x 'lT 22 2 dx • -2 ln yx - y y
o
( d h "k116 42714')61)see Gra steyn-Ryz ~ Nr.. ,~ •
(9.36)
The other integrals ean be found in Meyer zur Capellen Nr. 4.1.2.0, p. 229
(Ref. 117).





+ a 2 a I (kH/k)
Re C (w) .. - bk cot(tra/2) +-b kH {-+ 2 + ••• } , if k > kHH lT a a+ (9.39)
The first term in the last 1ine is Re C+ It fo110ws from the integral ~)par
00 v
2 f x d ~-I tan '!!.Y..; x2_y2 x = Y 2
o
- I < Rev < I (9.40)
where y is real (see Erde1yi l18 , Vo1. 2, p. 216). Further formulas for principal
va1ue integrals can be found in the paper by Frye and Warnock(Appendix of Ref.133).
9.5 Other types of dispersion relations
9.51 Weighted dispersion relations
Up to now we have considered on1y the usua1 form of the forward dispersion re-
lations (2.11), in which the real parts fo110w from principa1 va1ue integrals
over the imaginary parts, i.e. over the total cross sections. A number of
authors (Refs. 115, 119 - 127) proposed modified dispersion relations which
are written for the product g(w)C(w), where g(w) is a function whose ana1ytic
properties are ana10gous to those of the forward amplitude C(w): g(w) is areal
ana1ytic function bounded at infinity and having at most the same cuts as C(w).
g(w) can be chosen to act as a "weight function", emphasizing a certain energy
interval where accurate data are avai1ab1e and suppressing others where data
are missing. However, g(w) is in general comp1ex-va1ued, whereas the usua1
weight functions are real and positive.
Another motivation is to obtain a dispersion relation in which the input for
the integral consists of real parts in one energy region and imaginary parts
in others.
The ear1iest modification was that of Gi1bert l15 who used
(9.41)
(9.42)
This factor leads to the "inverse" dispersion relations, in which the imaginary
parts are expressed in terms of principa1 va1ue integrals over real parts.
These dispersion relations read (WB = -~2/2m)
2
+ + 811' f wB
(J (w) = (J (~) + TI
( 2 2)3 2~ ""tllB
~) Eq.(9.39) is valid also for negative va1ues of a in the ranges 0>a>-2,-2>a>-4, •••
where eq.(9.40) cannot be used.
CI - (w) = -
47
(9.43)
They have been used only in a few cases, because the experimental information
on the real parts is much poorer than that on the imaginary parts.
128Kartazawa and Sugawara proposed to determine the forward amplitude by iterating
the usual and the inverse dispersion relations, starting with the known part of
Im C and a guess for the unknown part. Then, in the inverse relation, the re-
sult is corrected inserting the known part of Re C, etc. We think that Pietari-
nen's method37 , which was not yet known to the authors, is clearly preferable.





where w >~. The square root is chosen to have its cut from ~
m
dispersion integral goes over real parts in the range ~ < w < w
m
ginary parts at larger w. Since the information on the subtraction constant comes
from real parts derived from phase shifts at many energies, Adler wanted to use
+these real parts directly instead of the usual two-step procedure in which C (~)
is determined in the first step and eq. (2.11) is used in the second step.
This method would work,if the data had statistical errors only. However, when
it was used by Cheng and Dashen l29 in their determination of the nN sigma term~)
it led to a much higher value that our determination with the conventional me-
thod (Ref. 55, 59), in which one checks simultaneously the consistency of the
real and imaginary parts with the dispersion relation and smoothens the re-
. . b h . d 1 d' 1 I 30ma~n~ng structures. Su sequent aut ors conf~rrne our resu t an L~u et a •
showed that it could also be obtained, if a variety of "broad areas" is con-
sidered in Adler's methoJ? However, the conventional method is much simpler.
Khalfin's proposall 20 is a further generalization of Adler's ansatz. It has not
been applied in practice.
Liu and Okubo l21 used a more flexible generalization of Gilbert's ansatz
g(w) ~ einß(w2_~2)-ß/w = (-ik)-2ß/w
*) These authors used a generalized version with the denominator
( 2 2). (2 2)I-ßwl-w. w2-w •
(9.45)
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(W2_~2)B is chosen to be real positive, if the cut ~<w<m is approached from




• {cos~ß Im C + sin~ßRe C }.
w
(9.46)
The main application of the weighted dispersion relations is the construction of
sum rules. Originally it was thought that they have an advantage over the ordinary
dispersion relations, eqs.(2.11), for a test of the analytic properties and for the
determination of low and high energy parameters. Howe,'er, there is a serious
disadvantage: Re C is needed for the evaluation of all modified dispersion integrals.
Experimentally, the information on Re C is much poorer than that on Im C, which
follows from the accurate total cross section data. Therefore, it is difficult to
see the usefulness of the weighted dispersion relations for the forward amplitudes
for the above mentioned applications.
9.52.nispersion relations for functions or derivatives of the amplitudes
i) The logarithm of the a~plitude
In C(w) • lnIC(w)1 +i6(w) (9.47)
has the same cut structure as C(w), hut there are additional singularities from
the zeros of the amplitude.
A dispersion relation for In C leads ta an expression for the amplitude in terms
of an integral over its phase along the cut. In the simplest c8se, if there are
no poles and zeros and the phase goes to a finite limit at infinite energies, the
solution is given by the "Omnes function" (Ref.131)
~ (w) • exp{'; ~ dw'
CO\t\;






Sugawara and Tubis 56 derived a phase representation for the pion-nucleon forward
amplitude, starting from the usual analytic properties and making additional
assumptions(.a finite limit for 6(w) at high energies and a finite number of zeros
of C+ in the w-plane)
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(9.50)
P i8 areal polynomia1 of ~~ o~der which is given by the number of zeros. Aside
n
from 10garithmic terms thc asymptotic behaviour is given'by
i<5("')
e • (9.51)
The phase o(w) i8 defined by
c+(w) I: Ic+(w)1 eio(w) , if C+(~)~ 0,
... -Ic\w)I eiO(w) , if C+(l1'< 0,
and 0 (w)=O for w2~~2.
(9.52)
Assuming the Froissart bound and the limit 16("')1- ~/2, there remain two possibi1i-
des:
+C (p)~ 0, o(~) • ~/2,
+C (~)< 0, o(~) m -~/2,
+C (w) has 4 zeros,
+C (w) has 2 zeros.
(9.53)
(9.53)
The parameters are restricted by the condition that the re8idues at the nuc1eon
poles are given by the coupling eonstant
2 2 ...
f
2 Pn (WB) 2wBJ6(w I )dw I
I: - 2 exp{- } •
wB ~. p w' (w'2_w~)
Aeeording to eq.(5_7) c+(p) is slight1y negative. The two zeros have been di8eussed
in seet.7. They lie at GV~= -0.85 p2.
Suga,~ara and Tubis have also studied the case of thc isospin odd forward amplitude,
where the number of zeros is 7 or I1 (seet.7).
The phase representation has been used by Jin and MeDowell in order to deri.ve
propertieR of the phase at very high energies under different aasumptions. IIO
Since the modu1us of the forward amplitude can be determined from extrapo1ations
of charge-exchange eross sections, the inverse problem i8 even more important.
The solution has been given by Odorico (Ref.132), but we shall not list the
rather eomplicated formulas. Applieations to fixed-t amp1itudes ean he found in pa-
per5 by McClure and Pitts (Rcf.67). In genera1,it is preferab1e to work with the
usual fixed-t dispersion relation or with the expansion method (seet.3.2).
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Unfortunately, the existing data for charge-exchange near-forward scattering
in the intermediate energy region cover only the angular range up to cos e -0.95.
It is surprising that a reliable extrapolation to the forward direction is not
possible, even if data are available up to cos e • - 0.95. The reason is that
the cross sections have a tendency for large structures even in the small range
0.95 < cos e ...· I (Ref .99).
ii) A second possibility is to 'consider"the inverse of the amplitude: I/C.
Again, the cut structure is the same and one has the disadvantage that the loca-
tion of the poles of I/C (i.e. of the zeros of C) is not known, whereas in the
ordinary dispersion relations the only poles come from the nucleon intermediate
state~ This method has been used by Zovko .(Ref.145 , see also ReL136l.
Martin and Wit (Ref.134) noticed that the problem with the zeros can be avoided,
if one considers the ipverse of the amplitude C+ minus its nucleon pole term,
+because this combination has no zeros due to the positivity of Im C •
iii) A third case has been discussed by Ferrari and Violini(Ref.135), who derived
dispersion relations for the square of the amplitude. They also considered the
amplitude minus its nucleon pole term (notation: C) because the square of the
pole term would cause a complication. The subtracted version
..., Ai
Re C(oo) Im C(oo) = ~(002­
'Ir
co
f -2 .... 2( 2 ) (Im C) -(Re C) dwo (00 '2 -002 ) (w '2 -002 )
o 0
(9.54)
has the property that the integral converges rapidly in the case of C • If one
inserts our fit of Table 80/1 which has IRe c-, · 11m c-, in the asymptotic
region. one can even take the ünsubtracted version
'\,0- N-
Re C (w) Im C (w')
00( ...- 2 I\r- 2
_ ~ f (Im C) - (Re C) dw
'Ir .J w ,2 _ 002
o
(9.55)
The integral on the r.h.s. has theproperty to vanish identically
for w2<lJ2 where Im C :: O. We have not seen applications which show any advantage
in comparison with the ordinary dispersion relation.
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iv) Finally one can use the fact that the derivative dC/dwhas the same cut
structure as the amplitude. For the calculation of the derivative of the disper-
sion relation one can use the relation
,
dw = + g' (w' )dw '
w' - w
(9.56)
Queen et al.(Ref.137) have applied this method in KN scattering for the deter-
mination of coupling constants.
9.53 Finite contour dispersion relations
+ +Re C (w) = C (0)
We start with a subtracted dispersion relation for C+
lJt)
C+() 2w
2 f dw' Im C+(w')+ w + -- -- -.",;",;---:..;;;....;...





which can be derived from a Cauchy integral over C (w)/w • One starts with the
contour shown in the figure and considers the limit where the radii of the
semicircles go to infinity.
Since one always works with an analytic
parametrization in the range n <w<m I
one can as weIl evaluate the integral over
the contour with semicircles of finite radius.
This leads to the following dispersion rela-
tion
-'1-
+ 2W2Jdw' + + 00100' c+(oo')+ + + Im C (w') (9.58)Re C (w) • C (0) + CN(w)
~ I w·; 2 -w2 2'1l'1 w' W' - Ww
r \..;lt
Using crossing symmetry, one can transform the second integral into another one
which goes only over the upper semicircle
(9.59)











I C+ (_w)m R· Y w
o
(9.60)
The high energy part of the ordinary dispersion relation eq.(2.11) ean easily be eal-






= ! Y'\ (~) 2n+2 (~)
11' L n Wo 2+2n-a
n=o
w<n • (9.61)
Of course one obtains the same result, if one evaluates the integral over the
+ +
semieireles. In this ease, however, one needs not only Im C but also Re C •
Atenergies where the imaginary part is weIl approximated by the Regge formula,
it ean happen that the real part has appreeiable eorreetions from the low energy
part of the dispersion integral (see seet.2.3). Nevertheless the result is the
same.





into eq.(9.58),(9.59) and obtain
n
dw' + ~ f w'C+(w')++ + + ! 1w' Im C (w') dw 'Re C (w) • CN(w)
'Ir w'2- w2 11'1 F\ w'2- w2IJ (9.63)
+ 2 n + dw I J + dw+C (0) - ;r J Im C (w) - -. C (w)-
W 11'1 . w
IJ 1\
Next we eompare this result, whieh follows from the subtraeted relation with the
+ /
Cauehy integral over C (w), using the same eontour
2 2 n+ L wB 2 f w'Im C+(w') doo' -y w'C+(w') doo' (9.64)Re C (w) • + - +
m
w2- w2 11' w'2- w2 11'1 w'2- 002 •B IJ Je\
In partieular,we find for w·O
(9.65)
2 2 n
• lL + -fIrnm 'Ir
r
C+(O) + d··' I J + d'·'C (,.,) w C ( ) w
w W + 1I'i 00 -;- •
Jil
C+(O) - g2/m is small beeause of the smallness of the siRma term(see seet.IO of
Ref,3). Therefore the 2nd and 3rd term in eq.(9.65),which go to;infinity'as n-
inereases, almost eancel eaeh other.
Hdispersion relations are derived from quantum field theory, one ean always add
areal polynomial, whieh is restrieted in the present ease to a eonstant beeause
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of Froissart's bound and erossing symmetry. This eonstant ean be determined
from real parts as following from phase shifts or from Coulomb interferenee measure-
ments. Aside from the effeets of a eontinuation in pion mass the values of C+(O) and
of c-(oo)/oo at 00-0 are determined by the low energy theorems of eurrent algebra
(Refs. 82, 119).
Finally, the subtraetion eonstant C+(O) is fixed1if one assumes that the seattering
amplitude ean be eontinued in angular momentum (Re~.73,144).
A test of eq.(9.65) is diffieult, beeause the r.h.s. is the differenee between two
, , + h' h h hlarge terms. It is praetieal to ehoose a parametr1zat1on C w 1e as t e samepar
+ + , , 1 b C+ Th d' ,cut strueture as C and to replaee C along the sem1e1re e y • e 1seUSS1onpar
will be continued in seet. 9.62.
+We want to add some remarks on C (0). Its numerical value is near to
2g Im- 26.7 1J-1 C-191 (9.66)
(assuming f2 • 0.079),whieh is the value of the pseudoveetor nueleon Born term
+ +
eontribution to A (0) - C (0). Our Table 80/1 gives
(9.66)
(9.67)doo/oo I+ +C (0) - A (0) -
The smallness of the eorreetion is a eonsequenee of the fact that, aeeording to
Adler's eonsisteney eondition(Ref.119), A+ has the value g2 /m at a nearby unphysieal
point and that the sigma term is small(see seet.IO of Ref.3).
If an unsubtraeted dispersion relation is valid for the A+ amplitude, whieh is not
yet excluded by the e~perimental data for the polarizations and the spin-rotation
+parameters at high energies, we have another sum rule for C (0)
1)0
~ rIm A+ (00)
r
It is remarkable that the integral over theA(1232) peak gives about 80% of the
experimental value of c+(O). The existence of the dispersion integral in eq.(9.67)
has asymptotie helieity eonservation as a eonsequenee.
Sinee it is sometim~stated that the subtraction funetion C+(v-O,t) has no simple
physieal interpretation, it might be of interest to mention that it ean be replaeed
by the J-O wwNN amplitude minus its nueleon Born term: ~(t) (Ref.114)
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41f ""0 + 2/ +2 Re f ( t ) • c (0, t ) + - Im C (v', t ) QI (z' ) dv ' Iv '
m -t/4 + 1f I
(9.68)
v' • w'+t/4m, z' • mv'/(Vm2-t/4 1~2_t/4), vl·~ +t/4m.
F · . d . . l' h b d b d' . 1381n1te contour 1sperS1on re at10ns ave een propose y Barger an Ph1ll1ps
and applied to 1fN scatterin~ by H.Nielsen l39 and by Baacke and Engels l40 , who
noticed that an important point was already discussed in the earlier work of Igi 141 .
Brandt and preparata l42 attempted to estimate the magnitude of the nucleon sigma
term by using an equivalent method, but their result was much too large. A direct
extrapolation to the unphysical region gives a more accurate value (see sect.IO in
Ref.3).
Sinceanevaluation of the ordinary fixed-t dispersion relation is available3 and
the new data for the total cross sections do not suggest a violation of Pomeranchu~s
theorem, the only remainin~ interesting point is the sum rule (9.65).
Thesubtraction function C+(v=O,t) is determined by the condition that the scatte-
ring amplitude can be continued in angular momentum (see p.60 in Ref.144). There-
fore it is of interest to check,whether the parametrization of the high energy
amplitude is consistent with the value (9.66). This point has been discussed by
Igi l41 (using c+(~» and by Ellis and Weiss l43 , but the results were based on the
assumption of a constant asymptotic total cross section.
9.6 Sum rules
There exists a very large number of papers on sum rules for scattering amplitudes
(the review by Ferro Fontan et al. 146 lists more than 600 in 1972) and most of
them are applicable to pion-nucleon scattering. The dispersion sum rules follow
from the same analyticity properties from which the forward dispersion relations
are derived and from additional assumptions on the high energy behaviour, which
is usually chosen as a superposition of the parametrizations (2.2) and (8.16).
It is the aim to find relations between the parameters of the high energy expansion
and integrals over the forward amplitudes at low and intermediate energies, where
it is known from phase shift analysis.
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9.61 A sum rule for the isospin odd amplitude
We start with the Igi-Matsuda sum rule (Ref.147) which gives information on the
secondary term of the charge-exchange forward amplitude. According to Refs.6,7
the cross section data for the charge-exchange reaction are well fitted by a
simple reggeized p-exchange formula which is therefore assumed to represent the
leading term of the asymptotic expansion. Dur plots for the total cross section
difference (Fig.5) and for the charge-exchange forward cross section (Fig.6) show
that the second term, which describes the transition to the asymptotic behaviour,
is not well defined by the data.
Igi and Matsuda 147 considered the difference between C (w) and the reggeized
p-exchange amplitude
'"C(w) - C (w) • 2wS{P (w/~) - P (-w/~)}/sinwap a a (9.69)
and assumed the validity of the unsubtracted dispersion relation (2.11). Since
C has the same cut structure and crossing symmetryp
{P (w/~) - P (-w/~)}/sinwa •
a a
/'
C(w) fulfills the dispersion relation
P (w '/~)
a (9.70)
Re C(w) • C~(w) dw I (9.71)
where
I"-
1m C(w) • ka - 2wß P (w/~).
'a
(9.72)
If one wants to know the numerical value of ß, one needs the relation between
eq.(9.69) and the usual high energy approximation of the Regge formulas
a > - 0.5 (9.73)
_ tartrra/21 + i • e iw (I-a) /2 / cos (wa/,i) •
P (-w/~) ~ P (w/~)
a a






In order to perform a test whether the second term of the asymptotic expansion
vanishes faster than 00- 1, Igi and Matsuda impo,ed the condition
w Ie(w) 1-+0 for 00 -+ .... (9.75)
"An integral over e(w) with the contour shown on page 51 leads in the limit
to the "Igi-Matsuda sum rule"
cP bO
fIrn ~(w)dw - j{ka- - 2~ß Pa(w)} dw • 4w2f~ (9.76)
r f'I'
Since the Regge pole formula has been derived as the leading term of an asyrnptotic
expansion, it looks strange that it is used at low energies in eq.(9.76).However,
the sum rule can as weIl be written with another expression e for the p-exchange
p -
contribution which asyrnptotically agrees with eq.(9.69) such that wie -c 1-+ 0p p
for w-+at.
As an example we consider
- a-I ~a a-I ~aC (00)- c wk (tan -- + i)- c 00 (-ik) Icosp p 2 p 2 (9.77)
which fulfills the same dispersion relation. c follows from ß and eq.(9.73).
Now we assume that the second term can also be described by a Regge pole
and that higher terms are negligible at w>Q .




















where we have used the approximation IQ2_~2 ~ n ~
If the second term is small in eq.(9.78) it can nevertheless be appreciable in
eq.(9.79) if the denominator a tl is small.p
In the case a > -I, we have to write the sum rule for e -C -C and it turns outpI p pI
that one obtains again eq.(9.80).
Eq.(9.80) is called a "Finite Energy Sum Rule". It was derived by Logunov et al!48
149
and studied in detail by Dolen et ale
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It would be surprising if the sum rule (9.76) were valid as it stands, because
one expects contributions from a Pomeron-p cut and from p'(1250) exchange. The
cut contribution is predicted to be small according to Arbabanel and Sugar (Ref .150),
who derived from Reggeon field theory in first order that the pole term is modified
by a factor (ln w)I/12 and that the trajectory is only ~eakly perturbed near taO.
However, in some earlier models large effects of the cut are predicted or obtained
in fits (Refs. 73,88,90,144).
A p'(1250)resonance is needed in the dispersion theory of the electromagnetic
form factor of the nucleon in order to explain the approximate dipole structure
of the isovector spectral function (Ref.151). The experimental evidence for
this resonance is listed in Ref.152 and 153.
Another interesting quest ion is whether Re C- has at high energies a non-vanishing
contribution which decreasesNw-1 and comes from the dispersion integral at low
and intermediate energies. The answer
Re C I: Re C + ..!-l- 4lT 2f2par lTW
f rom eq. (8 • 11a)
- ~ -3a )kdk +O(w ).par (9.81)
It is seen that the vanishing of the bracket is equivalent to the validity of the
superconvergent sum rule. a includes all contributions with ~~-I.par
As discussed in sect. 8, our fits give a small non-vanishing value for the bracket,
but we have included only the leading term in a- • I.Sabba-Stefanescu has attemp-par
ted to fulfill the sum rule by taking into account a small secondary term with
~ < -I. Because of the uncertainties of the data, this is possible if one takes
~ (0) = 0.53 (Table 80/2), but there are difficulties for the choice ~ (0) = 0.500p P
(Table 80/1).
9.62 A sum rule for the isopin even amplitude
We continue our discussion of the sum rule (9.65) for the C+-amplitude. In order
to test this relation, it is necessary to aSBume an analytic parametrization for
• . + () • • h +() • d •the h1gh energy behaV10ur. C w 1S assumed to agree W1t C w 1n a goo apprOX1-par
mation for alllwl>n.Instead of inserting C+ along the semicircle in the 2nd inte-par
gral of eq.(9.65) we prefer to write an unsubtracted dispersion relation for
C+(w) - C+ (w), following Igi's method (Ref. 141)par
+ +Re C (w) • Re Cpar(w) ]
+ +




C+ is chosen in such a way that the upper limit of the integral can be re-par
placed by n.
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The nucleon pole term of the unsubtracted relation. eq.(9.82).and of the subtrac-
ted relation. c;\are related by
(9.83)
The leading terms in the high energy expansion of eq.(9.82) are
Q
Re C+(w) • Re C+ (w) - w-2 [g2 w2 + ~J Im (C+-C+ )w'dw~par . m B '11' par J I
;tt
(9.84)
i.e. +a constant term does not occur, unless it is included in C but this ispar·
not allowed in Regge theory.
Dur fits do not automatically satisfy the sum rule (9.65) or the unsubtracted rela-
tion (9.82). since they were derived from total cross section da ta alone. In sect.2.3
we have already discussed the magnitude of the constant terms in the high energy
expansion. Eq.(2.21) can be written
(9.85)
(a+ - a+ )dk +0(k~2).
par
o
We insert C+(~) as following from the unsubtracted dispersion relation (9.82)
using eq.(9.83), C+N(~) • _g2!m and C+ (~). 0 from eq.(2.19)par
Q
c+(~) • C;(~) + ;2 + ~ J (a+ - a;ar)dk.
o
It is seen that the constant contribution comes out to be zero as expected.
The small non-zero values obtained in our fits
(9.86)






show the magnitude of the discrepancies with the unsubtracted dispersion relation
and with the sum rule (9.65). If one wants to find a parametrization C+ , which
+ par
does not only fit the ~ data but satisfies also the sum rule, one can deroand that
eq.(9.86) is valid as a constraint. It turns out that this leads to an equally





= 21.89 rob. a 1 = 0.4257 rob. k l = 35.43 GeV!c. b •
1-0 1-0b1 = 6.837 mb GeV 1. b2 = 28.927 rob GeV 2· 0 1 =
1-08.372 rob GeV .0· 0.5889




9.7 Models for a violation of microcausa1ity
The dispersion relations haven been proven from the axioms of quantum fie1d theory
. 154 64(see the reV1ews by Oehme and Sommer ), the crucia1 assumption being the
principle of microcausa1ity, according to which the fie1ds commute at space1ike
separations.
Up to now, all indications for vio1ations of the dispersion relations were not con-
firmed in subsequent measurements. At present, the dispersion relations are compa-
tib1e with the data up to 200 GeV/c in pion-nucleon scattering and up to about
2 000 GeV/c in pp-scattering. One can ask for the corresponding bound for the va1ue
of the "fundamental 1ength", which usua11y occurs in acausa1 models.
Oehme has studied a class of acausal models (Re. 154), which have singularities in
the s-plane in addition to those following from unitarity. He has also shown how
modified dispersion relations can be derived.
One of his models, in .which an acausal region exists for spacelike points at a
distance smaller than a fundamental length ~ and the amplitude has an essential
. l' . f" h b d b L' d bISS. d d 'slngu ar1ty at 1n 1n1ty, as een use y 1n en aum 1n or er to eterm1ne
abound for 1 from the data of his group.
However, Creutz and Jaffe l56 pointed out that Lindenbaum's result is not tenable,
because the modified dispersion relation does not give a unique prediction for
Re C+ if Im C+ is given. As long a8 the usual dispersion relation is compatib1e
with the data,the relations derived from acausal models add no further information.
The only argument for abound on a possib1e fundamental length is a dimensional one:
since the dispersion relation is valid up to at least 200 GeV/c in pionooonucleon
scattering, it is unlikely that the fundamental length is larger than~c/200 GeV/c ~
-1610 cm. The pp-scattering data lead to a value which is smaller by an order of
magnitude.
Another model in which the usual dispersion relations are violated has been proposed
, h 102 h' , I' d ' . . l' dby Gundz1k and Sudars an • T e1r scatter1ng amp 1tu e lS p1ecew1se ana yt1c ue
to the presence of a negative metric threshold in the s-channel.
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10. Summary and Conclusions
(I) Our tables are based on interpolations of the total cross section data,assuming
high energy parametrizations, whose parameters have been determined from fits to
the data 'in large momentum intervals (10 or 30 GeV/c to 340 GeV/c).
The two parameters of the dispersion relations: th~coupling constant f2 and
the subtraction constant C+(~) have been determined from amplitudes reconstructed
from our phase shifts. f2 foll~ws from the fixed-t dispersion relation3for the
amplitude B(s,t) at t~ 0 and C+(~) from the forward dispersion relations (sect.5).
The Tables are based on f2 = 0.079 and C+(~) • - 0.99 GeV- I . Our fit (Fig.12) to
eq.(5.5) suggests a correction to C+(~) of +0.11 GeV- I • A realistic error can be
estimated from Fig. 5. Because of the uncertainties of the low energy data and of
the Coulomb corrections a value of C+(~) • 0 is probably not yet excluded.
I
(2) Assuming an once subtracted dispersion relation for C+ and an unsubtracted
dispersion relation for C- one can test their validity by comparing the prediction
for Re C± with amplitudes reconstructed from phase shifts or determined from
Coulomb interference experiments.
It turns out that there are small discrepancies at some places, but they do not
show a systematic trend. The overall agreement is so good that there is at present
no doubt that the forward amplitudes fulfill the dispersion relations.
The most interesting indication for a discrepancy occurs in the charge-exchange
amplitude (Fig. 14). It is pointed out that the sign and the order of magnitude
agree with that of a radiative correction, which has not been applied to the ex-
perimental data. The simple law a-~I/~ for the decrease of the total cross section
difference in the asymptotic region,i.e. a = O.500,is compatible with thep
present data.
(3) The assumption of Regge theorY,that the amplitudes can be continued in angular
momentum,leads to sum rules which restriet the parameters of the high energy
expansion. Although our parametrizations for c+ are empirical ones, it is of inte-
rest to note that they can easily be adjusted such that the sum rule is fulfilled.
As a consequence, the coefficient of the constant term in the high energy expansion
of Re C+ - Re C+ vanishes and C+ - C+ fulfills the unsubtracted dispersionpar par
relation.
In the case of C the 2nd term of the high energy expansion can be chosen such
that the Igi-Mat8uda sum rule is fulfilled and the term ~w-I in the expansion
of Re C - Re C- vanishes. However, the second term is very uncertain, becausepar
the total cross section difference data and the charge-exchange data in the 5-25
GeV/c region are still rather poor and to some extent contradictory (Figs.5 and 6).
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(4) The extrapolation of our amplitudes to the unphysieal region below threshold
gives results for the amplitudes C+ and C-/w atw-O, whieh agree with the expee-
tations from the Adler eonsisteney eondition and the Adler-Weisberger relation
within the uneertainties following from the extrapolation in the pion maS8~S
(see also seet.IO of Ref.3).
+(5) Zeros of C-(w) are of interest for several applieations. Our solution
for c+(w2 has one zero at w - - 0.085~2 in the first sheet and a seeond zero
very near threshold in the 2nd sheet, the error being comparable to the distanee
to the threshold. In C (w) we have at least 7 zeros in the first sheet.One follows
from erossing antisymmetry, two lie at w·± 0.58i and 4 at w - ±1.38±0.07 GeV. It
cannot be deeided at present, whether 4 additional zeros near the eut lie in the
first or second sheet.
(6) There exist many papers in which tne authors proposed modified dispersion
relations or other methods whieh exploit t~e analyticity properties of the ampli-
tudes. In our opinion,. none of them has nl1 advantage over the straightforward
evaluation of the ordinary dispersion relations in the ease of pion-nueleon for-
ward seattering (sect.2), but many of them have a serious disadvantage.
For instanee modified dispersion relations have usually the real parts under
the dispersion integral whieh is bad, beeause the experimental information on Re C
is very much poorer than that on Im C. Some other methods are equivalent to the
negleetion of the correetion to our Re C • This is justified at very high ener~par
gies, but at 10 or 20 GeV/e one has to eh~ck whether the eorreetions are small and
this ean be done only by using the data at low and intermediate energiesCseet.2.3
and seet.9.6).
(7) The study of ordinary dispersion relations shows clearly that the prediction
for the real parts depends only very ~~~akly on ·the behaviour assumed for the total
cross seetions at very high energies. Some authors have elaimed that the sensiti-
vity to the input for otot at energies far above that of the real part data can
be strongly enhaneed by considering certain sum rules and that this method ean
be used in order to rejeet models which are aeeeptable otherwise.
In our opinion, a correet applieation of modified dispersion relations or sum
rules eannot lead to results different from those obtained with the ordinary dis-
persion relations, unless one has introdueed additional assumptions.
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(8) Accurate results for pion-nucleon forward amplitudes are of great interest for
many applications, for instance
i) as a basic input for phase shift analysis. Improved phase shift solutions
are needed if one wants to test quark models for the excited states of the nucleon,
ii) for extrapolations to the unphysical region below threshold, where some
properties of the pion-nucleon system can be treated in terms of current algebra
and PCAC,
iii) for determinations of scattering amplitudes at high energies where, aside
from the reggeized p-exchange model for the charge exchange amplitude, a generally
accepted model does not exist. One can hope that applications of QCD methods will
lead to an improved understanding in the near future.
Therefore, it is desirable to close the gaps in the experimental data and to
resolve discrepancies between different data sets.
Total cross section data: Figs.I,3b and 5(and also Figs. land 3c of Ref.2)
show the main discrepancies. Of course, total cross section data,which have small
errors for the ~±p difference, wouldbe of great interest in connection with
charge-exchange data in the range above the last Fermilab experiments.New data
would also be of interest at energies below these of the data of Pedroni et al. 18 ,
because there are some uncertainties in the Coulomb corrections and it is difficult
to determine the accurate normalization of the differential cross section data.
Charge-exchange scattering: Measurements of the charge-exchange cross sections
at very small t have not been performed in therange below 15 GeV/c for more than
15 years. The shape of the cross section at very small t in the resonance region
cannot be determined from data in the range -0.95< cos 8< 0.95, because there is a
tendency for a large variation in the range 0.95<cos<8 I(Ref. 99).• Fig.6 shows the
present situation.
Coulomb interference scattering: One could argue that new Coulomb interference
experiments are of interest only at the highest accessible momenta, because possible
violations of the dispersion relation are expected to be larger there than at
lower momenta. However, one should note that these data are also important for
other applications. The analysis gives values for the slope of the diffraction
peak, which shows an unexpected variation in the range 0> t> - 0.1 GeV2 above and
at 50 GeV/c (Refs.8,11,13,164). At present, it is not known whether this effect
exists also at lower momenta. Aside from the theoretical interest, which follows
from a possible relation to a contribution from the cut at t> 4~2 , the change of
the slope has also consequences for the normalization of data, which is frequently
carried out by a simple extrapolation to the prediction at taO (Refs.13,164). Further
more, data at very small t in the resonance region would support phase shift analysis
Acknowledgments: We wish to thank E.Borie for a discussion on electromagnetic cor-
rections and I.Sabba-Stefanescu for his interesting comments on many points, in
particular in sect. 9.
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Appendix
Method tor Evaluation of Dispersion Integrals
In the evaluation of the dispersion relation it is necessary to calculate integrals
of the type
00
f f (k') dk' (AI)k,2_k2D
f(k') = + f (k') 0-- (k')
l{,2
where <T (k') or = t:T
First of all, because the computer cannot handle infinite nurnbers, the integral
has to be broken up into two parts
In the second integral one uses a parametrization f(k') =
The integral from k to infinity
-----------0-------





a [k rJ f (k') I (lOk,2_k2 dk' = k2 2- n 1<" I (k < k )0ko n=1 0




There exists an analytic expreSS10n for each a and the sum converp,es rapidly if k
n
is not very close to k . If k> k a similar transformation is possible but nOH
0 0
we halle to introduce the function
()c f (k' )
(k) - f par dk'gpar - 2 2
o k'-k
which can be found 1n a table of integrals. The integral is then g1ven by
(1\5)
with
oe> [k ]2nf f(k')'} dk' = p, (k) + I r. b ~k,2_k~ par ;Z n k
k
o
ko r.:] 2n n=O





The integral from 0 to k
o
We represent the function f(k') by a cubic spline function, e.g. the function f(k')
is approximated by cubic parabolas in intervals [k., k. ] (1'-1 N) The1 1+1 - , ••• , •
parabolas join continuously and with continuous first and second derivatives
at the points k. (i = 2, ••• ,N):
1
f (k') = a.+b.(k'-k.) + c.(k'-k.)2 + d.(k'-k.)3




from the parameters al,b.,c.,d .• The result
1 1 1
and k = k. I. If one uses the above mentioned
1+
possible to show that all diverRent
can now be calculated analytically
diverges logarithrnically at k = k.
1
continuity condition and f(O) = 0, it is






N. - L f (k')
1 - J k' 2_k2o
dk' (A9)
cancel except that at k = ~+I
which can be handled easily.











c [ko ] 2n
n k (AIO)
with
c =tf(k'{~:J 2n dk' andn
J" · [k' rIV J~n) /n)c = L. = f(k ) k dk' •n i=1 1 1 k· 0
I
(All)
To avoid difficulties with k-values around k we take k = 12 GeV/c and calculate
o 0
the integrals for k-values up to ro GeV/c. Then we set k = B GeV/c and calculate
o
the remainin?, part for k~ 10 GeV/c.
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Figure Captions
+Fig. I Difference between n-p total cross section data and our interpolation
(data minus table 80/1). Only statistical errors are shown.
o Carter et al. (Rutherford data)14, X Davidson et al. (Arizona data)15
o Pedroni et al. (Table I of Ref. 18). These cross sections have not
yet been corrected for Coulomb distortion. The systerr.atic errors are
0.6 % for n+p and 0.8 % for n-p.
A Data of Pedroni et al. + Coulomb distortion correction accordin~ to
Koch and Pietarinen3 • Only some of the points are shown in the range
where the correction is large •
• Total cross sections reconstructed from the phase shifts of Koch and
Pietarinen3, who assumed charge-independence. The remaining deviation
can be due to a charge-dependence of mass and width of ß(1233). A
similar plot in Fig. I of Ref. 2 shows the comparison with some earlier
data and with predictions from old phase shifts.
Fig. 2 Isospin 1/2 total cross section
1/2
o was calculated by R. Koch from the formula
0 1/ 2 = {3o(n-p) -0(n+p)}/2
using the data of Pedroni et al. 18 after having removed the Coulomb
disto~tion correction, according to the formalism of Tromborg et al!58
(9: 20 cm target,9 : 10 crn target).
Thick solid line: 0 1/ 2 as reconstructed from phase shifts (Ref. 3).
The other curves give the contributions of the lowest partial waves.
1/2 2. 2 2 2
o = (4n/q )(S1n 6(811) + sin ö(PII) +2sin 6(PI3) + ... ).
At 200 - 270 ~~V/c the remaining charge-dependent effects are comparable
with the 81] contribution.
Fig. 3a Data for 0+ and different high energy assumptions.
\ . 2],.., 22 .
>j( Cüron et al. , 't' Foley et al. , ~ Apokm et
]59 5
o Carroll et al. ,. Carroll et al ••
1 10a •
Fit + 2 (X-II: 0 = 0
0
+ 0 I R-n (k/k]) +b k ,
Fit + b l
k(X I-I + b
2
k(X2-],II: 0 =
Fit + (X-IIII: 0 = 0
0
+ 0 1 R-n (k/k I) + b k •
Fit L: Lipkin's fit eq. (2.28) • The parameters of fits I - III are
I
given in eqs. (2. 3b) , (2.26a) and (2.27a).
Fig.3b and fits for +Data CJ , CJ +'
+
This figure shows the 'Il'-p
tion for the same data as
Symbols: see Fig. 3a.
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and CJ
da ta in addition to the isospin even combina-
in Fig.3a. The curves be10ng to Tab1e 80/2.
Fig. 4 +The decrease of ° at 2 -100 GeV/c.
+We have plotted ° vs I/k in order to demonstrate that the decrease is
almost linear in a large mornentum range and that the resonances are
small structures on a 1arge hackp,round. The data .and the symbols are the
same as in Fig.3a.
Fig. 5 The total cross section difference.
The plot shows Ik 0- vs k in a logari thmic scale. The solid lines "80/1"
and "80/2" show our interpolations of the data. They agree up to 4.5 GeV/c.
At higher momenta the fi t of Tab le 80/1 approaches a law vk 0 = c which
is reached at 30 GeV/c. The constant c = 3.3 mb IGeV/c was chosen such
that apower law for C with the same parameters is compatible with the
- a - 1.
charge-exchange data (see Fig. 6). Table 80/2 is based on a fit CJ - k P,
(a = 0.534), which starts with a compromise between the data of Citron
P 21 22
et al. and of Foley et al. and then follows the data of Carroll et
5 159 .
al.' up to 340 GeV/c. 1t would not be reasonable to 1nclude the
160,162Serpuchov data , because in the 20 -50 GeV/c range they show a
trend which is in contradiction with the Fermilab data at hip,her momenta.
The dashed line "L" belongs to Lipkin's fit 32 , eq. (2.29), which in-
+
cludes other reactions in addition to 'Il'-p. This fit should not be used
in quantitative discussions of 'Il'N data, and our figure shows also that
the simple power law is not yet useful in the lower part of Lipkin's
momentum range (k ~ 2 GeV/c). Data points are shown above 3 GeV/c only.
. 21 22 J. 5X C1tron et a1. ,., Foley et a1. , T Carroll et a1. , ., Carrol1 et
159 ,.I., 160 ~ I 162 . 163
al. , '( Denisov et al. ,tApokin et al. , + Bushn1n ,et a1.
Resonance structures are seen in 0- more clearly than in 0+ (Fig. 4)
1 h . l' h' h . 20, I6 I . d' hor 0+, 0_. Plase s 1ft ana yS1S at 19 energ1es 1n 1cates t at
the peak at about 3.0 GeV/c belangs to the states 11,11 N(2577) and
KI, 13 N(2612). The dip near 4.0 GeV/c belonEs to 13,13 ö(2794) and
K3,15 ö(2990). Further small structures at higher momenta are expected,
because there 1S evidence for resonance-like structures in Argand dia-
grams of same L, M and N waves.
Dot-dashed lines:fits constrained by the superconvergent sum rule.
"I" 01. <-I< "2" secondary term in ~-'-O 97 k- I •5~.. , .,
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Fig. 6 Charge-exchange forward cross sections.
We have plotted(4~kdo Idt)1/2 vs k in a logarithmic scale. The ordinate
o
has been chosen such that the experimental points in Figs. 5 and 6 wou1d
lie on the same curve, if both sets of data could be described by a reg-
geized p-exchange law. The solid lines belong to the fits of our Tables
80/1 and 80/2. Fit 80/1 has a high energy ansatz which is a compromise
between the total cross section and charge-exchange data (a = 0.50), ifp
the validity of the p-exchange model is assumed. Fit 80/2 is based on a
power law fit to the total cross section data above 10 GeV/c (a = 0.534).
,J., 7 A. 6 I •~ Barnes et ale , y Apel et ale , f Saclay (Ref. 69 and prlV. comm./
extrapolation by W. Grein and P. Kroll), 4Nelson et al. 94
Above 10 GeV/c the" symbols have been plotted twice, the upper ones include
the radiative corrections of Ginzburg et a1. 25 Dot-dashed lines: se~ ~ig.5.
+Fig. 7 Argand diagram for C Ik.
Solid line: Tables 80/1 and 80/2. Dotted and dashed lines: c+ accordingpar
to the parametrizations eqsJ2.3),(2.27) • The numbers give the lab. momenta
in GeV/c.
Fig. 8 Re C/lm C ratio for ~ p elastic scattering.
Solid 1ine: prediction from Table 80/1.
;.. 51 1. 50 I I 2 + 8i Balllon et a1. , 'r" Vorobyev et a1. ,~Foley et a1. , Burq et a1. ,
-? Apokin et a1. 10 (1976), + Apokin et a1. 10 (1975), ~ Fajardo et aLlI,
,-\. Ableev et al?I
Thc discrepancy in the 10 -40 GeV/c range is discussed in sect. 4. See
Fig. 11 for predictions based on different high energy parametrizations.
+Fig. 9 Re C/lm C ratio for ~ p e1astic scattering.
Solid line: prediction
1. 51 I? Bal1lon et a1. , ~
9 Fajardo et a1. 11 •
from Tab le 801 I.
Foley et ale 12, +Apokin et al. IO (1977),
Fig. 10
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+We have plotted the difference of the Re/Im ratios for ~-p elastic scattering,
- - +because this quality agrees approximately with p 0 /0 , eq. (4..2), which lS
fairly weIl determined from charge-exchange forward scattering and total
cross section data. In order to have a quantity which variies slowly in
energy,we have added a factor ~. The solid curves are our fits 80/1 and
80/Z. The uncertainty of the determination from charge-exchange data (9) is
shown at 100 GeV/c, where the errors have been calculated from those of the
+da /dt and 0- data. We conclude that the points of Fajardo et al. at IZ5
o
and ISO GeV/c are too low by Z - 3 standard deviations.
Fig. II Re/Im ratio p+ for different high energy assumptions.
The figure shows predictions for p+ for various assumptions on the asymp-
totic behaviour of a+.
+ Z b ka - I (Table 80/1, 80/Z)I a = 0 + 0 1 R-n (k/k I) +0
+ b l
kal - I + b
Z
kaZ-1II 0 =
+ R-n(k/k l ) b k
a
-
IIII 0 = ao + 0 1 +
+ Z CI (k/ZO)o, 13 + 4 CZ(k/ZO)-O'ZO 1,5 cR(k/ZO) -0,5IV a = +
Lipkin's ansatz, eq. (Z. Z8) , for the imaginary part. The real
part is calculated from the dispersion relation (Z.II).
V +The same as I up to 1000 GeV/c. Then 0 = const
Dashed line: 0+ as in IV, but Re C+ is taken from the Lipkin's Regge pole
type formula [Re C+ in eq. (Z.31)J. The result agrees with IV abovepar
100 GeV/c, but this approximation shows an increasing error at lower mo-
menta. Dot-dashed line: fit IV.
II \ 89 from data of Fajardo et al. , ~ from n p data of Burq et aI. and our
fit to p which is based on charge-exchange forward cross sections
(p + :: p - 0 - p - /0+) •
+Fig. IZ Corrections to C-(~) fro~ phase shifts.
We have plotted the difference ARe C = Re C (from phase shifts) - Re C
(Table 80/1) vs. w for ~+p amplitudes and the same quantity vs (-w) for
n p amplitudes (see eq. (5.5». :R,ange of the fits: k.!:,1 GeV/c.
The intercept of a best straight line at w = ° gives a correction to
c+(~) - a l + Za 3 and its slope suggests a correction to C-(~) - a l - a 3 •
o Karlsruhe-Helsinki 1978 solution, ~ CMU-LBL 1979 solution.
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Fig. 13 Discrepancies of total cross sections.
We have plotted Aa '" a (from phase shifts) - a (Tab1e 80/1) in order to
show that, a1though the total cross section data are part of the input
in phase shift analysis, the total cross sections reconstructed from
phase shifts are at some momenta not we11 compatib1e wi~h this input.
In the A(1233) region this is due to charge-dependent effects.
o Karlsruhe-Helsinki 1978, X CMU-LBL 1979.
Fig. 14 Argand diagram of C at high energies
The so Ud lines be 10ng to our fi ts 80/ land 80/2. The Une "F"
has been constructed from the fit of Barnes et a1. 7 to da /dt and from
o
our fit 80/2 to the total cross section difference. In order to show the
uncertainty, we have constructed the point at 200 GeV/c from
and total cross section data. If the radiative correction of
a1. 25 is taken into account, IC-I becomes 5 % 1arger (arrow)





Fig. 15 For the discussion of the high energy behaviour of C it is also of inter-
est to plot p vs k, because p-exchange Regge models predict p- -+ tan(a n/2),p
whereas an additive term cw in the dispersion relation shou1d lead to
p -+ ± ... in the high energy limit. We have plotted p for our fits and
data points constructed from da /dt and a -data.
7 0 7~ Barnes et a1. , ~ Barnes et a1. plus radiative correc tion. One shou1d
remember that the va1ues of the correction is a crude estimate. It cou1d
6 6
easi1y be 1arger by a factor of 2. X Ape1 et a1. ,+Ape1 et a1. plus
corrections. The error barshave been ca1cu1ated from the statistica1 errors
of a • We conc1ude that at present there is no significant evidence against
p -+ J.
Fig.16 a-f Plots of the forward amp1itudes C+' C_, C+, C-, c l / 2 (Tab1e 80/1)
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Table Captions
Table 80/1: The table gives the forward amplitudes, total cross sections and
differential forward cross sections. Pi+ and Pi- refer to the elastic w±p amplitudes
and differential cross sections and to the total w±p cross sections, (+) and (-) to
the isospin even and odd combinations of the amplitudes and total cross sections.
CEX denotes the charge-exchange forward cross sections.
The first two columns give the values of kinematical quantities: k·pion lab. momentum,
w • ; k2+~2 , T
w
• W - ~, s.w2, q-c.m. momentum. All quantities are given in GeV-
units except the first two entries in the second co1umn: s/~2 , w/~
This tab1e is based on the high energy assumption of eqs.( 2.3a) and (2.10).
Tab1e 80/2: The on1y difference is the high energy assumption eq.(2.4) instead of
eq.(2.10) for the total cross section difference.
Tab1e 80/3:This tab1e ,shows the discrepancies between tab1e 80/1 and real parts
and total cross sections derived from the resu1t of the "Kar1sruhe-He1sinki 1978"
phase shift analysis (values from phase shifts minus va1ues of tab1e 80/1).We
have also 1isted the relative discrepancies in %.
Tab1e 80/4: the same as in Tab1e 80/3, but for the phase shift analysis of the
CMU-LBL group. One shou1d note that these authors used a table which is based on
a slight1y different interpolation of the total cross section data.
Tab1e 80/S: Continuation of Table 80/1 to the unphysica1 region. The connection of
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t;.-TF'I-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT [15/110 1I5/[IT
GEV 0-2*0**2 l/GEV l/GEV MI:! MB/SR MB/GEV**2
0.001 59.63 F'I+ -]0.53 0.01 2.60 0.21 ******
0.000 1.00 F'I- 8.55 0.02 5.90 0.14 ******
1.078 0.001 (+) -0.99 0.01 4.25 0.00 7598.4
1.162 0.000 (-) 9.54 0.00 1.650 CEX 0.34 *******
0.002 59.63 F'I+ -10.53 0.01 2.62 0.21 ******
0.000 1.00 F'I- 8.55 0.03 5.91 0.14 ******
1.078 0.002 (+) -0.99 0.02 4.27 0.00 1892.5
1.162 0.000 (-) 9.54 0.01 1.647 CEX 0.34 *******
0.005 59.64 F'I+ -10.50 0.03 2.63 0.21 34155.
0.000 1.00 F'I- 8.55 0.08 5.92 0.14 22651.
1.078 0.004 (+) -0.97 0.05 4.28 0.00 295.2
1.162 0.000 (-) 9.52 0.02 1.647 CEX 0.34 56216.6
0.010 59.67 F'I+ -10.40 0.07 2.65 0.20 8379.4
0.000 1.00 F'I- 8.55 0.15 5.94 0.14 5663.9
1.078 0.009 (+) -0.93 0.11 4.29 0.00 67.3
1.162 0.000 (-) 9.47 0.04 1.643 CEX 0.34 13908.7
0.020 59.77 F'I+ -10.01 0.14 2.70 0.19 1939.9
0.001 1.01 F'I- 8.55 0.30 5.90 0.14 1417.1
1.079 0.017 (+) -0.73 0.22 4.30 0.00 11.2
1.164 0.001 (- ) 9.28 0.08 1.600 CEX 0.32 3334.54
0.040 60.17 F'I+ -8.44 0.30 2.90 0.13 345.7
0.006 1.04 F'I- 8.58 0.60 5.80 0.14 358.1
1.083 0.035 (+ ) 0.07 0.45 4.35 0.00 1.0
1.172 0.002 (-) 8.51 0.15 1.450 CEX 0.27 701.88
0.060 60.82 F'I+ -5.81 0.49 3.20 0.06 73.1
0.012 1.09 F'I- 8.75 0.86 5.60 0.14 166.5
1.089 0.052 (+) 1.47 0.68 4.40 0.00 5.7
1.185 0.005 (- ) 7.28 0.18 1.200 CEX 0.19 228.25
0.080 61.68 F'I+ -2.04 0.87 4.25 0.01 6.0
0.021 1.15 F'I- 9.21 1.16 5.65 0.16 104.3
1.096 0.068 (+ ) 3.58 1.02 4.95 0.03 16.8
1.202 .0.009 (- ) 5.63 0.14 0.700 CEX 0.11 76.71
0.100 62.73 F'I+ 3.03 1.52 5.90 0.02 8.9
0.032 1.23 F'I- 10.11 1.52 5.90 0.19 81.0
1.105 0.085 (+) 6.57 1.52 5.90 0.08 35.2
1.222 0.014 (-) 3.54 0.00 0.000 CEX 0.04 19.47
0.120 63.92 F'I+ 9.77 2.97 9.64 0.18 56.1
0.044 1.32 F'I- 11.67 2.12 6.88 0.25 75.7
1.116 0.101 (+ ) 10.72 2.55 8.26 0.21 65.3
1.245 0.020 (- ) 0.95 -0.43 -1.380 CEX 0.00 1.17
0.140 65.23 F' I +' 18.17 6.03 16.78 0.63 144.9
0.058 1.42 F'I- 13.92 3.23 8.99 0.35 80.7
1.127 0.117 (+) 16.05 4.63 12.89 0.48 110.3
1.271 0.027 (- ) -2.12 -1.40 -3.893 CEX 0.02 5.12
0.160 66.64 F'I+ 28.23 11.43 27.83 1.55 280.8
0.073 1.52 F'I- 16.92 5.13 12.48 0.52 94.5
1.139 0.132 (+ ) 22.57 8.28 20.15 0.97 175.0
1.298 0.035 (-) -5.66 -3.15 -7.676 CEX 0.14 25.40
lable 80/1
-104-
K- H'l -W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT [lS/[lO [lS/[lT
GEV 0-2*0**2 1/GEV 1/GEV MB MB/SR MJ:l/GEV**2
0.180 68.13 F'It 39.93 20.6 44.60 3.30 482.9
0.088 1.63 F'I- 20.64 8.3 17.90 0.81 118.2
1.152 0.147 (t) 30.29 14.4 31.25 1.84 269.2
1.327 0.043 (-) -9.65 -6.17 -13.350 CEX 0.429 62.728
0.200 69.68 F'It 52.33 35.9 69.94 6.44 780.3
0.104 1.75 F'I- 24.80 13_4 26.18 1.27 154.1
1.165 0.161 (t) 38.57 24.7 48.06 3.35 406.0
1.357 0.052 (-) -13.77 -11. 24 -21.880 CEX 1.010 122.340
0.220 71.28 F'It 61.98 60.2 106.61 11.67 1195.4
0.121 1.87 PI- 28.25 21.6 38.27 1.98 202.6
1.178 0.175 (t) 45.11 40.9 72.44 5.80 593.8
1.389 0.061 (-) -16.86 -19.30 -34.169 CEX 2.054 210.329
0.240 72.93 F'lt 61.32 93.8 152.21 19.19 1689.2
0.138 1.99 F'I- 28.51 32.9 53.34 2.89 254.6
1.192 0.189 (t) 44.91 63.3 102.77 9.21 810.9
1.421 0.071 (-) -16.40 -30.47 -49.436 CEX 3.659 322.088
0.260 74.61 F'It .42.06 128.8 192.95 27.43 2104.7
0.156 2.11 F'I- 22.81 44.6 66.85 3.75 288.0
1.206 0.202 (t) 32.44 86.7 129.90 12.81 982.6
1.454 0.082 (-) -9.62 -42.10 -63.050 CEX 5.570 427.398
0.280 76.32 F'It 5.70 150.1 208.72 32.93 2228.7
0.173 2.24 PI- 11.70 51.8 72.04 4.12 278.6
1.219 0.215 (t) 8.70 100.9 140.38 14.99 1014.2
1.487 0.093 (-) 3.00 -49.14 -68.339 CEX 7.077 478.959
0.300 78.06 PIt -32.60 149.6 194.24 33.48 2019.0
0.191 2.37 PI- 0.17 51.8 67.21 3.83 230.8
1.233 0.228 (t) -16.21 100.7 130.73 14.85 895.7
1.521 0.104 (-) 16.38 -48.93 -63.514 CEX 7.602 458.389
0.320 79.82 F'It -60.55 135.9 165.32 30.88 1673.6
0.210 2.50 F'I- -7.24 47.3 57.57 3.20 173.3
1.247 0.241 (t) -33.89 91.6 111.45 13.31 721.4
1.555 0.116 (-) 26.65 -44.27 -53.873 CEX 7.456 404.031
0.340 81.59 PIt -76.93 117.9 135.07 27.08 1328.7
0.228 2.63 PI- -10.50 42.3 48.45 2.59 127.3
1.261 0.253 (t) -43.71 80.1 91.76 11.38 558.2
1.589 0.128 (-) 33.21 -37.82 -43.312 CEX 6.919 339.522
0.360 83.38 F'It -85.05 101.6 109.85 23.45 1048.8
0.247 2.77 F'I- -11.21 38.0 41.14 2.10 94.0
1.275 0.265 (t) -48.13 69.8 75.49 9.61 429.6
1.624 0.140 (- ) 36.92 -31.76 -34.356 CEX 6.339 283.545
0.380 85.18 PIt -88.52 87.8 89.95 20.33 833.7
0.265 2.90 PI- -10.32 34.8 35.64 1.72 70.6
1.288 0.277 (t) -49.42 61.3 62.80 8.11 332.5
1.659 0.153 (-) 39.10 -26.50 -27.153 CEX 5.836 239.345
0.400 87.00 PIt -89.30 76.7 74.67 17.75 670.9
0.284 3.04 F'I- -8.45 32.5 31.68 1.45 54.7
1.302 0.288 (t) -48.87 54.6 53.18 6.88 260.1
1.695 0.166 (-) 40.42 -22.08 -21.494 CEX 5.435 205.434
-105-
K-TF'I-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT DS/DO DS/DT
GEV 0-2*0**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/SR MB/GEV**2
0.420 88.82 F'I+ -88.73 67.8 62.85 15.64 547.6
0.303 3.17 PI- -5.84 31.2 28.92 1.26 44.2
1.315 0.300 (+) -47.28 49.5 45.89 5.88 205.8
1.730 0.179 (-) 41.45 -18.30 -16.968 CEX 5.150 180.293
0.440 90.65 PI+ -87.40 60.5 5~~. 54 13.89 452.1
0.322 3.31 F'I- -2.62 30.,9 27.37 1.18 38.6
1.329 0.311 (+) -45.01 45.7 40.46 5.06 164.7
1.766 0.193 (-) 42.39 -14.78 -13.084 CEX 4.955 161.299
0.460 92.49 F'I+ -85.60 54.5 46.11 12.40 376.8
0.341 3.44 Pl- 0.51 31.9 27.03 1.23 37.3
1.342 0.322 (+) -42.54 43.2 36.57 4.43 134.6
1.802 0.207 (-) 43.05 -11. 27 -9.538 CEX 4.772 145.028
0.480 94.34 Pl+ -83.53 49.4 40.10 11.13 316.7
0.360 3.58 F'l- 3.24 33.5 27.19 1.34 38.1
1.356 0.332 (+) -40.14 41.5 33.64 3.93 112.0
1.838 0.221 (-) 43.38 -7.96 -6.456 CEX 4.596 130.819
0.500 96.19 F'l+ -81.28 45.1 35.13 10.01 267.8
0.380 3.72 F'l- 5.66 35.5 27.68 1.50 40.1
1.369 0.343 (+) -37.81 40.3 31.40 3.54 94.7
1.874 0.235 (-) 43.47 -4.78 -3.726 CEX 4.432 118.544
0.520 98.05 F'l+ -78.78 41.3 30.95 8.99 226.7
0.399 3.86 F'l- 7.71 37.7 28.21 1.68 42.4
1.382 0.353 (+ ) -35.54 39.5 29.58 3.21 80.9
1.910 0.249 (-) 43.25 -1.83 -1.368 CEX 4.258 107.354
0.540 99.91 Pl+ -75.93 38.2 27.53 8.06 191.9
0.418 4.00 Pl- 9.89 39.6 28.58 1.86 44.3
1.395 0.363 (+) -33.02 38.9 28.05 2.90 69.2
1.946 0.264 (-) 42.91 0.73 0.528 CEX 4.109 97.869
0.560 101.78 PI+ -72.97 35.8 24.92 7.24 163.3
0.438 4.13 Pl- 12.48 42.0 29.21 2.10 47.4
1.408 0.373 (+ ) -30.25 38.9 27.06 2.66 60.0
1.983 0.278 (- ) 42.72 3.08 2.145 CEX 4.018 90.654
0.580 103.65 F'I+ -70.31 34.0 22.85 6.56 140.5
0.457 4.27 F'l- 15.05 44.9 30.16 2.41 51.7
1.421 0.383 (+) -27.63 39.5 26.50 2.50 53.5
2.019 0.293 (-) 42.68 5.44 3.654 CEX 3.981 85.270
0.600 105.53 F'l+ -67.68 32.2 20.92 5.93 120.9
0.476 4.41 Pl- 17.83 48.1 31.22 2.78 56.6
1.434 0.393 (+) -24.93 40.2 26.07 2.36 48.1
2.056 0.308 (-) 42.76 7.94 5.151 CEX 3.994 81. 390
0.620 107.40 F'I+ -64.77 30.8 19.34 5.34 103.6
0.496 4.55 F'I- 21.02 52.3 32.85 3.30 64.0
1.447 0.402 (+ ) -21.88 41.5 26.09 2.29 44.4
2.092 0.323 (-) 42.89 10.75 6.754 CEX 4.057 78.813
0.640 109.28 F'I+ -62.00 29.7 18.08 4.82 89.4
0.515 4.69 F'l- 23.91 58.0 35.29 4.01 74.4
1.459 0.412 (+ ) -19.04 43.9 26.68 2.33 43.2
2.129 0.339 (-) 42.96 14.15 8.608 CEX 4.171 77.369
-106-
K-TF'I-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT I1S/I10 I1S/[IT
GEV Q-2*11**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/SR MB/GEV**2
0.660 111.17 Plt -58.84 28.5 16.84 4.29 76.1
0.535 4.83 PI- 25.83 65.4 38.59 4.96 88.0
1.472 0.421 (t) -16.51 47.0 27.72 2.48 44.1
2.166 0.354 (-) 42.33 18.44 10.877 CEX 4.274 75.832
0.680 113.05 Plt -55.65 28.3 16.19 3.84 65.3
0.555 4.97 PI- 24.72 74.6 42.73 6.09 103.5
1.484 0.430 (t) -15.46 51.4 29.46 2.84 48.3
2.202 0.370 (-) 40.19 23.17 13.271 CEX 4.242 72.108
0.700 114.94 Plt -52.60 27.7 15.43 3.43 55.9
0.574 5.11 PI- 18.98 82.1 45.68 6.89 112.3
1.496 0.439 (t) -16.81 54.9 30.55 3.20 52.2
2.239 0.385 (-) 35.79 27.19 15.128 CEX 3.917 63.879
0.720 116.83 f'It -49.05 27.6 14.95 3.02 47.4
0.594 5.25 PI- 12.22 84.6 45.76 6.97 109.2
1.509 0.448 (t) -18.42 56.1 30.36 3.33 52.1
2.276 0.401 (-) 30.63 28.49 15.407 CEX 3.338 52.300
0.740 118.72 f'It -45.52 28.0 14.73 2.68 40.4
0.613 5.40 f'I- 7.12 84.6 44.50 6.76 101.9
1.521 0.457 (t) -19.20 56.3 29.62 3.32 50.0
2.313 0.417 (-) 26.32 28.29 14.885 CEX 2.802 42.241
0.760 120.62 f'It -41.82 28.6 14.67 2.37 34.4
0.633 5.54 f'I- 3.86 82.4 42.23 6.29 91.3
1.533 0.465 (t) -18.98 55.5 28.45 3.18 46.2
2.350 0.433 (-) 22.84 26.89 13.780 CEX 2.300 33.395
0.780 122.51 f'It -38.02 29.9 14.92 2.13 29.8
0.653 5.68 PI- 3.41 79.4 39.62 5.74 80.3
1.545 0.474 (t) -17.30 54.6 27.27 2.99 41.8
2.387 0.449 (-) 20.71 24.74 12.349 CEX 1.893 26.508
0.800 124.41 f'It -34.37 31.6 15.38 1.95 26.4
0.673 5.82 f'I- 5.83 76.7 37.34 5.30 71.6
1.557 0.482 (t) -14.27 54.2 26.36 2.81 38.0
2.424 0.465 (-) 20.10 22.56 10.979 CEX 1.635 22.098
0.820 126.31 f'It -30.71 33.8 16.03 1.84 24.0
0.692 5.96 PI- 10.81 75.9 36.04 5.19 67.7
1.569 0.490 (t) -9.95 54.8 26.04 2.74 35.8
2.461 0.481 (-) 20.76 21.07 10.006 CEX 1.544 20.163
0.840 128.21 PIt -27.38 36.6 16.99 1.82 23.0
0.712 6.10 f'I- 16.47 77.9 36.13 5.51 69.7
1.580 0.499 (t) -5.45 57.3 26.56 2.88 36.4
2.498 0.497 (-) 21.93 20.65 9.571 CEX 1.577 19.918
0.860 130.11 f'It -24.45 39.8 18.00 1.87 22.8
0.732 6.24 f'I- 22.70 81.5 36.90 6.13 75.0
1.592 0.507 (t) -0.88 60.6 27.45 3.15 38.5
2.535 0.514 (-) 23.57 20.87 9.450 CEX 1.698 20.767
0.880 132.01 f'It -21.94 43.4 19.20 2.00 23.6
0.751 6.38 PI- 29.08 88.5 39.18 7.33 86.9
1.604 0.515 (t) 3.57 66.0 29.19 3.68 43.7
2.572 0.530 (-) 25.51 22.58 9.990 CEX 1.959 23.215
-107-
K-TF'I-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT [lS/[iO [lS/[iT
GEV 0-2*0**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/SR MB/GEV**2
0.900 133.92 F'I+ -20.05 47.1 20.40 2.18 25.1
0.771 6.53 F'I- 33.99 98.5 42.60 9.03 103.8
1.615 0.523 (+) 6.97 72.8 31.50 4.45 51.2
2.609 0.547 (-) 27.02 25.65 11.100 CEX 2.311 26.557
0.920 135.82 F'I+ -18.80 51.0 21.60 2.43 27.1
0.791 6.67 F'I- 35.86 111 .. 7 47.28 11.29 126.0
1.627 0.531 (+) 8.53 81.4 34.44 5.49 61.3
2.646 0.563 (- ) 27.33 30.34 12.840 CEX 2.736 30.519
0.940 137.72 F'I+ -18.26 54.6 22.60 2.68 29.0
0.811 6.81 F'I- 32.49 125.7 52.08 13.64 147.8
1.638 0.538 (+) 7.12 90.1 37.34 6.61 71.7
2.683 0.580 (-) 25.38 35.58 14.740 CEX 3.091 33.491
0.960 139.63 F'I+ -17.96 57.4 23.30 2.89 30.4
0.831 6.95 F'I- 25.36 137.8 55.90 15.67 165.0
1.649 0.546 (+) 3.70 97.6 39.60 7.62 80.2
2.720 0.597 (-) 21.66 40.18 16.300 CEX 3.326 35.034
0.980 141.54 F'I+ -17.51 59.9 23.80 3.07 31.4
0.850 7.09 F'I- 14.84 148.7 59.08 17.58 180.1
1.661 0.554 (+) -1.33 104.3 41.44 8.56 87.7
2.757 0.613 (-) 16.18 44.39 17.640 CEX 3.515 36.015
1.000 143.44 F'I+ -16.79 62.1 24.20 3.22 32.1
0.870 7.23 F'I- -0.68 155.3 60.48 18.74 186.9
1.672 0.561 (+) -8.73 108.7 42.34 9.24 92.2
2.795 0.630 (- ) 8.05 46.58 18.140 CEX 3.472 34.626
1.020 145.35 F'I+ -15.86 64.4 24.60 3.38 32.8
0.890 7.38 F'I- -15.59 153.5 58.60 18.25 177.2
1.683 0.569 (+) -15.72 109.0 41.60 9.29 90.3
2.832 0.647 (-) 0.14 44.53 17.000 CEX 3.040 29.529
1.040 147.26 F'I+ -14.82 66.8 25.00 3.54 33.5
0.910 7.52 F'I- -26.43 148.9 55.76 17.31 163.8
1.694 0.576 (+ ) -20.63 107.8 40.38 9.12 86.3
2.869 0.664 (-) -5.81 41.08 15.380 CEX 2.604 24.652
1.060 149.17 F'I+ -13.67 69.1 25.40 3.71 34.2
0.930 7.66 F'I- -34.73 141.9 52.14 15.95 147.2
1.705 0.583 (+) -24.20 105.5 38.77 8.76 80.8
2.906 0.681 (-) -10.53 36.39 13.370 CEX 2.145 19.794
1.080 151.08 F'I+ -12.42 71.6 25.81 3.89 35.1
0.949 7.80 F'I- -39.12 133.5 48.15 14.28 128.6
1.716 0.591 (+) -25.77 102.6 36.98 8.25 74.3
2.943 0.698 (-) -13.35 30.98 11.170 CEX 1.679 15.115
1.100 152.99 F'I+ -10.88 74.1 26.22 4.08 35.9
0.969 7.94 F'I- -39.64 125.8 44.54 12.67 111.4
1.726 0.598 (+) -25.26 99.9 35.38 7.74 68.0
2.981 0.715 (- ) -14.38 25.88 9.160 CEX 1.276 11. 220
1.120 154.90 F'I+ -9.12 77.0 26.78 4.33 37.2
0.989 8.09 F'I- -37.41 120.3 41.82 11.41 98.0
1.737 0.605 (+) -23.26 98.7 34.30 7.39 63.4
3.018 0.732 (-) -14.15 21.63 7.520 CEX 0.961 8.250
-108-
K-TF'I -W-S S-OMfGA RE C IM C S TOT [lS/[lO [lS/[lT
GEV 0-2*0**2 l/GfV l/GEV MB MB/SR Ml:l/GEV**2
1.140 156.82 PI+ -7.46 80.4 27.45 4.63 38.8
1.009 8.23 f'I- -34.61 117.5 40.15 10.67 89.• 5
1.748 0.612 (+) -21.03 99.0 33.80 7.27 61.0
3.055 0.749 (-) -13.57 18.59 6.350 CEX 0.753 6.316
1.160 158.73 PI+ -5.88 83.9 28.18 4.97 40.8
1.029 8.37 f'I- -32.41 115 .. 9 38.90 10.16 83.4
1.758 0.619 (+) -19.14 99.9 3~~. 54 7.26 59.6
3.092 0.766 (-) -13.27 15.97 5.360 CEX 0.605 4.962
1.180 160.64 PI+ -4.31 87.9 29.00 5.37 43.1
1.049 8.51 F'I- -29.74 114.7 37.84 9.73 78.1
1.769 0.626 (+) -17.03 101.3 33.42 7.31 58.7
3.130 0.783 (-) -12.72 13.39 4.420 CEX 0.473 3.796
1.200 162.55 F'I+ -2.86 92.3 29.94 5.84 45.8
1.069 8.66 F'I- -27.11 115.0 37.33 9.58 75.1
1.780 0.633 (+) -14.98 103.6 33.63 7.52 59.0
3.167 0.801 (-) -12.12 11.39 3.695 CEX 0.379 2.976
1.220 164.47 f'I+ -1.77 97.1 31.00 6.39 49.1
1.088 8.80 F'I- -25.27 115.8 36.96 9.52 73.1
1.790 0.639 (+) -13.52 106.5 3~~. 98 7.80 59.9
3.204 0.818 (-) -1:1.75 9.34 2.980 CEX 0.305 2.344
1.240 166.38 F'I+ -1.12 102.2 32.10 7.00 52.6
1.108 8.94 F'I- -23.49 116.7 36.66 9.50 71.4
1.800 0.646 (+) -12.30 109.5 34.38 8.13 61.1
3.241 0.835 (-) -1j .19 7.26 2.280 CEX 0.238 1.792
1.260 168.30 F'I+ -0.72 107.6 33.24 7.66 56.4
1.128 9.08 F'I- -21.93 118.2 36.53 9.57 70.5
1.811 0.653 (+) -11.32 112.9 34.88 8.52 62.8
3.279 0.853 (-) -10.60 5.32 1.645 CEX 0.186 1.373
1.280 170.21 F'I+ -0.80 113.4 34.50 8.42 60.8
1.148 9.22 F'I- -20.63 119.8 36.46 9.68 69.9
1.821 0.660 (+) -10.71 116.6 35.48 8.98 64.9
3.316 0.870 (-) -9.92 3.22 0.980 CEX 0.142 1.028
1.300 172.13 F'I+ -1.70 119.5 35.80 9.25 65.5
1.168 9.37 F'I- -19.62 121.9 36.50 9.86 69.8
1.831 0.666 (+) -10.66 120.7 36.15 9.50 67.3
3.353 0.887 (-) -8.96 1.17 0.350 CEX 0.106 0.749
1.320 174.04 F'I+ -3.36 125.6 37.05 10.11 70.2
1.188 9.51 F'I- -19.00 123.9 36.55 10.06 69.9
1.841 0.673 (+) -11.18 124.7 36.80 10.04 69.7
3.391 0.905 (-) -7.82 -0.85 -0.250 CEX 0.079 0.550
1.340 175.96 F'I+ -5.85 131.6 38.25 10.99 74.9
1.208 9.65 F'I- -18.61 126.0 36.61 10.27 70.0
1.851 0.679 (+) -12.23 128.8 37.43 10.60 72.2
3.428 0.922 (-) -6.38 -2.82 -0.820 CEX 0.062 0.420
1.360 177.88 F'I+ -9.17 137.3 39.30 11.85 79.3
1.228 9.79 F'I- -18.49 128.0 36.66 10.48 70.1
1.862 0.685 (+ ) -13.83 132.6 37.98 11.14 74.5
3.465 0.940 (-) -4.66 -4.61 -1.320 CEX 0.054 0.360
-109-
K-TF'I-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT I1S/I10 I1S/I1T
GEV Q-2*Q**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/SR MB/GEV**2
1.380 179.79 PI+ -13.08 142.5 40.20 12.68 83.3
1.247 9.94 F'I- -18.43 130.1 36.70 10.69 70.• 2
1.872 0.692 (+) -15.75 136.3 38.45 11.66 76.5
3.503 0.957 (- ) -2.68 -6.20 -1.750 CEX 0.057 0.371
1.400 181.71 F'I+ -17.97 147.3 40.96 13.50 87.0
1.267 10.08 F'I- -18.92 132.,3 36.80 10.95 70.6
1.881 0.698 (+) -18.44 139.8 38.88 12.19 78.6
3.540 0.975 (-) -0.48 -7.48 -2.080 CEX 0.069 0.444
1.420 183.63 F'I+ -23.44 150.6 41.31 14.10 89.3
1.287 10.22 F'I- -19.66 133.7 36.67 11.09 70.2
1.891 0.704 (+) -21.55 142.2 38.99 12.55 79.4
3.577 0.992 (-) 1.89 -8.46 -2.320 CEX 0.091 0.577
1.440 185.54 F'I+ -28.75 153.1 41.41 14.58 90.7
1.307 10.37 F'I- -20.04 135.1 36.53 11.20 69.7
1.901 0.711 (+) -24.40 144.1 38.97 12.83 79.8
3.615 1.010 (-) 4.36 -9.02 -2.440 CEX 0.121 0.750
1.460 187.46 F'I+ -34.01 154.9 41.31 14.95 91.4
1.327 10.51 F'I- -20.52 136.4 36.37 11.30 69.1
1.911 0.717 (+) -27.27 145.6 38.84 13.05 79.8
3.652 1.028 (-) 6.74 -9.26 -2.470 CEX 0.156 0.954
1.480 189.38 F'I+ -39.25 155.9 41.03 15.21 91.5
1.347 10.65 f'I- -20.87 137.4 36.15 11.36 68.3
1.921 0.723 (+) -30.06 146.7 38.59 13.19 79.3
3.689 1.045 (- ) 9.19 -9.27 -2.440 CEX 0.201 1.206
1.500 191.30 F'I+ -44.29 156.0 40.51 15.33 90.6
1.367 10.79 F'I- -21.1 2 138.4 35.93 11.42 67.5
1.930 0.729 (+) -32.71 147.2 38.22 13.25 78.3
3.727 1.063 (- ) 11.58 -8.82 -2.290 CEX 0.247 1.460
1.520 193.22 F'I+ -48.75 155.4 39.81 15.30 88.9
1.387 10.94 f'I- -2:1.08 139.2 35.67 11.44 66.5
1.940 0.735 (+) -34.92 147.3 37.74 13.22 76.9
3.764 1.081 (-) 13.84 -8.08 -2.070 CEX 0.296 1.722
1.540 195.13 F'I+ -52.61 154.2 39.00 15.16 86.7
1.407 11.08 F'I- -2:1.09 140.4 35.50 11.51 65.8
1.950 0.741 (+) -36.85 147.3 37.25 13.17 75.3
3.801 1.098 (- ) 15.76 -6.92 -1.750 CEX 0.338 1.935
1.560 197.05 F'I+ -55.72 152.6 38.10 14.93 84.0
1.427 11.22 F'I- -20.96 141.0 35.20 11.49 64.7
1.959 0.747 (+ ) -38.34 146.8 36.65 13.02 73.3
3.839 1.116 (-) 17.38 -5.81 -1.450 CEX 0.380 2.138
1.580 198.97 F'I+ -58.15 150.9 37.20 14.65 81.2
1.447 11.36 f'I- -20.35 142.0 35.00 11.53 63.9
1.969 0.753 (+ ) -39.25 146.5 36.10 12.88 71.4
3.876 1.134 (-) 18.90 -4.46 -1.100 CEX 0.423 2.341
1.600 200.89 F'I+ -59.74 149.1 36.28 14.31 78.0
1.467 11.51 F'I- -19.73 143.2 34.84 11.58 63.2
1.978 0.759 (+) -39.74 146.1 35.56 12.72 69.4
3.914 1.152 (-) 20.00 -2.96 -0.720 CEX 0.454 2.475
-110-
K-TPI-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT DS/[IO fiS/fiT
GEV Q-2*0**2 1/GEV 1/GEV MB MB/SR MB/GEV**2
1.650 205.69 f'If -61.83 146.6 34.60 13.71 72.0
1.516 11.86 f'I- -18.00 146.9 34.66 11.86 62.3
2.002 0.773 (+) -39.91 146.7 34.63 12.53 65.8
4.007 1.196 (-) 21.92 0.13 0.030 CEX 0.520 2.733
1.700 210.49 PI+ -63.22 144.5 33.11 13.18 66.7
1.566 12.22 f'I- -16.48 151 .. 3 34.65 12.26 62.1
2.025 0.788 (+) -39.85 147.9 33.88 12.42 62.9
4.101 1.241 (-) 23.37 3.36 0.770 CEX 0.590 2.989
1.750 215.29 f'I+ -63.12 143.4 31.90 12.70 62.1
1.616 12.58 PI- -15.11 156.4 34.80 12.78 62.4
2.048 0.802 (+) -39.11 149.9 33.35 12.42 60.7
4.194 1.286 (-) 24.01 6.52 1.450 CEX 0.640 3.130
1.800 220.09 Plf -62.47 143.1 30.95 12.34 58.3
1.666 12.93 PI- -14.38 162.2 35.09 13.42 63.4
2.071 0.816 (+) -38.42 152.6 33.02 12.54 59.2
4.288 1.330 (-) 24.04 9.57 2.070 CEX 0.678 3.203
1.850 224.89 PI+ -61.04 143.2 30.15 12.01 54.9
1.716 13.29 f'I- -14.24 168.1 35.39 14.11 64.4
2.093 0.829 (+) -37.64 155.7 32.77 12.71 58.1
4.381 1.375 (-) 23.40 12.45 2.620 CEX 0.696 3.180
1.900 229.69 f'I+ -58.94 144.7 29.65 11.84 52.4
1.766 13.65 f'I- -14.75 174.4 35.75 14.87 65.8
2.115 0.843 (+) -36.84 159.5 32.70 13.01 57.5
4.475 1.420 (-) 22.10 14.88 3.050 CEX 0.689 3.046
1.950 234.50 PI+ -57.10 147.2 29.40 11.85 50.8
1.815 14.01 F'I- -16.14 180.6 36.06 15.62 67.0
2.137 0.856 (+) -36.62 163.9 32.73 13.40 57.5
4.568 1.465 (-) 20.48 16.68 3.330 CEX 0.663 2.843
2.000 239.30 Plf -55.62 150.2 29.24 11.94 49.7
1.865 14.36 PI- -18.16 186.3 36.28 16.32 67.9
2.159 0.869 (+) -36.89 168.3 32.76 13.82 57.5
4.662 1.511 (-) 18.73 18.08 3.520 CEX 0.631 2.625
2.050 244.11 f'I+ -54.17 153.5 29.15 12.09 48.8
1.915 14.72 f'I- -20.64 191.6 36.39 16.95 68.4
2.181 0.882 (+) -37.40 172.5 32.77 14.22 57.4
4.756 1.556 (-) 16.76 19.06 3.620 CEX 0.588 2.375
2.100 248.91 Plf -52.69 157.2 29.15 12.31 48.3
1.965 15.08 f'I- -23.44 196.2 36.39 17.49 68.6
2.202 0.895 (+) -38.07 176.7 32.77 14.63 57.4
4.849 1.601 (-) 14.63 19.52 3.620 CEX 0.533 2.091
2.150 253.72 f'I+ -51.27 161.6 29.26 12.62 48.1
2.015 15.44 f'I- -26.43 200.2 36.26 17.91 68.3
2.223 0.907 (f) -38.85 180.9 32.76 15.03 57.4
4.943 1.647 (-) 12.42 19.32 3.500 CEX 0.463 1.769
2.200 258.52 f'I+ -50.25 166.7 29.50 13.06 48.5
2.065 15.79 f'I- -29.15 203.4 36.00 18.20 67.6
2.244 0.920 (+) -39.70 185.0 32.75 15.43 57.3
5.036 1.692 (-) 10.55 18.36 3.250 CEX 0.387 1.435
-111-
K-TPI-W-S S-ClMEGA RE C IM C S TOT RHO IIS/IIT
GEV 0-2*0**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MR/GEV**2
2.250 263.33 F'It -50.0 172.2 29.80 -0.290 49.2
2.115 16.15 F'I- -31.5 206.3 35.70 -0.153 66.6
2.265 0.932 (t) -40.8 189.2 32.75 -0.215 57.3
5.130 1.737 (-) 9.22 17.05 2.950 CEX 0.541 1.150
2.300 268.14 F'It -50.5 177.8 30.10 -0.284 50.0
2.165 16.51 PI- -33.6 208.,7 35.34 -0.161 65.5
2.286 0.944 (t) -42.1 193.3 32.72 -0.218 57.3
5.224 1.783 (-) 8.42 15.47 2.620 CEX 0.544 0.909
2.350 272.95 F'It -51.6 183.2 30.35 -0.282 50.8
2.215 16.87 F'I- -35.2 210.9 34.95 -0.167 64.1
2.306 0.956 (t) -43.4 197.0 32.65 -0.220 57.1
5.317 1.829 (-) 8.19 13.88 2.300 CEX 0.590 0.729
2.400 277.75 F'It -53.1 188.2 30.54 -0.282 51.4
2.264 17.22 F'I- -36.3 213.1 34.58 -0.170 62.9
2.326 0.968 (t) -44.7 200.7 32.56 -0.223 56.8
5.411 1.874 (-) 8.41 12.45 2.020 CEX 0.676 0.607
2.450 282.56 F'It -54.9 193.0 30.68 -0.284 52.0
2.314 17.58 F'I- -37.0 215.6 34.26 -0.171 61.7
2.346 0.980 (t) -45.9 204.3 32.47 -0.225 56.6
5.505 1.920 (-) 8.96 11.26 1.790 CEX 0.796 0.535
2.500 287.37 F'It -56.9 197.6 30.78 -0.288 52.4
2.364 17.94 F'I- -37.6 218.3 34.00 -0.172 60.8
2.366 0.991 (t) -47.2 207.9 32.39 -0.227 56.4
5.598 1.966 (- ) 9.67 10.34 1.610 CEX 0.936 0.497
2.550 292.18 F'It -59.2 201.9 30.83 -0.293 52.7
2.414 18.30 F'I- -38.2 221.0 33.75 -0.173 59.9
2.386 1.003 (t) -48.7 211.4 32.29 -0.230 56.1
5.692 2.011 (-) 10.51 9.56 1.460 CEX 1.100 0.481
2.600 296.99 F'It -61.7 205.7 30.81 -0.300 52.9
2.464 18.65 F'I- -38.7 223.7 33.51 -0.173 59.1
2.405 1.014 (t) -50.2 214.7 32.16 -0.234 55.7
5.786 2.057 (-) 11.48 9.01 1.350 CEX 1.274 0.488
2.650 301.80 F'It -64.1 209.2 30.74 -0.307 52.8
2.514 19.01 F'I- -39.1 226.5 33.28 -0.172 58.3
2.425 1.025 (t) -51.6 217.8 32.01 -0.237 55.3
5.879 2.103 (-) 12.54 8.64 1.270 CEX 1.450 0.512
2.700 306.61 F'It -66.6 212.3 30.62 -0.314 52.6
2.564 19.37 F'I- -39.2 229.4 33.08 -0.171 57.5
2.444 1.037 (t) -52.9 220.8 31.85 -0.240 54.8
5.973 2.149 (-) 13.67 8.53 1.230 CEX 1.603 0.552
2.750 311. 42 F'It -68.9 215.0 30.45 -0.320 52.2
2.614 19.73 F'I- -39.3 232.4 32.91 -0.169 56.9
2.463 1.048 (t) -54.1 223.7 31.68 -0.242 54.3
6.067 2.195 (-) 14.79 8.69 1.230 CEX 1.702 0.603
2.800 316.23 F'It -71.0 217.4 30.24 -0.326 51.7
2.664 20.09 F'I- -39.6 235.6 32.76 -0.168 56.4
2.482 1.058 (t) -55.3 226.5 31.50 -0.244 53.7
6.161 2.241 (-) 15.70 9.06 1.260 CEX 1.733 0.650
-112-
K- -W-5 5-0MEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO [l5/[IT
GEV Q-2*Q**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
2.850 321.04 F'I+ -72.8 219.7 30.02 -0.332 51.1
20.44 PI- -39.3 238.5 32.59 -0.165 55" 7
2.501 1.069 (+) -56.1 229.1 31.31 -0.245 53.1
6.254 2.287 (-) 16.8 9.4 1.285 CEX 1.783 0.705
2.900 325.85 PI+ -74.4 221.7 29.77 -0.336 50.4
20.80 F'I- -39.2 242 ..6 32.57 -0.162 55.6
2.520 1.080 (+) -56.8 232.1 31.17 -0.245 52.6
6.348 2.333 (-) 17.6 10.4 1.400 CEX 1.691 0.773
2.950 330.66 PI+ -75.6 223.6 29.52 -0.338 49.6
21.16 PI- -39.6 246.2 32.50 -0.161 55.4
2.538 1.091 (+) -57.6 234.9 31.01 -0.245 52.1
6.442 2.379 (-) 18.0 11.3 1.490 CEX 1.594 0.803
3.000 335.47 F'I+ -76.5 225.6 29.28 -0.339 48.8
21.52 PI- -40.0 249.9 32.44 -0.160 55.1
2.556 1.101 (+) -58.2 237.7 30.86 -0.245 51.6
6.535 2.425 (-) 18.3 12.2 1.580 CEX 1.500 0.829
3.100 345.09 F'I+ -77.4 230.1 28.91 -0.336 47.5
22.23 F'I- -41.2 257.5 32.35 -0.160 54.8
2.593 1.122 (+) -59.3 243.8 30.63 -0.243 50.8
6.723 2.517 (-) 18.1 13.7 1.720 CEX 1.325 0.833
3.200 354.71 PI+ -78.1 235.3 28.63 -0.332 46.5
22.95 F'I- -42.9 264.7 32.21 -0.162 54.4
2.629 1.142 (+) -60.5 250.0 30.42 ":0.242 50.0
6.910 2.609 (-) 17.6 14.7 1.790 CEX 1.196 0.796
3.300 364.34 F'I+ -78.5 241.0 28.44 -0.326 45.7
23.66 F'I- -44.6 271.4 32.02 -0.164 53.8
2.664 1.162 (+) -61.6 256.2 30.23 -0.240 49.4
7.098 2.701 (-) 17.0 15.2 1.790 CEX 1.118 0.737
3.400 373.96 F'I+ -79.1 247.4 28.33 -0.320 45.2
24.38 PI- -46.2 277.9 31.83 -0.166 53.2
2.699 1.182 (+) -62.6 262.6 30.08 -0.239 48.9
7.285 2.794 (-) 16.5 15.3 1.750 CEX 1.077 0.676
3.500 383.59 F'I+ -80.1 254.0 28.26 -0.315 44.9
25.10 F'I- -47.9 284.2 31.62 -0.169 52.5
2.734 1.201 (+) -64.0 269.1 29.94 -0.238 48.4
7.473 2.886 (-) 16.1 15.1 1.680 CEX 1.066 0.616
3.600 393.21 F'I+ -81.5 260.6 28.19 -0.313 44.6
25.81 F'I- -49.3 290.0 31.37 -0.170 51.7
2.768 1.220 (+) -65.4 275.3 29.78 -0.238 47.9
7.660 2.979 (-) 16.1 14.7 1.590 CEX 1.095 0.568
3.700 402.84 F'I+ -83.1 267.2 28.12 -0.311 44.3
26.53 F'I- -50.3 296.1 31.16 -0.170 51.0
2.801 1.239 (+) -66.7 281.6 29.64 -0.237 47.4
7.848 3.071 (-) 16.4 14.4 1.520 CEX 1.135 0.540
3.800 412.46 F'I+ -85.0 273.5 28.03 -0.311 44.0
27.24 PI- -51.3 302.0 30.95 -0.170 50.4
2.835 1.258 (+) -68.2 287.8 29.49 -0.237 46.9
8.035 3.164 (-) 16.8 14.2 1.460 CEX 1.181 0.522
-113-
K- -W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT RHO [lS/[iT
GEV 0-2*0**2 1/GEV 1/GEV MB' MB/GEV**2
3.900 422.09 F'I+ -87.0 279.6 27.92 -0.311 43.7
27.96 F'I- -52.2 308.1 30.76 -0.169 49.• 7
2.868 1.276 (+) -69.6 293.8 29.34 -0.237 46.4
8.223 3.257 (-) 17.4 14.2 1.420 CEX 1.225 0.515
4.000 431.71 F'I+ -88.9 285.3 27.78 -0.312 43.2
28.68 F'I- -52.9 314 .. 1 30.58 -0.168 49.1
2.900 1.294 (+) -70.9 299.7 29.18 -0.237 45.9
8.410 3.349 (-) 18.0 14.4 1.403 CEX 1.249 0.515
4.100 441.34 F'I+ -90.7 290.8 27.62 -0.312 42.8
29.39 F'I- -53.6 320.3 30.42 -0.168 48.6
2.932 1.312 (+) -72.2 305.5 29.02 -0.236 45.4
8.598 3.442 (-) 18.5 14.7 1.397 CEX 1.259 0.516
4.200 450.97 F'I+ -92.2 296.1 27.46 -0.311 42.2
30.11 F'I- -54.3 326.4 30.26 -0.166 48.1
2.964 1.329 (+) -73.3 311.3 28.86 -0.235 44.9
8.786 3.535 (-) 19.0 15.1 1.403 CEX 1.253 0.517
4.300 460.60 PI+ -93.4 301.4 27.30 -0.310 41.7
30.82 PI- -55.0 332.6 30.12 -0.165 47.6
2.996 1.347 (+) -74.2 317.0 28.71 -0.234 44.4
8.973 3.628 (-) 19.2 15.6 1.411 CEX 1.233 0.513
4.400 470.22 F'I+ -94.4 306.9 27.16 -0.308 41.3
31.54 F'I- -55.7 338.7 29.98 -0.164 47.2
3.027 1.364 (+) -75.0 322.8 28.57 -0.232 44.0
9.161 3.721 (-) 19.4 15.9 1.409 CEX 1.216 0.503
4.500 479.85 F'I+ -95.3 312.5 27.04 -0.305 40.8
32.26 f'I- -56.3 344.8 29.84 -0.163 46.7
3.057 1.381 (+) -75.8 328.7 28.44 -0.231 43.5
9.348 3.814 (-) 19.5 16.2 1.401 CEX 1.207 0.493
4.600 489.48 f'I+ -96.2 318.1 26.93 -0.302 40.4
32.97 f'I- -56.8 351.0 29.71 -0.162 46.3
3.088 1.398 (+) -76.5 334.5 28.32 -0.229 4301
9.536 3.907 (-) 19.7 16.4 1.391 CEX 1.200 0.483
4.700 499.11 F'I+ -97.1 323.8 26.83 -0.300 40.1
33.69 F'I- -57.2 357.2 29.59 -0.160 45.9
3.118 1.414 (+) -77.1 340.5 28.21 -0.227 42.7
9.723 4.000 (-) 19.9 16.7 1.382 CEX 1.195 0.473
4.800 508.73 F'I+ -97.9 329.6 26.74 -0.297 39.7
34.40 F'I- -57.6 363.4 29.48 -0.159 45.5
3.148 1.431 (+) -77.7 346.5 28.11 -0.224 42.4
9.911 4.093 (-) 20.1 16.9 1.372 CEX 1.189 0.465
4.900 518.36 f'I+ -98.7 335.4 26.66 -0.294 39.4
35.12 PI- -58.1 369.7 29.38 -0.157 45.2
3.178 1.447 (+) -78.4 352.6 28.02 -0.222 42.1
10.098 4.186 (-) 20.3 17.1 1.363 CEX 1.184 0.456
5.000 527.99 f'I+ -99.6 341.2 26.58 -0.292 39.2
35.84 F'I- -58.6 376.0 29.28 -0.156 44.9
3.207 1.463 (+) -79.1 358.6 27.93 -0.220 41.8
10.286 4.279 (-) 20.5 17.4 1.353 CEX 1.180 0.448
-114-
1(-
-W-S S-OME.GA RE C IM C S TOT RHO fiS/fiT
GEV 0-2*0**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
5.200 547.25 F'I+ -101.2 353.0 26.43 -0.287 38.6
37.27 F'I- -59.4 388.7 29.11 -0.153 44.3
3.265 1.494 (+) -80.3 370.8 27.77 -0.216 41.2
10.661 4.466 (-) 20.9 17.8 1.335 CEX 1.171 0.432
5.400 566.51 F'I+ -102.8 364.8 26.31 -0.282 38.2
38.70 F'I- -60.3 401.,3 28.94 -0.150 43.8
3.322 1.525 (+) -81.5 383.1 27.62 -0.213 40.8
11.036 4.652 (-) 21.2 18.3 1.317 CEX 1.163 0.417
5.600 585.76 PI+ -104.4 376.7 26.19 -0.277 37.7
40.13 PI- -61.2 414.0 28.79 -0.148 43.3
3.378 1.555 (+) -82.8 395.4 27.49 -0.209 40.3
11.412 4.838 (-) 21.6 18.7 1.299 CEX 1.155 0.403
5.800 605.02 PI+ -106.0 388.5 26.09 -0.273 37.4
41.57 PI- -62.1 426.7 28.65 -0.146 42.8
3.433 1.585 (+) -84.0 407.6 27.37 -0.206 39.9
11.787 5.025 (-) 21.9 19.1 1.282 CEX 1.148 0.389
6.000 624.28 PI+ -107.5 400.5 25.99 -0.269 37.0
43.00 PI- -63.0 439.5 28.52 -0.143 42.4
3.487 1.614 (+) -85.3 420.0 27.26 -0.203 39.5
12.162 5.212 (-) 22.3 19.5 1.266 CEX 1.142 0.377
6.200 643.54 f'I+ -109.1 412.4 25.90 -0.265 36.7
44.43 PI- -64.0 452.2 28.40 -0.141 42.0
3.541 1.643 (+) -86.5 432.3 27.15 -0.200 39.2
12.537 5.398 (-) 22.6 19.9 1.250 CEX 1.136 0.365
6.400 662.80 F'I+ -110.7 424.3 25.81 -0.261 36.4
45.86 f'I- -64.9 464.8 28.28 -0.140 41.7
3.593 1.671 (+) -87.8 444.5 27.05 -0.198 38.8
12.912 5.585 (-) 22.9 20.3 1.234 CEX 1.130 0.354
6.600 682.06 f'I+ -112.3 436.1 25.73 -0.257 36.1
47.30 f'I- -65.8 477.5 28.17 -0.138 41.3
3.645 1.699 (+) -89.0 456.8 26.95 -0.195 38.5
13.288 5.772 (-) 23.2 20.7 1.219 CEX 1.125 0.344
6.800 701.32 f'I+ -113.8 448.0 25.66 -0.254 35.8
48.73 f'I- -66.7 490.1 28.06 -0.136 41.0
3.696 1.726 (+) -90.3 469.0 26.86 -0.192 38.2
13.663 5.959 (-) 23.5 21.0 1.204 CEX 1.120 0.334
7.000 720.58 f'I+ -115.3 459.9 25.58 -0.251 35.5
50.16 f'I- -67.6 502.6 27.96 -0.135 40.7
3.747 1.753 (+) -91.5 481.2 26.77 -0.190 37.9
14.038 6.146 (-) 23.8 21.4 1.189 CEX 1.115 0.324
7.200 739.84 f'I+ -116.8 471.7 25.51 -0.248 35.3
51.59 f'I- -68.5 515.2 27.86 -0.133 40.4
3.796 1.779 (+) -92.6 493.5 26.69 -0.188 37.7
14.413 6.333 (-) 24.1 21.7 1.176 CEX 1.111 0.315
7.400 759.11 f'I+ -118.2 483.6 25.45 -0.244 35.1·
53.03 PI- -69.3 527.7 27.77 -0.131 40.1
3.846 1.805 (+) -93.8 505.7 26.61 -0.185 37.4
14.789 6.520 (-) 24.4 22.1 1.162 CEX 1.107 0.307
-115-
K- -14-5 5-0MEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO [l5/[IT
GEV a-2*a**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
7.600 778.37 F'I+ -119.6 495.4 25.38 -0.242 34.8
54.46 F'I- -70.2 540.3 27.68 -0.130 39.• 8
3.894 1.831 (+) -94.9 517.8 26.53 -0.183 37.2
15.164 6.706 (-) 24.7 22.4 1.149 CEX 1.103 0.299
7.800 797.63 F'I+ -121.1 507.2 25.32 -0.239 34.6
55.89 F'I- -71.0 552 .. 7 27.60 -0.128 39.5
3.942 1.857 (+) -96.0 530.0 26.46 -0.181 36.9
15.539 6.894 (-) 25.0 22.8 1.136 CEX 1.100 0.291
8.000 816.89 F'I+ -122.4 519.0 25.27 -0.236 34.4
57.33 F'I- -71.8 565.2 27.51 -0.127 39.3
3.989 1.882 (+) -97.1 542.1 26.39 -0.179 36.7
15.914 7.081 (-) 25.3 23.1 1.124 CEX 1.096 0.284
9.000 913.20 F'I+ -129.0 578.0 25.01 -0.223 33.5
64.49 PI- -75.6 627.3 27.14 -0.121 38.2
4.218 2.002 (+) -102.3 602.6 26.08 -0.170 35.7
17.791 8.016 (-) 26.7 24.7 1.067 CEX 1.082 0.252
10.000 1009.51 F'I+ -135.0 636.7 24.79 -0.212 32.8
71.65 f'I- -79.1 689.0 26.83 -0.115 37.3
4.435 2.116 (+) -107.0 662.9 25.81 -0.161 34.9
19.667 8.952 (-) 28.0 26.1 .1.017 CEX 1.071 0.227
11.000 1105.83 F'I+ -140.5 695.3 24.61 -0.202 32.2
78.82 F'I- -82.1 750.3 26.56 -0.109 36.5
4.641 2.224 (+) -111.3 722.8 25.59 -0.154 34.2
21.543 9.889 (-) 29.2 27.5 0.974 CEX 1.062 0.206
12.000 1202.14 F'I+ -145.5 753.7 24.46 -0.193 31".7
85.98 F'I- -84.7 811.3 26.33 -0.104 35.8
4.839 2.327 (+) -115.1 782.5 25.39 -0.147 33.7
23.420 10.826 (-) 30.4 28.8 0.935 CEX 1.055 0.189
13.000 1298.46 F'I+ -150.1 812.0 24.32 -0.185 31.3
93.14 F'I- -87.0 872.2 26.13 -0.100 35.2
5.030 2.425 (+) -118.5 842.1 25.22 -0.141 33.2
25.296 11. 763 (-) 31.6 30.1 0.901 CEX 1.049 0.174
14.000 1394.78 F'I+ -154.3 870.3 24.21 -0.177 30.9
100.31 F'I- -89.0 932.8 25.95 -0.095 34.7
5.213 2.520 (+) -121.6 901.5 25.08 -0.135 32.7
27.172 12.700 (-) 32.7 31.3 0.870 CEX 1.045 0.162
15.000 1491.10 F'I+ -158.1 928.5 24.10 -0.170 30.5
107.47 F'I- -90.7 993.3 25.79 -0.091 34.3
5.390 2.611 (+) -124.4 960.9 24.94 -0.129 32.3
29.049 13.637 (-) 33.7 32.4 0.841 CEX 1.040 0.151
16.000 1587.42 F'I+ -161.6 986.6 24.01 -0.164 30.2
114.64 f'I- -92.1 1053.6 25.64 -0.087 33.9
5.561 2.700 (+) -126.8 1020.1 24.83 -0.124 32.0
30.925 14.575 (-) 34.8 33.5 0.816 CEX 1.037 0.141
17.000 1683.74 F'I+ -164.7 1044.7 23.93 -0.158 30.0
121.80 f'I- -93.2 1113.9 25.51 -0.084 33.5
5.727 2.785 (+) -129.0 1079.3 24.72 -0.119 31.7
32.802 15.512 (-) 35.8 34.6 0.792 CEX 1.034 0.133
-116-
K- -101-5 5-0MEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO [l5/[IT
GEV Q-2*Q**2 1/GEV 1/GEV MIe MIe/GEV**2
18.000 1780.06 PI+ -167.6 1102.8 23.86 -0.152 29.7
128.97 F'I- -94.1 1174.0 25.40 -0.080 33" 2
5.889 2.868 (+) -130.8 1138.4 24.63 -0.115 31.4
34.678 16.450 (-) 36.7 35.6 0.771 CEX 1.031 0.1253
19.000 1876.38 PI+ -170.2 1160.8 23.79 -0.147 29.5
136.13 F'I- -94.8 1234.,1 25.29 -0.077 32.9
6.046 2.949 (+) -132.5 1197.5 24.54 -0.111 31.1
36.555 17.388 (-) 37.7 36.6 0.751 CEX 1.029 0.1186
20.000 1972.70 F'I+ -172.5 1218.9 23.73 -0.142 29.3
143.29 F'I- -95.2 1294.1 25.20 -0.074 32.6
6.199 3.027 (+) -133.9 1256.5 24.46 -0.107 30.9
38.431 18.325 (-) 38.6 37.6 0.732 CEX 1.027 0.1126
22.000 2165.34 F'I+ -176.4 1335.0 23.63 -0.132 29.0
157.62 F'I- -95.6 1414.0 25.03 -0.068 32.1
6.495 3.178 (+) -136.0 1374.5 24.33 -0.099 30.5
42.184 20.201 (-) , 40.4 39.5 0.699 CEX 1.024 0.1023
24.000 2357.98 F'I+ -179.4 1451.1 23.55 -0.124 28.8
171.95 F'I- -95.1 1533.7 24.88 -0.062 31.8
6.778 3.322 (+) -137.3 1492.4 24.22 -0.092 30.2
45.937 22.077 (-) 42.2 41.3 ,0.670 CEX 1.021 0.0936
26.000 2550.62 F'I+ -181.7 1567.4 23.47 -0.116 28.5
186.28 F'I- -94.0 1653.4 24.76 -0.057 31.4
7.049 3.461 (+) -137.8 1610.4 24.12 -0.086 29.9
49.690 23.953 (-) 43.8 43.0 0.644 CEX 1.019 0.0864
28.000 2743.27 F'I+ -183.1 1683.7 23.42 -0.109 28.3
200.61 F'I- -92.3 1773.0 24.66 -0.052 31.1
7.310 3.594 (+) -137.7 1728.3 24.04 -0.080 29.7
53.443 25.829 (-) 45.4 44.7 0.621 CEX 1.017 0.0801
30.000 2935.91 F'I+ -183.9 1800.1 23.37 -0.102 28.2
214.94 F'I- -90.0 1892.6 24.57 -0.048 30.9
7.563 3.722 (+) -137.0 1846.4 23.97 -0.074 29.5
57.196 27.705 (-) 47.0 46.2 0.600 CEX 1.015 0.0748
35.000 3417.52 F'I+ -183.3 2091.8 23.27 -0.088 27.9
250.76 F'I- -82.1 2191.8 24.39 -0.037 30.4
8.160 4.025 (+) -132.7 2141.8 23.83 -0.062 29.1
66.578 32.395 (-) 50.6 50.0 0.556 CEX 1.012 0.0640
40.000 3899.13 F'I+ -179.4 2384.4 23.21 -0.075 27.7
286.58 F'I- -71.3 2491.4 24.25 -0.029 30.1
8.716 4.306 (+) -125.4 2437.9 23.73 -0.051 28.9
75.961 37.086 (- ) 54.0 53.5 0.521 CEX 1.010 0.0559
45.000 4380.75 F'I+ -172.6 2678.1 23.17 -0.064 27.6
322.41 F'I- -58.1 2791.6 24.16 -0.021 29.8
9.238 4.570 (+) -115.4 2734.8 23.67 -0.042 28.7
85.344 41.776 (-) 57.2 56.7 0.491 CEX 1.009 0.0497
50.000 4862.36 PI+ -163.3 2972.8 23.15 -0.055 27.5
358.23 F'I- -42.8 3092.5 24.08 -0.014 29.6
9.733 4.820 (+) -103.0 3032.7 23.62 -0.034 28.5
94.726 46.467 (-) 60.3 59.8 0.466 CEX 1.007 0.0447
-117-
K- -W-5 5-0MEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO [l5/[1T
GEV 0-2*0**2 I/GEV I/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
55.000 5343.97 F'I+ -151.8 3269. 23.14 -0.046 27.4
394.05 F'I- -25.5 3394. 24.03 -0.008 29.• 5
10.203 5.058 (+) -88.7 3331. 23.59 -0.027 28.4
104.109 51.158 (-) 63.2 62.8 0.444 CEX 1.006 0.0406
60.000 5825.59 F'I+ -138.3 3566. 23.14 -0.039 27.4
429.87 F'I- -6.5 3697.. 23.99 -0.002 29.4
10.653 5.284 (+) -72.4 3631. 23.57 -0.020 28.4
113.491 55.849 (-) 65.9 65.6 0.426 CEX 1.006 0.0372
65.000 6307.20 F'I+ -123.0 3864. 23.15 -0.032 27.4
465.70 F'I- 14.2 4000. 23.96 0.004 29.3
11.085 5.502 (+) -54.4 3932. 23.56 -0.014 28.4
122.874 60.540 (-) 68.6 68.3 0.409 CEX 1.005 0.0343
70.000 6788.82 F'I+ -106.1 4163. 23.16 -0.025 27.4
501.52 F'I- 36.2 4305. 23.95 0.008 29.3
11.500 5.711 (+) -34.9 4234. 23.55 -0.008 28.3
132.256 65.231 (-) . 71.2 70.8 0.394 CEX 1.005 0.0319
75.000 7270.43 F'I+ -87.6 4463. 23.17 -0.020 27.4
537.34 F'I- 59.7 4610. 23.93 0.013 29.3
11 .901 5.913 (+) -14.0 4536. 23.55 -0.003 28.3
141.639 69.922 (-) 73.6 73.3 0.381 CEX 1.004 0.0297
80.000 7752.05 F'I+ -67.7 4764. 23.19 -0.014 27.5
573.17 F'I- 84.4 4916. 23.93 0.017 29.3
12.289 6.108 (+) 8.3 4840. 23.56 0.002 28.4
151.021 74.613 (-) 76.0 75.7 0.369 CEX 1.004 0.0279
85.000 8233.66 F'I+ -46.5 5067. 23.21 -0.009 27.5
608.99 F'I- 110.2 5223. 23.93 0.021 29.3
12.665 6.297 (+) 31.9 5145. 23.57 0.006 28.4
160.404 79.305 (-) 78.4 78.1 0.358 CEX 1.004 0.0262
90.000 8715.28 F'I+ -24.0 5370. 23.23 -0.004 27.6
644.81 F'I- 137.2 5531. 23.93 0.025 29.3
13.030 6.481 (+) 56.6 5450. 23.58 0.010 28.4
169.787 83.996 (-) 80.6 80.3 0.348 CEX 1.003 0.0248
95.000 9196.89 F'I+ -0.4 5674. 23.26 -0.000 27.6
680.63 F'I- 165.2 5839. 23.94 0.028 29.3
13.385 6.659 (+) 82.4 5757. 23.60 0.014 28.5
179.169 88.687 (-) 82.8 82.6 0.338 CEX 1.003 0.0235
100.000 9678.50 F'I+ 24.3 5980. 23.28 0.004 27.7
716.46 F'I- 194.2 6149. 23.94 0.032 29.3
13.731 6.833 (+) 109.2 6064. 23.61 0.018 28.5
188.552 93.378 (-) 84.9 84.7 0.330 CEX 1.003 0.0223
105.000 10160.12 F'I+ 50.0 6286. 23.31 0.008 27.8
752.28 F'I- 224.1 6459. 23.96 0.035 29.4
14.069 7.002 (+) 137.0 6373. 23.63 0.022 28.5
197.934 98.069 (-) 87.0 86.8 0.322 CEX 1.003 0.0212
110.000 10641.74 F'I+ 76.7 6593. 23.34 0.012 27.8
788.10 F'I- 254.9 6771. 23.97 0.038 29.4
14.399 7.168 (+) 165.8 6682. 23.65 0.025 28.6
207.317 102.760 (-) 89.1 88.8 0.315 CEX 1.002 0.0203
-118-
K- -IJ-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT RHO [lS/[iT
GEV 0-2*0**2 I/GEV I/GEV MI1 MEVGEV**2
115.000 11123.35 PI+ 104.4 6901. 23.37 0.015 27.9
823.92 PI- 286.5 7083. 23.98 0.040 29,.4
14.721 7.330 (+) 195.4 6992. 23.68 0.028 28.7
216.700 107.452 (-) 91.0 90.8 0.308 CEX 1.002 0.0194
120.000 11604.96 f'I+ 132.9 7210. 23.40 0.018 28.0
859.75 f'I- 318.9 739~. 24.00 0.043 29.5
15.036 7.488 (+) 225.9 7303. 23.70 0.031 28.7
226.082 112.143 (-) 93.0 92.8 0.301 CEX 1.002 0.0186
125.000 12086.58 f'I+ 162.3 7520. 23.43 0.022 28.1
895.57 f'I- 352.1 7709. 24.02 0.046 29.5
15.345 7.643 (+) 257.2 7615. 23.72 0.034 28.8
235.465 116.834 (-) 94.9 94.7 0.295 CEX 1.002 0.0178
130.000 12568.19 f'I+ 192.5 7831. 23.46 0.025 28.1
931.39 f'I- 386.1 8024. 24.04 0.048 29.6
15.648 7.795 (+) 289.3 7927. 23.75 0.036 28.8
244.847 121.525 (-) 96.8 96.6 0.289 CEX 1.002 0.0171
135.000 13049.81 f'I+ 223.5 8142. 23.49 0.027 28.2
967.22 f'I- 420.7 8339. 24.05 0.050 29.6
15.945 7.944 (+) 322.1 8241. 23.77 0.039 28.9
254.230 126.217 (-) 98.6 98.4 0.284 CEX 1.002 0.0165
140.000 13531.43 f'I+ 255.3 8455. 23.52 0.030 28.3
1003.04 f'I- 456.1 8655. 24.07 0.053 29.7
16.236 8.090 (+ ) 355.7 8555. 23.80 0.042 29.0
263.612 130.908 (-) 100.4 100.2 0.279 CEX 1.002 0.0159
145.000 14013.04 f'I+ 287.7 8768. 23.55 0.033 28.4
1038.86 f'I- 492.1 8972. 24.10 0.055 29.8
16.523 8.234 (+) 389.9 8870. 23.82 0.044 29.0
272.995 135.599 (-) 102.2 102.0 0.274 CEX 1.002 0.0154
150.000 14494.66 f'I+ 320.8 9082. 23.58 0.035 28.4
1074.68 f'I- 528.7 9290. 24.12 0.057 29.8
16.804 8.375 (+) 424.8 9186. 23.85 0.046 29.1
282.378 140.290 (-) 103.9 103.8 0.269 CEX 1.002 0.0149
155.000 14976.27 F'I+ 354.6 9397. 23.61 0.038 28.5
1110.51 F'I- 565.9 9608. 24.14 0.059 29.9
17.081 8.514 (+) 460.3 9503. 23.87 0.048 29.2
291.760 144.982 (-) 105.6 105.5 0.265 CEX 1.001 0.0144
160.000 15457.89 F'I+ 389.1 9713. 23.64 0.040 28.6
1146.33 F'I- 603.7 9927. 24.16 0.061 29.9
17.353 8.651 (+) 496.4 9820. 23.90 0.051 29.3
301.143 149.673 (-) 107.3 107.2 0.261 CEX 1.001 0.0139
165.000 15939.50 F'I+ 424.2 10029. 23.67 0.042 28.7
1182.15 F'I- 642.1 10247. 24.18 0.063 30.0
17.622 8.785 (+) 533.2 10138. 23.93 0.053 29.3
310.525 154.364 (-) 109.0 108.8 0.257 CEX 1.001 0.0135
170.000 16421.12 F'I+ 459.9 10346. 23.70 0.044 28.8
1217.97 F'I- 681.1 10567. 24.21 0.064 30.1
17.886 8.918 (+) 570.5 10457. 23.95 0.055 29.4
319.908 159.055 (-) 110.6 110.5 0.253 CEX 1.001 0.0131
-119-
K- -W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO fiS/fiT
GEV 0-2*0**'2 1/GEV 1/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
175.000 16902.73 F'I+ 496.1 10664. 23.73 0.047 28.8
1253.80 F'I- 720.6 10889. 24.23 0.066 30.1
18.146 9.048 (+) 608.3 10777. 23.98 0.056 29.5
329.291 163.747 (-) 112.2 112.1 0.249 CEX 1.001 0.0127
180.000 17384.35 F'I+ 532.9 10983. 23.76 0.049 28.9
1289.62 F'I- 760.6 11210. 24.25 0.068 30.2
18.403 9.177 (+) 646.8 11097. 24.01 0.058 29.5
338.673 168.438 (-) 113.8 113.7 0.246 CEX 1.001 0.0124
185.000 17865.96 F'I+ 570.3 11302. 23.79 0.050 29.0
1325.44 F'I- 801.1 11533. 24.28 0.069 30.3
18.656 9.304 (+) 685.7 11418. 24.03 0.060 29.6
348.056 173.129 (-) 115.4 115.2 0.243 CEX 1.001 0.0120
190.000 18347.58 F'I+ 608.2 11623. 23.82 0.052 29.1
1361.27 F'I- 842.1 11856. 24.30 0.071 30.3
18.906 9.429 (+) 725.1 11739. 24.06 0.062 29.7
357.438 177.820 (-) 116.9 116.8 0.239 CEX 1.001 0.0117
195.000 18829.19 F'I+ 646.7 11943. 23.85 0.054 29.1
1397.09 F'I- 883.5 12180. 24.32 0.073 30.4
19.153 9.553 (+) 765.1 12062. 24.09 0.063 29.8
366.821 182.512 (-) 118.4 118.3 0.236 CEX 1.001 0.0114
200.000 19310.81 F'I+ 685.6 12265. 23.88 0.056 29.2
1432.91 F'I- 925.5 12505. 24.35 0.074 30.4
19.396 9.675 (+) 805.5 12385. 24.11 0.065 29.8
376.203 187.203 (-) 120.0 119.8 0.233 CEX 1.001 0.0111
220.000 21237.27 F'I+ 846.1 13558. 24.00 0.062 29.5
1576.20 F'I- 1097.7 13809. 24.44 0.079 30.7
20.340 10.148 (+) 971.9 13683. 24.22 0.071 30.1
413.734 205.968 (-) 125.8 125.7 0.222 CEX 1.001 0.0101
240.CCC 23163.73 F'I+ 1013.7 14861. 24.11 0.068 29.8
1719.49 F'I- 1276.4 15123. 24.54 0.084 31.0
21.243 10.600 (+) 1145.1 14992. 24.32 0.076 30.4
451.264 224.733 (-) 131.4 131.3 0.213 CEX 1.001 0.0093
260.000 25090.19 F'I+ 1187.8 16173. 24.22 0.073 30.1
1862.78 F'I- 1461.2 16446. 24.63 0.089 31.2
22.109 11.034 (+) 1324.5 16310. 24.43 0.081 30.7
488.795 243.498 (-) 136.7 136.6 0.205 CEX 1.001 0.0086
280.000 27016.65 F'I+ 1367.8 17495. 24.33 0.078 30.4
2006.08 F'I- 1651. 6 17779. 24.73 0.093 31.5
22.942 11. 451 (+) 1509.7 17637. 24.53 0.086 31.0
526.325 262.263 (-) 141.9 141.8 0.197 CEX 1.001 0.0080
300.000 28943.11 F'I+ 1553.3 18826. 24.44 0.083 30.7
2149.37 F'I- 1847.0 19120. 24.82 0.097 31.8
23.746 11.854 (+) 1700.2 18973. 24.63 0.090 31.2
563.855 281.028 (- ) 146.9 146.8 0.191 CEX 1.001 0.0074
350.000 33759.27 F'I+ 2038.7 22189. 24.69 0.092 31.4
2507.59 F'I- 2355.9 22506. 25.04 0.105 32.4
25.645 12.805 (+) 2197.3 22348. 24.86 0.098 31.9
657.681 327.941 (-) 158.6 158.5 0.176 CEX 1.000 0.0064
-120-
K- -lrJ-5 5-0MEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO [l5/[1T
GEV Q-2*Q**2 1/GEV 1/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
400.000 38575.42 PI+ 2551.3 25601. 24.92 0.100 32.0
2865.82 F'I- 2890.4 25940. 25.25 0.111 3~.0
27.414 13.690 (+) 2720.9 25770. 25.09 0.106 32.5
751.507 374.854 (-) 169.5 169.5 0.165 CEX 1.000 0.0056
450.000 43391.57 F'I+ 3087.6 29056. 25.14 0.106 32.7
3224.05 F'I- 3447.2 2941~. 25.45 0.117 33.6
29.075 14.522 (+) 3267.4 29236. 25.30 0.112 33.1
845.333 421.767 (-) 179.8 179.8 0.156 CEX 1.000 0.0049
500.000 48207.73 F'I+ 3644.7 32551. 25.35 0.112 33.2
3582.28 F'I- 4023.8 32930. 25.65 0.122 34.1
30.646 15.308 (+) 3834.2 32741. 25.50 0.117 33.7
939.159 468.680 (-) 189.5 189.5 0.148 CEX 1.000 0.0045
600.000 57840.04 F'I+ 4813.2 39652. 25.73 0.121 34.3
4298.73 PI- 5228.4 40067. 26.00 0.130 35.1
33.568 16.771 (f) 5020.8 39860. 25.87 0.126 34.7
1126.811 562.506 (-) 207.6 207.6 0.135 CEX 1.000 0.0037
700.000 67472.34 PIf 6043.7 46885. 26.08 0.129 35.3
5015.19 PI- 6492.1 47334. 26.33 0.137 36.1
36.256 18.115 (+) 6267.9 47110. 26.21 0.133 35.7
1314.463 656.332 (- ) 224.2 224.2 0.125 CEX 1.000 0.0032
800.000 77104.64 PI+ 7326.9 54237. 26.40 0.135 36.3
5731.64 PI- 7806.3 54716. 26.63 0.143 37.0
38.757 19.367 (f) 7566.6 54476. 26.52 0.139 36.6
1502.114 750.158 (-) 239.7 239.7 0.117 CEX 1.000 0.0028
900.000 86736.95 F'I+ 8655.9 61695. 26.69 0.140 37.1
6448.10 PI- 9164.5 62203. 26.91 0.147 37.8
41.107 20.542 (f) 8910.2 61949. 26.80 0.144 37.5
1689.766 843.983 (-) 254.3 254.2 0.110 CEX 1.000 0.0025
1000.000 96369.27 PIf 10025.6 69251. 26.97 0.145 37.9
7164.56 PI- 10561.6 69787. 27.18 0.151 38.6
43.329 21.654 (f) 10293.6 69519. 27.07 0.148 38.3
1877.418 937.809 (-) 268.0 268.0 0.104 CEX 1.000 0.0022
-121-
t-TPI-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT [JS/[JO [lS/[iT
GEV Q-2*Q**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/SR MB/GEV**2
0.001 59.63 PI+ -10.54 0.01 2.60 0.21 ******
0.000 1.00 PI- 8.56 0.02 5.90 0.14 ******
1.078 0.001 (+) -0.99 0.01 4.25 0.00 7598.4
1.162 0.000 (-) 9.55 0.00 1.650 CEX 0.34 *******
0.002 59.63 PI+ -10.53 0.01 2.62 0.21 ******
0.000 1.00 PI- 8.56 0.03 5.91 0.14 ******
1.078 0.002 (+) -0.99 0.02 4.27 0.00 1892.5
1.162 0.000 (-) 9.54 0.01 1.647 CEX 0.34 *******
0.005 59.64 PI+ -10.51 0.03 2.63 0.21 34199.
0.000 1.00 PI- 8.56 0.08 5.92 0.14 22688.
1.078 0.004 (+) -0.97 0.05 4.28 0.00 295.2
1.162 0.000 (-) 9.53 0.02 1.647 CEX 0.34 56297.2
0.010 59.67 PI+ -10.41 0.07 2.65 0.20 8390.4
0.000 1.00 PI- 8.56 0.15 5.94 0.14 5672.9
1.078 0.009 (+) -0.93 0.11 4.29 0.00 67.3
1.162 0.000 (-) 9.48 0.04 1.643 CEX 0.34 13928.7
0.020 59.77 PI+ -10.01 0.14 2.70 0.19 1942.6
0.001 1.01 PI- 8.56 0.30 5.90 0.14 1419.4
1.079 0.017 (+) -0.73 0.22 4.30 0.00 11.2
1.164 0.001 (-) 9.28 0.08 1.600 CEX 0.32 3339.48
0.040 60.17 PI+ -8.45 0.30 2.90 0.13 346.3
0.006 1.04 PI- 8.59 0.60 5.80 0.14 358.7
1.083 0.035 (+) 0.07 0.45 4.35 0.00 1.0
1.172 0.002 (-) 8.52 0.15 1.450 CEX 0.27 703.03
0.060 60.82 PI+ -5.81 0.49 3.20 0.06 73.3
0.012 1.09 PI- 8.76 0.86 5.60 0.14 166.7
1.089 0.052 (+) 1.47 0.68 4.40 0.00 5.7
1.185 0.005 (-) 7.29 0.18 1.200 CEX 0.19 228.70
0.080 61.68 PI+ -2.05 0.87 4.25 0.01 6.0
0.021 1.15 PI- 9.22 1.16 5.65 0.16 104.5
1.096 0.068 (+) 3.58 1.02 4.95 0.03 16.8
1.202 0.009 (-) 5.63 0.14 0.700 CEX 0.11 76.90
0.100 62.73 PI+ 3.02 1.52 5.90 0.02 8.8
0.032 1.23 PI- 10.12 1.52 5.90 0.19 81.2
1.105 0.085 (+) 6.57 1.52 5.90 0.08 35.2
1.222 0.014 (-) 3.55 0.00 0.000 CEX 0.04 19.55
0.120 63.92 PI+ 9.76 2.97 9.64 0.18 56.0
0.044 1.32 PI- 11.68 2.12 6.88 0.25 75.8
1.116 0.101 (+) 10.72 2.55 8.26 0.21 65.3
1.245 0.020 (-) 0.96 -0.43 -1.380 CEX 0.00 1.18
0.140 65.23 PI+ 18.16 6.03 16.78 0.63 144.8
0.058 1.42 PI- 13.93 3.23 8.99 0.35 80.8
1.127 0.117 (+) 16.05 4.63 12.89 0.48 110.3
1.271 0.027 (-) -2.12 -1.40 -3.893 CEX 0.02 5.09
0.160 66.64 PI+ 28.23 11.43 27.83 1.55 280.6
0.073 1.52 PI- 16.92 5.13 12.48 0.52 94.6
1.139 0.132 (+) 22.57 8.28 20.15 0.97 175.0
1.298 0.035 (-) -5.65 -3.15 -7.676 CEX 0.14 25.35
Table 80/2
-122-
K-TF'I-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT I1S/I10 I1S/I1T
GEV Q-2*Q**2 I/GEV I/GEV MB MB/SR MB/GEV**2
0.180 68.13 f'If 39.93 20.6 44.60 3.30 482.8
0.088 1.63 f'I- 20.64 8.3 17.90 0.81 118.3
1.152 0.147 (f) 30.29 14.4 31.25 1.84 269.2
1.327 0.043 (-) -9.64 -6.17 -13.350 CEX 0.429 62.676
0.200 69.68 Plf 52.33 35.9 69.94 6.44 780.3
0.104 1.75 f'I- 24.80 1344 26.18 1.27 154.1
1.165 0.161 (f) 38.57 24.7 48.06 3.35 406.0
1.357 0.052 (-) -13.77 -11.24 -21.880 CEX 1.010 122.310
0.220 71.28 PIf 61.98 60.2 106.61 11.67 1195.4
0.121 1.87 f'I- 28.25 21.6 38.27 1.98 202.6
1.178 0.175 (f) 45.11 40.9 72.44 5.80 593.8
1.389 0.061 (-) -16.86 -19.30 -34.169 CEX 2.054 210.317
0.240 72.93 f'If 61.33 93.8 152.21 19.19 1689.5
0.138 1.99 f'I- 28.49 32.9 53.34 2.89 254.5
1.192 0.189 (f) 44.91 63.3 102.77 9.21 810.9
1.421 0.071 (-) -16.42 -30.47 -49.436 CEX 3.660 322.217
0.260 74.61 f'If 42.06 128.8 192.95 27.43 2104.7
0.156 2.11 f'I- 22.81 44.6 66.85 3.75 288.0
1.206 0.202 (f) 32.44 86.7 129.90 12.81 982.6
1.454 0.082 (-) -9.62 -42.10 -63.050 CEX 5.570 427.403
0.280 76.32 f'If 5.87 150.1 208.72 32.93 2228.9
0.173 2.24 f'I- 11.53 51.8 72.04 4.11 278.3
1.219 0.215 (f) 8.70 100.9 140.38 14.99 1014.2
1.487 0.093 (-) 2.83 -49.14 -68.339 CEX 7.074 478.768
0.300 78.06 f'If -32.63 149.6 194.24 33.49 2019.2
0.191 2.37 f'I- 0.21 51.8 67.21 3.83 230.8
1.233 0.228 (f) -16.21 100.7 130.73 14.85 895.7
1.521 0.104 (-) 16.42 -48.93 -63.514 CEX 7.605 458.583
0.320 79.82 Plf -60.78 135.9 165.32 30.92 1675.7
0.210 2.50 f'I- -7.01 47.3 57.57 3.19 173.1
1.247 0.241 (f) -33.89 91.6 111.45 13.31 721.4
1.555 0.116 (-) 26.88 -44.27 -53.873 CEX 7.• 490 405.894
0.340 81.59 f'If -76.99 117.9 135.07 27.09 1329.4
0.228 2.63 f'I- -10.43 42.3 48.45 2.59 127.2
1.261 0.253 (f) -43.71 80.1 91.76 11.38 558.2
1.589 0.128 (-) 33.28 -37.82 -43.312 CEX 6.932 340.131
0.360 83.38 f'If -85.13 101.6 109.85 23.47 1049.7
0.247 2.77 f'I- -11.13 38.0 41.14 2.10 93.9
1.275 0.265 (f) -48.13 69.8 75.49 9.61 429.6
1.624 0.140 (-) 37.00 -31.76 -34.356 CEX 6.355 284.255
0.380 85.18 Plf -88.58 87.8 89.95 20.34 834.3
0.265 2.90 f'I- -10.26 34.8 35.64 1.72 70.6
1.288 0.277 (f) -49.42 61.3 62.80 8.11 332.5
1.659 0.153 (-) 39.16 -26.50 -27.153 CEX 5.849 239.894
0.400 87.00 f'If -89.36 76.7 74.67 17.76 671.5
0.284 3.04 f'I- -8.39 32.5 31.68 1.45 54.7
1.302 0.288 (f) -48.87 54.6 53.18 6.88 260.1
1.695 0.166 (-) 40.49 -22.08 -21.494 CEX 5.448 205.932
-123-
t,- TF' I -W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT IIS/1I0 1I5/IIT
GEV a-2*a**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/SR MB/GEV**
0.420 88.82 F'I+ -88.79 67.8 62.85 15.66 548.1
0.303 3.17 F'I- -5.78 31.2 28.92 1.26 44.2
1.315 0.300 (+) -47.28 49.5 45.89 5.88 205.8
1.730 0.179 (-) 41.51 -18.30 -16.968 CEX 5.163 180.739
0.440 90.65 PI+ -87.46 60.5 53.54 13.90 452.5
0.322 3.31 PI- -2.56 3049 27.37 1.18 38.5
1.329 0.311 (t) -45.01 45.7 40.46 5.06 164.7
1.766 0.193 (-) 42.45 -14.78 -13.084 CEX 4.968 161.709
0.460 . 92.49 PI+ -85.66 54.5 46.11 12.41 377.2
0.341 3.44 PI- 0.57 31.9 27.03 1.23 37.3
1.342 0.322 (+) -42.54 43.2 36.57 4.43 134.6
1.802 0.207 (-) 43.12 -11.27 -9.538 CEX 4.785 145.408
0.480 94.34 PI+ -83.59 49.4 40.10 11.14 317.1
0.360 3.58 PI- 3.30 33.5 27.19 1.34 38.1
1.356 0.332 (t) -40.14 41.5 33.64 3.93 112.0
1.838 0.221 (-) 43.44 -7.96 -6.456 CEX 4.608 131.172
0.500 96.19 f'I+ -81.34 45.1 35.13 10.02 268.1
0.380 3.72 PI- 5.72 35.5 27.68 1.50 40.1
1.369 0.343 (+) -37.81 40.3 31.40 3.54 94.7
1.874 0.235 (-) 43.53 -4.78 -3.726 CEX 4.444 118.873
0.520 98.05 F'I+ -78.84 41.3 30.95 9.01 227.0
0.399 3.86 PI- 7.77 37.7 28.21 1.68 42.4
1.382 0.353 (+) -35.54 39.5 29.58 3.21 80.9
1.910 0.249 (-) 43.31 -1.83 -1.368 CEX 4.271 107.660
0.540 99.91 F'I+ -75.99 38.2 27.53 8.07 192.1
0.418 4.00 F'I- 9.95 39.6 28.58 1.86 44.4
1.395 0.363 (+) -33.02 38.9 28.05 2.90 69.2
1.946 0.264 (-) 42.97 0.73 0.528 CEX 4.121 98.155
0.560 101.78 F'I+ -73.04 35.8 24.92 7.25 163.5
0.438 4.13 F'I- 12.54 42.0 29.21 2.10 47.5
1.408 0.373 (+) -30.25 38.9 27.06 2.66 60.0
1.983 0.278 (-) 42.79 3.08 2.145 CEX 4.030 90.923
0.580 103.65 F'I+ -70.38 34.0 22.85 6.57 140.7
0.457 4.27 F'I- 15.11 44.9 30.16 2.41 51.7
1.421 0.383 (+) -27.63 39.5 26.50 2.50 53.5
2.019 0.293 (-) 42.75 5.44 3.654 CEX 3.993 85.525
0.600 105.53 PI+ -67.75 32.2 20.92 5.94 121.1
0.476 4.41 F'I- 17.89 48.1 31.22 2.78 56.7
1.434 0.393 (+) -24.93 40.2 26.07 2.36 48.1
2.056 0.308 (-) 42.82 7.94 5.151 CEX 4.006 81. 633
0.620 107.40 F'I+ -64.84 30.8 19.34 5.34 103.8
0.496 4.55 F'I- 21.08 52.3 32.85 3.30 64.1
1.447 0.402 (t) -21.88 41.5 26.09 2.29 44.4
2.092 0.323 (-) 42.96 10.75 6.754 CEX 4.069 79.046
0.640 109.28 F'I+ -62.07 29.7 18.08 4.83 89.6
0.515 4.69 F'I- 23.98 58.0 35.29 4.02 74.5
1.459 0.412 (+) -19.04 43.9 26.68 2.33 43.2
2.129 0.339 (-) 43.02 14.15 8.608 CEX 4.183 77.593
-124-
K-TF'I-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT I1S/I10 I1S/I1T
GEV Q-2*a**2 I/GEV I/GEV MB MB/SR MB/GEV**2
0.660 111.17 F'I+ -58.91 28.5 16.84 4.29 76.2
0.535 4.83 f'I- 25.90 65.4 38.59 4.96 88.0
1.472 0.421 (+) -16.51 47.0 27.72 2.48 44.1
2.166 0.354 (-) 42.40 18.44 10.877 CEX 4.286 76.043
0.680 113.05 f'I+ -55.72 28.3 16.19 3.85 65.4
0.555 4.97 f'I- 24.79 74 .. 6 42.73 6.09 103.6
1.484 0.430 (+) -15.46 51.4 29.46 2.84 48.3
2.202 0.370 (-) 40.26 23.17 13.271 CEX 4.254 72.301
0.700 114.94 PI+ -52.67 27.7 15.43 3.43 56.0
0.574 5.11 PI- 19.05 82.1 45.68 6.89 112.3
1.496 0.439 (+) -16.81 54.9 30.55 3.20 52.2
2.239 0.385 (-) 35.86 27.19 15.128 CEX 3.927 64.045
0.720 116.83 PI+ -49.12 27.6 14.95 3.03 47.5
0.594 5.25 PI- 12.29 84.6 45.76 6.97 109.2
1.509 0.448 (+) -18.42 56.1 30.36 3.33 52.1
2.276 0.401 (-) 30.71 28..49 15.407 CEX 3.347 52.437
0.740 118.72 f'I+ -45.59 28.0 14.73 2.69 40.5
0.613 5.40 f'I- 7.20 84.6 44.50 6.76 101.9
1.521 0.457 (+) -19.20 56.3 29.62 3.32 50.0
2.313 0.417 (-) 26.40 28.29 14.885 CEX 2.810 42.355
0.760 120.62 f'I+ -41.90 28.6 14.67 2.38 34.5
0.633 5.54 f'I- 3.94 82.4 42.23 6.29 91.3
1.533 0.465 (+) -18.98 55.5 28.45 3.18 46.2
2.350 0.433 (-) 22.92 26.89 13.780 CEX 2.307 33.490
0.780 122.51 f'I+ -38.10 29.9 14.92 2.13 29.9
0.653 5.68 F'I- 3.49 79.4 39.62 5.74 ·80.4
1.545 0.474 (+) -17.30 54.6 27.27 2.99 41.8
2.387 0.449 (-) 20.79 24.74 12.349 CEX 1.899 26.592
0.800 124.41 F'I+ -34.45 31.6 15.38 1.96 26.5
0.673 5.82 f'I- 5.91 76.7 37.34 5.30 71.7
1.557 0.482 (+) -14.27 54.2 26.36 2.81 38.0
2.424 0.465 (-) 20.18 22.56 10.979 CEX 1.641 22.177
0.820 126.31 f'I+ -30.80 33.8 16.03 1.84 24.1
0.692 5.96 F'I- 10.90 75.9 36.04 5.19 67.7
1.569 0.490 (+) -9.95 54.8 26.04 2.74 35.8
2.461 0.481 (-) 20.85 21.07 10.006 CEX 1.550 20.242
0.840 128.21 F'I+ -27.47 36.6 16.99 1.82 23.0
0.712 6.10 f'I- 16.56 77.9 36.13 5.52 69.7
1.580 0.499 (+) -5.45 57.3 26.56 2.88 36.4
2.498 0.497 (-) 22.01 20.65 9.571 CEX 1.583 19.999
0.860 130.11 f'I+ -24.54 39.8 18.00 1.87 22.9
0.732 6.24 PI- 22.78 81.5 36.90 6.13 75.0
1.592 0.507 (+) -0.88 60.6 27.45 3.15 38.5
2.535 0.514 (-) 23.66 20.87 9.450 CEX 1.705 20.852
0.880 132.01 PI+ -22.02 43.4 19.20 2.00 23.7
0.751 6.38 f'I- 29.17 88.5 39.18 7.34 86.9
1.604 0.515 (+) 3.57 66.0 29.19 3.68 43.7
2.572 0.530 (-) 25.60 22.58 9.990 CEX 1.966 23.305
-125-
K-TF'I-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT DS/DO DS/DT
GEV 11-2*11**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/SR MB/GEV**2
0.900 133.92 Plf -20.14 47.1 20.40 2.19 25.1
0.771 6.53 F'I- 34.08 98.5 42.60 9.03 103.8
1.615 0.523 (f) 6.97 72.8 31.50 4.45 51.2
2.609 0.547 (-) 27.11 25.65 11.100 CEX 2.319 26.649
0.920 135.82 f'I+ -18.89 51.0 21.60 2.43 27.1
0.791 6.67 f'I- 35.95 111.,7 47.28 11.30 126.0
1.627 0.531 (+) 8.53 81.4 34.44 5.49 61.3
2.646 0.563 (-) 27.42 30.34 12.840 CEX 2.744 30.609
0.940 137.72 f'I+ -18.35 54.6 22.60 2.68 29.0
0.811 6.81 f'I- 32.59 125.7 52.08 13.65 147.9
1.638 0.538 (+) 7.12 90.1 37.34 6.61 71.7
2.683 0.580 (-) 25.47 35.58 14.740 CEX 3.098 33.574
0.960 139.63 f'If -18.05 57.4 23.30 2.89 30.5
0.831 6.95 f'I- 25.46 137.8 55.90 15.67 165.1
1.649 0.546 (+) 3.70 97.6 39.60 7.62 80.2
2.720 0.597 (-) 21. 75 40.18 16.300 CEX 3.333 35.103
0.980 141.54 f'I+ -17.61 59.9 23.80 3.07 31.4
0.850 7.09 f'I- 14.94 148.7 59.08 17.58 180.1
1.661 0.554 (+) -1.33 104.3 41.44 8.56 87.7
2.757 0.613 (-) 16.27 44.39 17.640 CEX 3.520 36.065
1.000 143.44 f'If -16.88 62.1 24.20 3.22 32.1
0.870 7.23 f'I- -0.59 155.3 60.48 18.74 186.9
1.672 0.561 (f) -8.73 108.7 42.34 9.24 92.2
2.795 0.630 (-) 8.15 46.58 18.140 CEX 3.475 34.650
1.020 145.35 f'I+ -15.96 64.4 24.60 3.38 32.8
0.890 7.38 f'I- -15.49 153.5 58.60 18.25 177.2
1.683 0.569 (+) -15.72 109.0 41.60 9.29 90.3
2.832 0.647 (-) 0.23 44.53 17.000 CEX 3.040 29.529
1.040 147.26 f'I+ -14.92 66.8 25.00 3.54 33.5
0.910 7.52 f'I- -26.33 148.9 55.76 17.31 163.8
1.694 0.576 (f) -20;63 107.8 40.38 9.12 86.3
2.869 0.664 (-) -5.70 41.08 15.380 CEX 2.603 24.635
1.060 149.17 f'I+ -13.78 69.1 25.40 3.71 34.3
0.930 7.66 f'I- -34.63 141.9 52.14 15.94 147.2
1.705 0.583 (f) -24.20 105.5 38.77 8.76 80.8
2.906 0.681 (-) -10.43 36.39 13.370 CEX 2.141 19.764
1.080 151.08 f'I+ -12.52 71.6 25.81 3.89 35.1
0.949 7.80 f'I- -39.01 133.5 48.15 14.28 128.6
1.716 0.591 (f) -25.77 102.6 36.98 8.25 74.3
2.943 0.698 (-) -13.24 30.98 11.170 CEX 1.674 15.078
1.100 152.99 f'If -10.99 74.1 26.22 4.08 35.9
0.969 7.94 f'I- -39.53 125.8 44.54 12.67 111.4
1.726 0.598 (+) -25.26 99.9 35.38 7.74 68.0
2.981 0.715 (-) -14.27 25.88 9.160 CEX 1.272 11.181
1.120 154.90 f'I+ -9.23 77.0 26.78 4.33 37.2
0.989 8.09 f'I- -37.30 120.3 41.82 11.41 97.9
1.737 0.605 (+) -23.26 98.7 34.30 7.39 63.4
3.018 0.732 (-) -14.04 21.63 7.520 CEX 0.957 8.213
-126-
K-Tf'I-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT DS/DO DS/DT
GEV Q-2*Q**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/SR MFVGEV**2
1.140 156.82 f'I+ -7.57 80.4 27.45 4.63 38.8
1.009 8.23 f'I- -34.50 117.5 40.15 10.66 89.4
1.748 0.612 (+) -21.03 99.0 33.80 7.27 61.0
3.055 0.749 (-) -13.46 18.59 6.350 CEX 0.749 6.280
1.160 158.73 PI+ -5.99 83.9 28.18 4.97 40.8
1.029 8.37 f'I- -32.30 115i9 38.90 10.16 83.3
1.758 0.619 (+) -19.14 99.9 33.54 7.26 59.6
3.092 0.766 (-) -13.16 15.97 5.360 CEX 0.601 4.928
1.180 160.64 PI+ -4.42 87.9 29.00 5.37 43.1
1.049 8.51 f'I- -29.63 114.7 37.84 9.73 78.0
1.769 0.626 (+) -17.03 101.3 33.42 7.31 58.7
3.130 0.783 (-) -12.60 13.39 4.420 CEX 0.469 3.764
1.200 162.55 f'I+ -2.98 92.3 29.94 5.84 45.8
1.069 8.66 f'I- -26.99 115.0 37.33 9.57 75.1
1.780 0.633 (+) -14.98 103.6 33.63 7.52 59.0
3.167 0.801 (-) -12.01 11.39 3.695 CEX 0.375 2.946
1.220 164.47 PI+ -1.89 97.1 31.00 6.39 49.1
1.088 8.80 f'I- -25.15 115.8 36.96 9.51 73.1
1.790 0.639 (+) -13.52 106.5 33.98 7.80 59.9
3.204 0.818 (-) -11.63 9.34 2.980 CEX 0.301 2.316
1.240 166.38 f'I+ -1.24 102.2 32.10 7.00 52.6
1.108 8.94 PI- -23.37 116.7 36.66 9.49 71.4
1.800 0.646 (+) -12.30 109.5 ·34.38 8.13 61.1
3.241 0.835 (-) -11.07 7.26 2.280 CEX 0.235 1.766
1.260 168.30 f'I+ -0.84 107.6 33.24 7.66 56.5
1.128 9.08 f'I- -21.81 118.2 36.53 9.57 70.5
1.811 0.653 (+) -11.32 112.9 34.88 8.52 62.8
3.279 0.853 (-) -10.48 5.32 1.645 CEX 0.183 1.349
1.280 170.21 f'I+ -0.92 113.4 34.50 8.42 60.8
1.148 9.22 PI- -20.51 119.8 36.46 9.68 69.9
1.821 0.660 (+) -10.71 116.6 35.48 8.98 64.9
3.316 0.870 (-) -9.80 3.22 0.980 CEX 0.139 1.006
1.300 172.13 f'I+ -1.82 119.5 35.80 9.25 65.5
1.168 9.37 F'I- -19.50 121.9 36.50 9.86 69.8
1.831 0.666 (+) -10.66 120.7 36.15 9.50 67.3
3.353 0.887 (-) -8.84 1.17 0.350 CEX 0.103 0.728
1.320 174.04 f'I+ -3.49 125.6 37.05 10.11 70.2
1.188 9.51 f'I- -18.87 123.9 36.55 10.06 69.8
1.841 0.673 (+) -11.18 124.7 36.80 10.04 69.7
3.391 0.905 (-) -7.69 -0.85 -0.250 CEX 0.077 0.532
1.340 175.96 PI+ -5.98 131.6 38.25 10.99 74.9
1.208 9.65 PI- -18.48 126.0 36.61 10.27 69.9
1.851 0.679 (+) -12.23 128.8 37.43 10.60 72.2
3.428 0.922 (-) -6.25 -2.82 -0.820 CEX 0.060 0.406
1.360 177.88 PI+ -9.30 137.3 39.30 11.86 79.3
1.228 9.79 f'I- -18.36 128.0 36.66 10.48 70.1
1.862 0.685 (+) -13.83 132.6 37.98 11.14 74.5
3.465 0.940 (-) -4.53 -4.61 -1.32() CEX 0.052 0.350
-127-
t(-Tf'I-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C S TOT DS/DO DS/DT
GEV Q-2*Q**2 I/GEV I/GEV MB MB/SR MB/GEV**2
1.380 179.79 f'If -13.21 142.5 40.20 12.69 83.3
1.247 9.94 PI- -18.30 130.1 36.70 10.69 70.2
1.872 0.692 (f) -15.75 136.3 38.45 11.66 76.5
3.503 0.957 (-) -2.55 -6.20 -1. 750 CEX 0.056 0.366
1.400 181.71 PIf -18.10 147.3 40.96 13.50 87.0
1.267 10.08 PI- -18.79 132.3 36.80 10.95 70.6
1.881 0.698 (+) -18.44 139.8 38.88 12.19 78.6
3.540 0.975 (-) -0.35 -7.48 -2.080 CEX 0.069 0.443
1.420 183.63 f'I+ -23.57 150.6 41.31 14.11 89.3
1.287 10.22 PI- -19.52 133.7 36.67 11.08 70.2
1.891 0.704 (+) -21.55 142.2 38.99 12.55 79.4
3.577 0.992 (-) 2.02 -8.46 -2.320 CEX 0.092 0.581
1.440 185.54 PIf -28.89 153.1 41.41 14.58 90.7
1.307 10.37 PI- -19.91 135.1 36.53 11.20 69.7
1.901 0.711 <+) -24.40 144.1 38.97 12.83 79.8
3.615 1.010 (-) 4.49 -9.02 -2.440 CEX 0.122 0.759
1.460 187.46 PIf -34.15 154.9 41.31 14.95 91.4
1.327 10.51 PI- -20.39 136.4 36.37 11.30 69.1
1.911 0.717 (f) -27.27 145.6 38.84 13.05 79.8
3.652 1.028 (-) 6.88 -9.26 -2.470 CEX 0.158 0.968
1.480 189.38 f'If -39.39 155.9 41.03 15.22 91.5
1.347 10.65 PI- -20.73 137.4 36.15 11.36 68.3
1.921 0.723 (+) -30.06 146.7 38.59 13.19 79.3
3.689 1.045 (-) 9.33 -9.27 -2.440 CEX 0.204 1.224
1.500 191.30 f'I+ -44.43 156.0 40.51 15.33 90.6
1.367 10.79 PI- -20.98 138.4 35.93 11.41 67.5
1.930 0.729 (f) -32.71 147.2 38.22 13.25 78.3
3.727 1.063 (-) 11.73 -8.82 -2.290 CEX 0.251 1.483
1.520 193.22 f'If -48.89 155.4 39.81 15.30 89.0
1.387 10.94 PI- -20.94 139.2 35.67 11.43 66.5
1.940 0.735 (f) -34.92 147.3 37.74 13.22 76.9
3.764 1.081 (-) 13.98 -8.08 -2.070 CEX 0.301 1.748
1.540 195.13 f'If -52.75 154.2 39.00 15.17 86.8
1.407 11.08 PI- -20.95 140.4 35.50 11.51 65.8
1.950 0.741 (+) -36.85 147.3 37.25 13.17 75.3
3.801 1.098 (-) 15.90 -6.92 -1.750 CEX 0.344 1.965
1.560 197.05 PIf -55.87 152.6 38.10 14.94 84.1
1.427 11.22 f'I- -20.81 141.0 35.20 11.49 64.7
1.959 0.747 (f) -38.34 146.8 36.65 13.02 73.3
3.839 1.116 (-) 17.53 -5.81 -1.450 CEX 0.386 2.171
1.580 198.97 PIf -58.30 150.9 37.20 14.66 81.2
1.447 11.36 f'I- -20.20 142.0 35.00 11.52 63.8
1.969 0.753 (f) -39.25 146.5 36.10 12.88 71.4
3.876 1.134 (-) 19.05 -4.46 -1.100 CEX 0.429 2.376
1.600 200.89 f'I+ -59.89 149.1 36.28 14.31 78.1
1.467 11.51 PI- -19.58 143.2 34.84 11.58 63.2
1.978 0.759 (f) -39.74 146.1 35.56 12.72 69.4
3.914 1.152 (-) 20.15 -2.96 -0.720 CEX 0.460 2.511
-128-
K-TF'I-W-S S-OMF.GA RE C IM C S TOT [lS/[iO [lS/1IT
GEV Q-2*G**2 I/GEV I/GEV MIt MIt/SR MB/GEV**2
1.650 205.69 F'I+ -61.98 146.6 34.60 13.73 72.1
1.516 11.86 PI- -17.84 146.9 34.66 11.86 62.3
2.002 0.773 (+) -39.91 146.7 34.63 12.53 65.8
4.007 1.196 (-) 22.07 0.13 0.030 CEX 0.528 2.772
1.700 210.49 PI+ -63.38 144.5 33.11 13.19 66.8
1.566 12.22 PI- -16.32 151.'3 34.65 12.25 62.1
2.025 0.788 (+) -39.85 147.9 33.88 12.42 62.9
4.101 1.241 (-) 23.53 3.36 0.770 CEX 0.598 3.028
1.750 215.29 PI+ -63.28 143.4 31.90 12.71 62.1
1.616 12.58 PI- -14.94 156.4 34.80 12.77 62.4
2.048 0.802 (+) -39.11 149.9 33.35 12.42 60.7
4.194 1.286 (-) 24.17 6.52 1.450 CEX 0.649 3.170
1.800 220.09 PI+ -62.63 143.1 30.95 12.35 58.3
1.666 12.93 PI- -14.21 162.2 35.09 13.42 63.4
2.071 0.816 (+) -38.42 152.6 33.02 12.54 59.2
4.288 1.330 (-) 24.21 9.57 2.070 CEX 0.686 3.241
1.850 224.89 PI+ -61.21 143.2 30.15 12.02 54.9
1. 716 13.29 PI- -14.07 168.1 35.39 14.10 64.4
2.093 0.829 (+) -37.64 155.7 32.77 12.71 58.1
4.381 1.375 (-) 23.57 12.45 2.620 CEX 0.704 3.216
1.900 229.69 PI+ -59.11 144.7 29.65 11.85 52.4
1.766 13.65 PI- -14.57 174.4 35.75 14.86 65.7
2.115 0.843 (+) -36.84 159.5 32.70 13.01 57.5
4.475 1.420 (-) 22.27 14.88 3.050 CEX 0.696 3.079
1.950 234.50 PI+ -57.28 147.2 29.40 11.86 50.8
1.815 14.01 PI- -15.96 IBO.6 36.06 15.62 66.9
2.137 0.856 (+) -36.62 163.9 32.73 13.40 57.5
4.568 1.465 (-) 20.66 16.68 3.330 CEX 0.670 2.872
2.000 239.30 PI+ -55.80 150.2 29.24 11.95 49.7
1.865 14.36 PI- -17.97 186.3 36.28 16.32 67.9
2.159 0.869 (+) -36.89 168.3 32.76 13.82 57.5
4.662 1.511 (-) 18.92 18.08 3.520 CEX 0.638 2.652
2.050 244.11 PI+ -54.35 153.5 29.15 12.10 48.9
1.915 14.72 F'I- -20.45 191.6 36.39 16.94 68.4
2.181 0.882 (+) -37.40 172.5 32.77 14.22 57.4
4.756 1.556 (-) 16.95 19.06 3.620 CEX 0.594 2.398
2.100 248.91 PI+ -52.88 157.2 29.15 12.31 48.3
1.965 15.08 PI- -23.25 196.2 36.39 17.48 68.6
2.202 0.895 (+) -38.07 176.7 32.77 14.63 57.4
4.849 1.601 (-) 14.82 19.52 3.620 CEX 0.538 2.110
2.150 253.72 PI+ -51.46 161.6 29.26 12.63 48.2
2.015 15.44 PI- -26.23 200.2 36.26 17.90 68.3
2.223 0.907 (+) -38.85 180.9 32.76 15.03 57.4
4.943 1.647 (-) 12.61 19.32 3.500 CEX 0.468 1.785
2.200 258.52 PI+ -50.45 166.7 29.50 13.07 48.5
2.065 15.79 PI- -28.95 203.4 36.00 18.19 67.6
2.244 0.920 (+) -39.70 185.0 32.75 15.43 57.3
5.036 1.692 (-) 10.75 18.36 3.250 CEX 0.390 1.449
-129-
K-TF'I-W-5 5-0MEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO [l5/[IT
GEV a-2*a**2 l/GEV 1/GEV MI< MB/GEV**2
2.250 263.33 F'I+ -50.2 172.2 29.80 -0.291 49.2
2.115 16.15 F'I- -31.3 206.3 35.70 -0.152 66.6
2.265 0.932 (+ ) -40.8 189.2 32.75 -0.215 57.3
5.130 1.737 (-) 9.43 17.05 2.950 CEX 0.553 1.161
2.300 268.14 F'I+ -50.7 177.8 30.10 -0.285 50.0
2.165 16.51 F'I- -33.4 208.7 35.34 -0.160 65.4
2.286 0.944 (+) -42.1 193.3 32.72 -0.218 57.3
5.224 1.783 (-) 8.62 15.47 2.620 CEX 0.557 0.919
2.350 272.95 F'I+ -51.8 183.2 30.35 -0.283 50.8
2.215 16.87 F'I- -35.0 210.9 34.95 -0.166 64.1
2.306 0.956 (+) -43.4 197.0 32.65 -0.220 57.1
5.317 1.829 (-) 8.40 13.88 2.300 CEX 0.605 0.738
2.400 277.75 F'I+ -53.3 188.2 30.54 -0.283 51.5
2.264 17.22 F'I- -36.1 213.1 34.58 -0.169 62.8
2.326 0.968 (+) -44.7 200.7 32.56 -0.223 56.8
5.411 1.874 (-) 8.63 12.45 2.020 CEX 0.693 0.617
2.450 282.56 F'I+ -55.1 193.0 30.68 -0.285 52.0
2.314 17.58 F'I- -36.7 215.6 34.26 -0.170 61.7
2.346 0.980 (+) -45.9 204.3 32.47 -0.225 56.6
5.505 1.920 (-) 9.18 11.26 1.790 CEX 0.815 0.545
2.500 287.37 F'I+ -57.1 197.6 30.78 -0.289 52.4
2.364 17.94 PI- -37.3 218.3 34.00 -0.171 60.8
2.366 0.991 (+) -47.2 207.9 32.39 -0.227 56.4
5.598 1.966 (-) 9.89 10.34 1.610 CEX 0.957 0.507
2.550 292.18 F'I+ -59.4 201.9 30.83 -0.294 52.8
2.414 18.30 F'I- -38.0 221.0 33.75 -0.172 59.9
2.386 1.003 (+) -48.7 211.4 32.29 -0.230 56.1
5.692 2.011 (-) 10.74 9.56 1.460 CEX 1.124 0.493
2.600 296.99 F'I+ -61.9 205.7 30.81 -0.301 52.9
2.464 18.65 F'I- -38.5 223.7 33.51 -0.172 59.1
2.405 1.014 (+) -50.2 214.7 32.16 -0.234 55.7
5.786 2.057 (-) 11. 71 9.01 1.350 CEX 1.299 0.501
2.650 301.80 F'I+ -64.4 209.2 30.74 -0.308 52.8
2.514 19.01 F'I- -38.8 226.5 33.28 -0.171 58.2
2.425 1.025 (+) -51.6 217.8 32.01 -0.237 55.3
5.879 2.103 (-) 12.77 8.64 1.270 CEX 1.478 0.525
2.700 306.61 F'I+ -66.8 212.3 30.62 -0.315 52.6
2.564 19.37 F'I- -39.0 229.4 33.08 -0.170 57.5
2.444 1.037 (+) -52.9 220.8 31.85 -0.240 54.8
5.973 2.149 (-) 13.91 8.53 1.230 CEX 1.630 0.566
2.750 311.42 F'I+ -69.2 215.0 30.45 -0.322 52.3
2.614 19.73 F'I- -39.1 232.4 32.91 -0.168 56.9
2.463 1.048 (+) -54.1 223.7 31.68 -0.242 54.3
6.067 2.195 (-) 15.03 8.69 1.230 CEX 1.730 0.617
2.800 316.23 F'I+ -71.2 217.4 30.24 -0.328 51.7
2.664 20.09 F'I- -39.3 235.6 32.76 -0.167 56.4
2.482 1.058 (+ ) -55.3 226.5 31.50 -0.244 53.7
6.161 2.241 (-) 15.95 9.06 1.260 CEX 1.760 0.665
-130-
/(-
-W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO IJS/DT
GEV Q-2*Q**2 1/GEV 1/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
2.850 321.04 PIt -73.1 219.7 30.02 -0.333 51.1
20.44 PI- -39.1 238.5 32.59 -0.164 55.7
2.501 1.069 (t) -56.1 229.1 31.31 -0.245 53.1
6.254 2.287 (-) 17.0 9.4 1.285 CEX 1.809 0.721
2.900 325.85 PIt -74.7 221.7 29.77 -0.337 50.4
20.80 PI- -38.9 24246 32.57 -0.160 55.6
2.520 1.080 (t) -56.8 232.1 31.17 -0.245 52.6
6.348 2.333 (-) 17.9 10.4 1.400 CEX 1.715 0.789
2.950 330.66 PIt -75.9 223.6 29.52 -0.339 49.6
21.16 PI- -39.4 246.2 32.50 -0.160 55.3
2.538 1.091 (t) -57.6 234.9 31.01 -0.245 52.1
6.442 2.379 (-) 18.3 11.3 1.490 CEX 1.617 0.820
3.000 335.47 f'It -76.7 225.6 29.28 -0.340 48.9
21.52 PI- -39.7 249.9 32.44 -0.159 55.1
2.556 1.101 (t) -58.2 237.7 30.86 -0.245 51.6
6.535 2.425 (-) 18.5 12.2 1.580 CEX 1.521 0.845
3.100 345.09 f'It -77.7 230.1 28.91 -0.338 47.6
22.23 PI- -40.9 257.5 32.35 -0.159 54.8
2.593 1.122 (t) -59.3 243.8 30.63 -0.243 50.8
6.723 2.517 (-) 18.4 13.7 1.720 CEX 1.344 0.848
3.200 354.71 f'It -78.4 235.3 28.63 -0.333 46.5
22.95 f'I- -42.6 264.7 32.21 -0.161 54.4
2.629 1.142 (t) -60.5 250.0 30.42 -0.242 50.0
6.910 2.609 (-) 17.9 14.7 1.790 CEX 1.214 0.810
3.300 364.34 f'It -78.8 241.0 28.44 -0.327 45.7
23.66 PI- -44.3 271.4 32.02 -0.163 53.8
2.664 1.162 (t) -61.6 256.2 30.23 -0.240 49.4
7.098 2.701 (-) 17.2 15.2 1.790 CEX 1.136 0.750
3.400 373.96 Plt -79.4 247.4 28.33 -0.321 45.2
24.38 PI- -45.9 277.9 31.83 -0.165 53.2
2.699 1.182 (t) -62.6 262.6 30.08 -0.239 48.9
7.285 2.794 (-) 16.7 15.3 1.750 CEX 1.095 0.688
3.500 383.59 F'It -80.4 254.0 28.26 -0.317 44.9
25.10 f'I- -47.6 284.2 31.62 -0.168 52.5
2.734 1.201 (t) -64.0 269.1 29.94 -0.238 48.4
7.473 2.886 (-) 16.4 15.1 1.680 CEX 1.085 0.628
3.600 393.21 F'It -81.8 260.6 28.19 -0.314 44.6
25.81 PI- -49.0 290.0 31.37 -0.169 51.7
2.768 1.220 (t) -65.4 275.3 29.78 -0.238 47.9
7.660 2.979 (-) 16.4 14.7 1.590 CEX 1.116 0.580
3.700 402.84 F'It -83.4 267.2 28.12 -0.312 44.3
26.53 PI- -50.0 296.1 31.16 -0.169 51.0
2.801 1.239 (t) -66.7 281.6 29.64 -0.237 47.4
7.848 3.071 (-) 16.7 14.4 1.520 CEX 1.156 0.552
3.800 412.46 Plt -85.3 273.5 28.03 -0.312 44.0
27.24 f'I- -51.0 302.0 30.95 -0.169 50.3
2.835 1.258 (t) -68.2 287.8 29.49 -0.237 46.9
8.035 3.164 (-) 17.1 14.2 1.460 CEX 1.202 0.533
-131-
K- -W-8 8-0MEGA Rf. C IM C 8 TOT RHO [l8/[IT
GEV Q-2*lU*2 I/GEV I/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
3.900 422.09 F'If -87.3 279.6 27.92 -0.312 43.7
27.96 F'I- -51.8 308.1 30.76 -0.168 49.7
2.868 1.276 (f) -69.6 293.8 29.34 -0.237 46.4
8.223 3.257 (-) 17.7 14.2 1.420 CEX 1.246 0.526
4.000 431.71 PIf -89.2 285.3 27.78 -0.313 43.3
28.68 PI- -52.6 314.1 30.58 -0.168 49.1
2.900 1.294 (f) -70.9 299.7 29.18 -0.237 45.9
8.410 3.349 (-) 18.3 14.4 1.403 CEX 1.271 0.526
4.100 441.34 PIf -91.0 290.8 27.62 -0.313 42.8
29.39 PI- -53.3 320.3 30.42 -0.167 48.6
2.932 1.312 (f) -72.2 305.5 29.02 -0.236 45.4
8.598 3.442 (-) 18.8 14.7 1.397 CEX 1.280 0.526
4.200 450.97 PI+ -92.5 296.1 27.46 -0.312 42.3
30.11 PI- -54.0 326.4 30.26 -0.165 48.1
2.964 1.329 (f) -73.3 311.3 28.86 -0.235 44.9
8.786 3.535 (-) 19.3 15.1 1.403 CEX 1.273 0.527
4.300 460.60 f'If -93.7 301.4 27.30 -0.311 41.8
30.82 f'I- -54.7 332.6 30.12 -0.164 47.6
2.996 1.347 (f) -74.2 317.0 28.71 -0.234 44.4
8.973 3.628 (-) 19.5 15.6 1.411 CEX 1.253 0.523
4.400 470.22 f'If -94.7 306.9 27.16 -0.309 41.3
31.54 f'I- -55.4 338.7 29.98 -0.163 47.1
3.027 1.364 (f) -75.0 322.8 28.57 -0.232 44.0
9.161 3.721 (-) 19.7 15.9 1.409 CEX 1.236 0.513
4.500 479.85 f'If -95.6 312.5 27.04 -0.306 40.8
32.26 PI- -56.0 344.8 29.84 -0.162 46.7
3.057 1.381 (f) -75.8 328.7 28.44 -0.231 43.5
9.348 3.814 (-) 19.8 16.2 1.401 CEX 1.225 0.502
4.~CC 489.48 f'If -96.5 318.1 26.93 -0.303 40.5
32.97 f'I- -56.5 351.0 29.71 -0.161 46.3
3.088 1.398 (f) -76.5 334.5 28.32 -0.229 43.1
9.536 3.907 (-) 20.0 16.4 1.391 CEX 1.218 0.491
4.700 499.11 f'If -97.3 323.8 26.83 -0.301 40.1
33.69 f'I- -56.9 357.1 29.59 -0.159 45.9
3.118 1.414 (f) -77.1 340.5 28.21 -0.227 42.7
9.723 4.000 (-) 20.2 16.7 1.380 CEX 1.212 0.481
4.800 508.73 F'I+ -98.1 329.6 26.74 -0.298 39.8
34.40 PI- -57.4 363.4 29.48 -0.158 45.5
3.148 1.431 (f) -77.7 346.5 28.11 -0.224 42.4
9.911 4.093 (-) 20.4 16.9 1.369 CEX 1.208 0.471
4.900 518.36 f'If -99.0 335.5 26.66 -0.295 39.5
35.12 f'I- -57.8 369.7 29.38 -0.156 45.2
3.178 1.447 (f) -78.4 352.6 28.02 -0.222 42.1
10.098 4.186 (-) 20.6 17.1 1.358 CEX 1.204 0.462
5.000 527.99 f'If -99.8 341.3 26.58 -0.292 39.2
35.84 PI- -58.3 375.9 29.28 -0.155 44.8
3.207 1.463 (f) -79.1 358.6 27.93 -0.220 41.8
10.286 4.279 (-) 20.8 17.3 1.347 CEX 1.200 0.452
-132-
K- -W-5 S-OMEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO [l5/[IT
GEV 0-2*0**2 1/GEV l/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
5.200 547.25 PIt -101.4 353.1 26.44 -0.287 38.7
37.27 PI- -59.2 388.5 29.09 -0.152 44.2
3.265 1.494 (t) -80.3 370.8 27.77 -0.216 41.2
10.661 4.466 (-) 21.1 17.7 1.325 CEX 1.194 0.435
5.400 566.51 PIt -103.1 365.0 26.32 -0.282 38.2
38.70 PI- -60.0 401,1 28.93 -0.150 43.7
3.322 1.525 (t) -81.5 383.1 27.62 -0.213 40.8
11.036 4.652 (-) 21.5 18.1 1.303 CEX 1.191 0.419
5.600 585.76 F'It -104.7 376.9 26.21 -0.278 37.8
40.13 PI- -60.9 413.8 28.77 -0.147 43.2
3.378 1.555 (t) -82.8 395.4 27.49 -0.209 40.3
11.412 4.838 (-) 21.9 18.5 1.283 CEX 1.187 0.405
5.800 605.02 PIt -106.3 388.8 26.11 -0.273 37.4
41.57 PI- -61.8 426.5 28.63 -0.145 42.8
3.433 1.585 (t) -84.0 407.6 27.37 -0.206 39.9
11.787 5.025 (-) 22.3 18.8 1.263 CEX 1.183 0.391
6.000 624.28 F'It -107.9 400.8 26.01 -0.269 37.1
43.00 F'I- -62.6 439.1 28.50 -0.143 42.3
3.487 1.614 (t) -85.3 420.0 27.26 -0.203 39.5
12.162 5.212 (-) 22.6 19.2 1.244 CEX 1.182 0.379
6.200 643.54 F'It -109.6 412.7 25.92 -0.265 36.8
44.43 F'I- -63.5 451.8 28.38 -0.141 41.9
3.541 1.643 (t) -86.5 432.3 27.15 -0.200 39.2
12.537 5.398 (-) 23.0 19.5 1.226 CEX 1.180 0.367
6.400 662.80 F'It -111.2 424.7 25.84 -0.262 36.4
45.86 PI- -64.4 464.4 28.26 -0.139 41.6
3.593 1.671 (t) -87.8 444.5 27.05 -0.198 38.8
12.912 5.585 (-) 23.4 19.9 1.209 CEX 1.177 0.356
6.600 682.06 PIt -112.8 436.6 25.76 -0.258 36.2
47.30 F'I- -65.3 477.0 28.14 -0.137 41.2
3.645 1.699 (t) -89.0 456.8 26.95 -0.195 38.5
13.288 5.772 (-) 23.8 20.2 1.193 CEX 1.175 0.346
6.800 701.32 F'It -114.4 448.5 25.68 -0.255 35.9
48.73 F'I- -66.1 489.6 28.04 -0.135 40.9
3.696 1.726 (t) -90.3 469.0 26.86 -0.192 38.2
13.663 5.959 (-) 24.1 20.6 1.178 CEX 1.173 0.337
7.000 720.58 F'It -115.9 460.3 25.61 -0.252 35.6
50.16 PI- -67.0 502.1 27.93 -0.133 40.6
3.747 1.753 (t) -91.5 481.2 26.77 -0.190 37.9
14.038 6.146 (-) 24.5 20.9 1.163 CEX 1.171 0.328
7.200 739.84 PIt -117.5 472.2 25.54 -0.249 35.4
51.59 F'I- -67.8 514.7 27.84 -0.132 40.3
3.796 1.779 (t) -92.6 493.5 26.69 -0.188 37.7
14.413 6.333 (-) 24.8 .. 21.2 1.149 CEX 1.169 0.319
7.400 759.11 F'It -119.0 484.1 25.47 -0.246 35.2
53.03 PI- -68.6 527.2 27.74 -0.130 40.0
3.846 1.805 (t) -93.8 505.7 26.61 -0.185 37.4
14.789 6.520 (-) 25.2 21.6 1.136 CEX 1.167 0.311
-133-
K- -W-5 5-:0MEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO [l5/[IT
GEV 0-2*0**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
7.600 778.37 PI+ -120.5 495.9 25.41 -0.243 34.9
54.46 f'I- -69.4 539.8 27.66 -0.129 39.7
3.894 1.831 (+) -94.9 517.8 26.53 -0.183 37.2
15.164 6.706 (- ) 25.5 21.9 1.123 CEX 1.165 0.304
7.800 797.63 PI+ -121.9 507.7 25.35 -0.240 34.7
55.89 PI- -70.2 55242 27.57 -0.127 39.5
3.942 1.857 (+) -96.0 530.0 26.46 -0.181 36.9
15.539 6.894 (-) 25.9 22.2 1.110 CEX 1.163 0.296
8.000 816.89 f'I+ -123.3 519.6 25.29 -0.237 34.5
57.33 f'I- -70.9 564.7 27.49 -0.126 39.2
3.989 1.882 (+) -97.1 542.1 26.39 -0.179 36.7
15.914 7.081 (-) 26.2 22.6 1.098 CEX 1.161 0.290
9.000 913.20 f'I+ -130.1 578.5 25.03 -0.225 33.6
64.49 f'I- -74.5 626.8 27.12 -0.119 38.1
4.218 2.002 (+) -102.3 602.6 26.08 -0.170 35.7
17.791 8.016 (-) 27.8 24.1 1.044 CEX 1.152 0.259
10.000 1009.51 PI+ -136.3 637.2 24.81 -0.214 32.9
71.65 f'I- -77.8 688.5 26.81 -0.113 37.2
4.435 2.116 (+) -107.0 662.9 25.81 -0.161 34.9
19.667 8.952 (-) 29.2 25.6 0.998 CEX 1.140 0.234
11.000 1105.83 f'I+ -141.9 695.8 24.63 -0.204 32.3
78.82 f'I- -80.7 749.8 26.54 -0.108 36.4
4.641 2.224 (+) -111.3 722.8 25.59 -0.154 34.2
21.543 9.889 (- ) 30.6 27.0 0.957 CEX 1.133 0.214
12.000 1202.14 f'I+ -147.1 754.2 24.47 -0.195 31.8
85.98 f'I- -83.1 810.9 26.31 -0.102 35.7
4.839 2.327 (+) -115.1 782.5 25.39 -0.147 33.7
23.420 10.826 (- ) 32.0 28.3 0.920 CEX 1.129 0.197
13.000 1298.46 f'I+ -151.9 812.5 24.34 -0.187 31.3
93.14 f'I- -85.2 871.7 26.11 -0.098 35.2
5.030 2.425 (+) -118.5 842.1 25.22 -0.141 33.2
25.296 11.763 (-) 33.3 29.6 0.886 CEX 1.127 0.182
14.000 1394.78 f'I+ -156.3 870.8 24.22 -0.179 30.9
100.31 f'I- -87.0 932.3 25.93 -0.093 34.7
5.213 2.520 (+) -121.6 901.5 25.08 -0.135 32.7
27.172 12.700 (-) 34.6 30.8 0.856 CEX 1.125 0.170
15.000 1491.10 f'I+ -160.3 928.9 24.12 -0.173 30.6
107.47 f'I- -88.5 992.8 25.77 -0.089 34.2
5.390 2.611 (+) -124.4 960.9 24.94 -0.129 32.3
29.049 13.637 (-) 35.9 31.9 0.829 CEX 1.124 0.159
16.000 1587.42 PI+ -163.9 987.1 24.02 -0.166 30.3
114.64 f'I- -89.7 1053.2 25.63 -0.085 33.8
5.561 2.700 (+) -126.8 1020.1 24.83 -0.124 32.0
30.925 14.575 (-) 37.1 33.1 0.804 CEX 1.122 0.149
17.000 1683.74 f'I+ -167.3 1045.1 23.94 -0.160 30.0
121.80 f'I- -90.7 1113.4 25.50 -0.081 33.5
5.727 2.785 (+) -129.0 1079.3 24.72 -0.119 31.7
32.802 15.512 (-) 38.3 34.1 0.782 CEX 1.121 0.141
-134-
K- -W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO DS/llT
GEV Q-2*Q**2 1/GEV 1/GEV MB MJ.IIGEV**2
18.000 1780.06 f'It -170.3 1103.2 23.87 -0.154 29.8
128.97 f'I- -91.4 1173.6 25.39 -0.078 33.1
5.889 2.868 (t) -130.8 1138.4 24.63 -0.115 31.4
34.678 16.450 (-) 39.4 35.2 0.761 CEX 1.121 0.1336
19.000 1876.38 f'It -173.0 1161.2 23.80 -0.149 29.6
136.13 f'I- -91.9 1233.7 25.28 -0.074 32.8
6.046 2.949 (t) -132.5 1197.5 24.54 -0.111 31.1
36.555 17.388 (-) 40.6 36.2 0.742 CEX 1.120 0.1270
20.000 1972.70 PIt -175.5 1219.3 23.74 -0.144 29.4
143.29 PI- -92.2 1293.7 25.19 -0.071 32.6
6.199 3.027 (t) -133.9 1256.5 24.46 -0.107 30.9
38.431 18.325 (-) 41.7 37.2 0.725 CEX 1.119 0.1210
22.000 2165.34 PIt -179.8 1335.3 23.64 -0.135 29.1
157.62 f'I- -92.2 1413.7 25.02 -0.065 32.1
6.495 3.178 (t) -136.0 1374.5 24.33 -0.099 30.5
42.184 20.201 (-) 43.8 39.2 0.693 CEX 1.118 0.1106
24.000 2357.98 PIt -183.1 1451.4 23.55 -0.126 28.8
171.95 PI- -91.4 1533.5 24.88 -0.060 31.7
6.778 3.322 (t) -137.3 1492.4 24.22 -0.092 30.2
45.937 22.077 (-) 45.9 41.0 0.666 CEX 1.117 0.1019
26.000 2550.62 F'It -185.7 1567.5 23.48 -0.118 28.6
186.28 f'I- -90.0 1653.2 24.76 -0.054 31.4
7.049 3.461 (t) -137.8 1610.4 24.12 -0.086 29.9
49.690 23.953 (-) 47.8 42.8 0.641 CEX 1.117 0.0945
28.000 2743.27 PIt -187.5 1683.8 23.42 -0.111 28.4
200.61 PI- -88.0 1772.9 24.66 -0.050 31.1
7.310 3.594 (t) -137.7 1728.3 24.04 -0.080 29.7
53.443 25.829 (-) 49.7 44.6 0.620 CEX 1.116 0.0881
30.000 2935.91 F'It -188.6 1800.1 23.37 -0.105 28.2
214.94 PI- -85.4 1892.6 24.57 -0.045 30.9
7.563 3.722 (t) -137.0 1846.4 23.97 -0.074 29.5
57.196 27.705 (-) 51.6 46.2 0.600 CEX 1.116 0.0826
35.000 3417.52 F'It -188.7 2091.6 23.27 -0.090 27.9
250.76 F'I- -76.8 2192.0 24.39 -0.035 30.4
8.160 4.025 (t) -132.7 2141.8 23.83 -0.062 29.1
66.578 32.395 (-) 56.0 50.2 0.558 CEX 1.115 0.0715
40.000 3899.13 F'It -185.4 2384.0 23.21 -0.078 27.7
286.58 F'I- -65.3 2491.8 24.26 -0.026 30.1
8.716 4.306 (t) -125.4 2437.9 23.73 -0.051 28.9
75.961 37.086 (-) 60.1 53.9 0.525 CEX 1.114 0.0631
45.000 4380.75 F'It -179.3 2677.4 23.17 -0.067 27.5
322.41 f'I- -51.4 2792.2 24.16 -0.018 29.8
9.238 4.570 (t) -115.4 2734.8 23.67 -0.042 28.7
85.344 41.776 (-) 63.9 57.4 0.497 CEX 1.114 0.0565
50.000 4862.36 PIt -170.7 2972.0 23.15 -0.057 27.5
358.23 PI- -35.4 3093.4 24.09 -0.011 29.7
9.733 4.820 (t) -103.0 3032.7 23.62 -0.034 28.5
94.726 46.467 (-) 67.6 60.7 0.473 CEX 1.114 0.0512
-135-
K- -W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO DS/DT
GEV Q-2*Q**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
55.000 5343.97 PIt -159.8 3268. 23.13 -0.049 27.4
394.05 PI- -17.5 3395. 24.04 -0.005 29.5
10.203 5.058 (t) -88.7 3331. 23.59 -0.027 28.4
104.109 51.158 (-) 71.1 63.9 0.452 CEX 1.113 0.0468
60.000 5825.59 PIt -146.9 3564. 23013 -0.041 27.4
429.87 PI- 2.1 3698. 24.00 0.001 29.4
10.653 5.284 (t) -72.4 3631. 23.57 -0.020 28.4
113.491 55.849 (-) 74.5 66.9 0.434 CEX 1.113 0.0431
65.000 6307.20 f'It -132.2 3862. 23.14 -0.034 27.4
465.70 PI- 23.3 4002. 23.97 0.006 29.4
11.085 5.502 (t) -54.4 3932. 23.56 -0.014 28.4
122.874 60.540 (-) 77.7 69.8 0.418 CEX 1.113 0.0400
70.000 6788.82 f'It -115.8 4161. 23.15 -0.028 27.4
501.52 PI- 45.9 4306. 23.96 0.011 29.3
11. 500 5.711 (t) -34.9 4234. 23.55 -0.008 28.3
132.256 65.231 (-) 80.9 72.7 0.404 CEX 1.113 0.0374
75.000 7270.43 f'It -97.8 4461. 23.16 -0.022 27.4
537.34 f'I- 69.9 4612. 23.94 0.015 29.3
11.901 5.913 (t) -14.0 4536. 23.55 -0.003 28.3
141.639 69.922 (-) 83.9 75.4 0.391 CEX 1.113 0.0350
80.000 7752.05 f'It -78.5 4762. 23.18 -0.016 27.5
573.17 f'I- 95.1 4918. 23.94 0.019 29.3
12.289 6.108 (t) 8.3 4840. 23.56 0.002 28.4
151.021 74.613 (-) 86.8 78.0 0.380 CEX 1.113 0.0330
85.000 8233.66 f'It -57.8 5064. 23.20 -0.011 27.5
608.99 f'I- 121.5 5225. 23.94 0.023 29.3
12.665 6.297 (t) 31.9 5145. 23.57 0.006 28.4
160.404 79.305 (-) 89.7 80.6 0.369 CEX 1.113 0.0312
90.000 8715.28 f'It -35.9 5367. 23.22 -0.007 27.6
644.81 f'I- 149.0 5533. 23.94 0.027 29.3
13.030 6.481 (t) 56.6 5450. 23.58 0.010 28.4
169.787 83.996 (-) 92.4 83.1 0.359 CEX 1.112 0.0295
95.000 9196.89 f'It -12.8 5671. 23.25 -0.002 27.6
680.63 f'I- 177.5 5842. 23.95 0.030 29.3
13.385 6.659 (t) 82.4 5757. 23.60 0.014 28.5
179.169 88.687 (-) 95.1 85.5 0.351 CEX 1.112 0.0281
100.000 9678.50 f'It 11.5 5976. 23.27 0.002 27.7
716.46 f'I- 207.0 6152. 23.96 0.034 29.4
13.731 6.833 (t) 109.2 6064. 23.61 0.018 28.5
188.552 93.378 (-) 97.8 87.9 0.342 CEX 1.112 0.0268
105.000 10160.12 f'It 36.7 6282. 23.30 0.006 27.7
752.28 f'I- 237.4 6463. 23.97 0.037 29.4
14.069 7.002 (t) 137.0 6373. 23.63 0.022 28.5
197.934 98.069 (-) 100.3 90.2 0.335 CEX 1.112 0.0256
110.000 10641. 74 f'It 62.9 6589. 23.33 0.010 27.8
788.10 f'I- 268.7 6774. 23.98 0.040 29.4
14.399 7.168 (t) 165.8 6682. 23.65 0.025 28.6
207.317 102.760 (-) 102.9 92.5 0.327 CEX 1.112 0.0245
-136-
K- -W-S S-OMEGA Rf. C IM C S TOT RHO DS/DT
GEV Q-2*IU*2 1/GEV 1/GEV MF.« MB/GEV**2
115.000 11123.35 PI+ 90.1 6897. 23.36 0.013 27.9
823.92 PI- 300.8 7087. 24.00 0.042 29.5
14.721 7.330 (+) 195.4 6992. 23.68 0.028 28.7
216.700 107.452 (-) 105.3 94.7 0.321 CEX 1.112 0.0235
120.000 11604.96 PI+ 118.2 7206. 23.38 0.016 27.9
859.75 PI- 333.7 7400. 24.01 0.045 29.5
15.036 7.488 (+) 225.9 7303. 23.70 0.031 28.7
226.082 112.143 (-) 107.7 96.9 0.314 CEX 1.112 0.0226
125.000 12086.58 PI+ 147.1 7516. 23.41 0.020 28.0
895.57 PI- 367.3 7714. 24.03 0.048 29.6
15.345 7.643 (+) 257.2 7615. 23.72 0.034 28.8
235.465 116.834 (-) 110.1 99.0 0.308 CEX 1.112 0.0217
130.000 12568.19 PI+ 176.9 7826. 23.44 0.023 28.1
931.39 F'I- 401.7 8028. 24.05 0.050 29.6
15.648 7.795 (+) 289.3 7927. 23.75 0.036 28.8
244.847 121.525 (-) 112.4 101.1 0.303 CEX 1.112 0.0210
135.000 13049.81 F'I+ 207.4 8138. 23.47 0.025 28.2
967.22 PI- 436.9 8344. 24.07 0.052 29.7
15.945 7.944 (+) 322.1 8241. 23.77 0.039 28.9
254.230 126.217 (-) 114.7 103.2 0.298 CEX 1.112 0.0202
140.000 13531.43 F'I+ 238.7 8450. 23.50 0.028 28.2
1003.04 F'I- 472.6 8660. 24.09 0.055 29.7
16.236 8.090 (+) 355.7 8555. 23.80 0.042 29.0
263.612 130.908 (-) 117.0 105.2 0.293 CEX 1.112 0.0196
145.000 14013.04 F'I+ 270.7 8763. 23.53 0.031 28.3
1038.86 PI- 509.1 8977. 24.11 0.057 29.8
16.523 8.234 (+) 389.9 8870. 23.82 0.044 29.0
272.995 135.599 (-) 119.2 107.2 0.288 CEX 1.112 0.0189
150.000 14494.66 F'I+ 303.4 9077. 23.56 0.033 28.4
1074.68 F'I- 546.1 9295. 24.13 0.059 29.9
16.804 8.375 (+) 424.8 9186. 23.85 0.046 29.1
282.378 140.290 (-) 121.3 109.1 0.283 CEX 1.112 0.0183
155.000 14976.27 F'I+ 336.8 9392. 23.59 0.036 28.5
1110.51 F'I- 583.8 9614. 24.15 0.061 29.9
17.081 8.514 (+) 460.3 9503. 23.87 0.048 29.2
291. 760 144.982 (-) 123.5 111.0 0.279 CEX 1.112 0.0178
160.000 15457.89 F'I+ 370.8 9707. 23.63 0.038 28.6
1146.33 PI- 622.0 9933. 24.17 0.063 30.0
17.353 8.651 (+) 496.4 9820. 23.90 0.051 29.3
301.143 149.673 (-) 125.6 112.9 0.275 CEX 1.112 0.0173
165.000 15939.50 F'I+ 405.5 10023. 23.66 0.040 28.6
1182.15 F'I- 660.8 10253. 24.20 0.064 30.0
17.622 8.785 (+) 533.2 10138. 23.93 0.053 29.3
310.525 154.364 (-) 127.7 114.8 0.271 CEX 1.112 0.0168
170.000 16421.12 F'I+ 440.7 10340. 23.69 0.043 28.7
1217.97 PI- 700.2 10574. 24.22 0.066 30.1
17.886 8.918 (+) 570.5 10457. 23.95 0.055 29.4
319.908 159.055 (-) 129.7 116.7 0.267 CEX 1.112 0.0163
-137-
K- -W-S S-OHEGA RE C IM C S TOT RHO [lS/[lT
GEV Q-2*Q**2 I/GEV I/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
175.000 16902.73 f'I+ 476.6 10658. 23.72 0.045 28.8
1253.80 f'I- 740.1 10895. 24.24 0.068 30.2
18.146 9.048 (+) 608.3 10777. 23.98 0.056 29.5
329.291 163.747 (-) 131.7 118.5 0.264 CEX 1.112 0.0159
180.000 17384.35 f'I+ 513.0 10977. 23.75 0.047 28.9
1289.62 PI- 780.5 11217. 24.27 0.070 30.2
18.403 9.177 (+) 646.8 11097. 24.01 0.058 29.5
338.673 168.438 (-) 133.7 120.3 0.260 CEX 1.112 0.0155
185.000 17865.96 f'I+ 550.0 11296. 23.78 0.049 28.9
1325.44 PI- 821.4 11540. 24.29 0.071 30.3
18.656 9.304 (+) 685.7 11418. 24.03 0.060 29.6
348.056 173.129 (-) 135.7 122.0 0.257 CEX 1.112 0.0151
190.000 18347.58 F'I+ 587.5 11616. 23.81 0.051 29.0
1361.27 f'I- 862.8 11863. 24.31 0.073 30.4
18.906 9.429 (+) 725.1 11739. 24.06 0.062 29.7
357.438 177.820 (-) 137.7 123.8 0.254 CEX 1.112 0.0147
195.000 18829.19 F'I+ 625.5 11936. 23.84 0.052 29.1
1397.09 F'I- 904.7 12187. 24.34 0.074 30.4
19.153 9.553 (+) 765.1 12062. 24.09 0.063 29.8
366.821 182.512 (- ) 139.6 125.5 0.251 CEX 1.112 0.0144
200.000 19310.81 F'I+ 664.1 12258. 23.87 0.054 29.2
1432.91 f'I- 947.0 12512. 24.36 0.076 30.5
19.396 9.675 (+) 805.5 12385. 24.11 0.065 29.8
376.203 187.203 (-) 141.5 127.2 0.248 CEX 1.112 0.0140
220.000 21237.27 F'I+ 823.0 13549. 23.98 0.061 29.5
1576.20 F'I- 1120.7 13817. 24.46 0.081 30.8
20.340 10.148 (+ ) 971.9 13683. 24.22 0.071 30.1
413.734 205.968 (-) 148.8 133.9 0.237 CEX 1.112 0.0128
240.000 23163.73 F'I+ 989.1 14852. 24.10 0.067 29.8
1719.49 f'I- 1301.0 15132. 24.55 0.086 31.0
21.243 10.600 (+) 1145.1 14992. 24.32 0.076 30.4
451. 264 224.733 (-) 155.9 140.2 0.228 CEX 1.112 0.0118
260.000 25090.19 F'I+ 1161.8 16164. 24.21 0.072 30.1
1862.78 F'I- 1487.2 16456. 24.65 0.090 31.3
22.109 11.034 (+) 1324.5 16310. 24.43 0.081 30.7
488.795 243.498 (-) 162.7 146.3 0.219 CEX 1.112 0.0110
280.000 27016.65 F'I+ 1340.4 17485. 24.32 0.077 30.4
2006.08 F'I- 1679.0 17789. 24.74 0.094 31.5
22.942 11 .451 (+) 1509.7 17637. 24.53 0.086 31.0
526.325 262.263 (-) 169.3 152.2 0.212 CEX 1.112 0.0102
300.000 28943.11 f'I+ 1524.5 18815. 24.42 0.081 30.7
2149.37 F'I- 1875.8 19131. 24.83 0.098 31.8
23.746 11.854 (+) 1700.2 18973. 24.63 0.090 31.2
563.855 281.028 (-) 175.6 158.0 0.205 CEX 1.112 0.0096
350.000 33759.27 F'I+ 2006.6 22176. 24.67 0.090 31.4
2507.59 F'I- 2388.0 22519. 25.05 0.106 32.4
25.645 12.805 (+) 2197.3 22348. 24.86 0.098 31.9
657.681 327.941 (-) 190.7 171.5 0.191 CEX 1.112 0.0083
-138-
K- -W-S S-OMEGA RE C IM C 5 TOT RHO [IS/[IT
GEV 0-2*0**2 l/GEV l/GEV MB MB/GEV**2
400.000 38575.42 f'I+ 2516.1 25586. 24.91 0.098 32.0
2865.82 f'I- 2925.6 25954. 25.27 0.113 33.0
27.414 13.690 (+) 2720.9 25770. 25.09 0.106 32.5
751.507 374.854 (-) 204.8 184.2 0.179 CEX 1.112 0.0073
450.000 43391.57 f'I+ 3049.3 29039. 25.13 0.105 32.6
3224.05 f'I- 3485.4 29432. 25.47 0.118 33.6
29.075 14.522 (+) 3267.4 29236. 25.30 0.112 33.1
845.333 421.767 (-) 218.0 196.1 0.170 CEX 1.112 0.0066
500.000 48207.73 f'I+ 3603.6 32533. 25.34 0.111 33.2
3582.28 f'I- 4064.9 32948. 25.66 0.123 34.2
30.646 15.308 (+) 3834.2 32741. 25.50 0.117 33.7
939.159 468.680 (-) 230.7 207.5 0.162 CEX 1.112 0.0060
600.000 57840.04 f'I+ 4766.6 39631. 25.72 0.120 34.3
4298.73 f'I- 5275.0 40088. 26.02 0.132 35.2
33.568 16.771 (+) 5020.8 39860. 25.87 0.126 34.7
1126.811 562.506 (-) 254.2 228.7 0.148 CEX 1.112 0.0050
700.000 67472.34 f'I+ 5991.9 46861. 26.07 0.128 35.3
5015.19 f'I- 6543.9 47358. 26.35 0.138 36.1
36.256 18.115 (+) 6267.9 47110. 26.21 0.133 35.7
1314.463 656.332 (-) 276.0 248.3 0.138 CEX 1.112 0.0044
800.000 77104.64 f'I+ 7270.2 54210. 26.39 0.134 36.2
5731.64 f'I- 7863.0 54743. 26.65 0.144 37.0
38.757 19.367 (+) 7566.6 54476. 26.52 0.139 36.6
1502.114 750.158 (-) 296.4 266.6 0.130 CEX 1.112 0.0038
900.000 86736.95 f'I+ 8594.6 61665. 26.68 0.139 37.1
6448.10 f'I- 9225.8 62233. 26.93 0.148 37.9
41.107 20.542 (+) 8910.2 61949. 26.80 0.144 37.5
1689.766 843.983 (-) 315.6 283.9 0.123 CEX 1.112 0.0034
1000.000 96369.27 f'I+ 9959.7 69219. 26.95 0.144 37.9
7164.56 f'I- 10627.5 69819. 27.19 0.152 38.6
43.329 21.654 (+) 10293.6 69519. 27.07 0.148 38.3
1877.418 937.809 (-) 333.9 300.3 0.117 CEX 1.112 0.0031
-139-
K RE. S TOT DS/DT
GEV/C l/DEI.! /. MB i' MB/GEIJ**~~ "/,.
0.020 F'I1o 0.17 -1./ -0.11 '-4.1 '-67.07 -3.5
F' 1-" 0.21 2.4 0.14 ~.4 70.39 5.0
d· ) 0.19-'26.3 0.02 O.J -4.70 .... 41.8
( - ) 0.02 0.2 0.13 ?'T CEX 1'" '7') 0.4.a:.. • , ,:..
0.040 F-'I+ 0.09 -1.1 -0.13 --4.5 -7.63 ") ")-".:.. t .....
F' 1-' (). 2;:~ 2.'7 0.28 4.9 19. ':1~j ~3. 6
( 1o) 0.16L42.8 0.08 1 -7 0. :U :'~l. 4. .,
(- ) 0.07 0.8 0.21 14.2 CEX 11.78 1 "7.. ,
0.060 F'I1o 0.03 .... 0. :5 0.18 5.8 -,0 • .1)3 -0.'71
F' 1,,- 0.30 3.4 0.59 10.5 11.92 ';' .1
(+) 0.16 11.2 0.39 8.8 1. 28 '"'Ir:. ~.:.:..:.. + I
( _. ) 0.14 1.9 0.20 16.9 CEX 8.73 3.8
0.079 Pl10 O. 1~ -,6.6 0.48 11.5 '-0.60 8 ,~~- ...::.
F' 1-' 0.18 1.9 0.53 9. ;3 4.40 4.1
(+) 0.16 4 "} 0.50 10.2 1. 70 10.6·,( .... ) 0.01 O. :,~ 0.02 3.0 CEX 0.40 0.5
0.097 PI10 0.10 4.6 0.74 Ls. :.3 O.Bl 15.0
PI -.. 0.21 2.1 0./9 13.6 3.92 4.7
( 1o') 0.1:.; 2 + ~.:; 0.76 L5.-4 2.02 6.3
( _. ) 0.05 1.4 0.03 1<;.4 Cf:: X 0.6',1 ", '7..:. . /
0.112 F'1+ "-0.01 -,,0. ~~ 0.82 10. ~3 0.59 1 n.0
F' 1-' 0.14 1. ;') 0.81 12.7 2. ~!O 3.3(+) 0.0/ 0./ 0.82 11. ~i 1.35 .. ') l,+0
( _.. ) 0.08 3.7 ·-0.00 0.5 CEX 0.40 ? • ~;.;j
0.130 PI10 --0.06 .... 0. -4 0.26 2.0 "-0.35 -"0.4
PI _.. 0.14 1 • 1 0.63 8.1 2.20 '.... ( ........... 7(+) 0.04 0.3 O. 4~. 4 • ~~ 1.01 :1..2
(--) O. 10-,1 ':1 • 0 0.19 ~.. 7 • ~5 CEX -·0. 18--:W.l
().1~:i3 F·'I + 0.07 0. ;3 (). :i9 'ö C" ~~. 61 1 • :;,.a:.+~
PI ._. 0.1 '/ 1 • 1 0.82 7.4 2.71 3.1(+) O. 1:;~ 0.6 0.70 4.1 2.86 1 n• 1
( -- ) 0.05 -,1.1 0.11 -"1. 8 CEX .... 0.41 '.... L-:'-''':';' ."",
0.172 F'I1o 0.29 0.8 O.jO 0.8 6.54 :1..7
F' 1-' 0.10 0.5 0.64 -4. :,~ 2.07 1.9
(+) 0.20 o -, 0.47 1 .l~ 4.10 1.8
• I( -. )
-0.09 1 ,') 0.17 -1.6 CEX 0.42 0.'';>
·.:.
0.185 F-'I+ 0.77 1.8 .... 0.82 -,1.6 10. 9~~ :~. 0
F' 1-- (). 19 0.9 0.30 1.5 ~~.4~j 1.9
(1o ) 0.48 1. :5 -,0.26 --0.7 6.12 2.0
( _.. )
--0.29 2.7 0.56 -3.7 CEX 1.14 1. ~!
0.200 F'H 1.39 2.6 -·1.t~6 ·~·2. 2 17.4:.; '') '').:. . .-:..
F' 1-.. 0.38 1. ~:; 0.25 o q 4. ~58 2.8.,(+ ) 0.89 ,') - -0.66 _.1. 4 10.17 2.5.:... ~
(-. )
-,,0. ::50 3.6 0.90 --4. 1 CEX :1.4(1 J..2
0.2H3 f'l1o 1.06 1.7 -'1.29 --1.3 8.01 0.7
F' 1-- -·0.10 -.. 0.4 ·_·0.16 '-0. -4 -,,1.57 -·0.8(+) 0.48 :1.. 1 -,,0.73 -,,1.0 1.87 0.3
( _.. )
-0 • ~)B J. t~ O. ~:"6 -1.7 CEX 2.'71 1.4
Table 80/3 (Karlsruhe-Helsinki)
-140-
K F~E (' TOT [l8/DT;:)
GEV/C l/GEV :" MB % MB/GEV**2 "//"
0.247 F-'I+ -0.31 -0.6 0.02 0.0 -''4.11 -,,0.2
PI- -0.06 -0.2 0.43 0.7 2.11 0.8
(+ )
-0.19 -0.4 0.22 0.2 0.64 0.1
( - ) 0.13 -0.9 0.20 -0.4 CE:: X -3.21 -0.9
0.267 F'I+ -,0.20 --0.7 0.64 0.3 11.91 0.5
F' I _.. 0.25 1.3 0.69 1.0 5.98 2.1
( +) 0.03 0.1 0.66 o I=" 9.37 0.9.~
(_. ) 0.23 -4.1 0.02 -0.0 CEX ····0. 8~; -0.2
0.280 PI+ 1.03 17.6 -0.51 -0.2 -9. ::=;7 -0.4
F'I- 0.91 7.9 0.72 :I. .0 7 I="~ 2.7t\J.:-
( + ) 0.97 11.2 0.11 0.1 3.30 0.3
(_. )
-0.06 -2.1 0.62 -0.9 CEX -8.6::; "-1.8
0.290 PI+ 0.93 -6.7 -0.28 ·_·0.1 -,8. 15 '-0.4
F'I- 0.48 8.::; 0.99 1.4 7.71 3.0
( + ) 0.70~1'l.0 0.36 0.3 4.53 0.5
( _. )
--0.23 -:;~. 3 0.64 -0.9 CEX -,9. ::';1 ·<~.O
0.295 Pl+ 0.79 -,3.4 -·0.0::; -0.0 -4.33 .... 0.2
F' I-' 0.40 14.3 1.09 1.6 "7.95 ~~. 3
(+') 0.60 -5.8 0.52 0.4 6.09 0.7
( -)
·-0.20 --1.5 0.57 -,0.9 CE.X ,-,8.56 -,1.8
0.301 F'I+ 0.'77 -·2.3 0.18 0.1 -0.84 --0.0
F' I-' 0.19-275. 1.16 1.7 7.98 3 I=".~
(+ ) 0.48 - :;~ .8 0.67 o I=" 7.60 0.9.'-J
( -.. )
-,0.29
-1.7 0.49 -0.8 CEX '-8.05 -'1. "7
O. 30~; f"I+ 0.58 -1.4 0.36 0.2 3 .11 0.2
PI _.
-·0.00 0.2 1.09 1.7 '7.27 3.4
(+ ) 0.29 -·:\..3 0.73 0.6 8.41 1.0
(- )
-0.29 -'1.5 0.36 -0.6 CEX ,,,6. 4~5 -1.4
0.310 F-'I+ o ", ..- -,0. ::; 0.62 0.3 9.48 O. ~)t.:..\.J
F' I-' -·0.:~1 ~..i. 3 0.93 1. :::; 6.08 3.0
( +) 0.02 -0.1 0.77 0.6 9.53 1 ")...:.
(- )
--0.23 --1 .0 0.15 -0. ~~ CEX --3.49 -,0.8
0.320 PI+ 0.11 -,0.2 1.01 0.6 16.16 1.0
PI- -0.49 7.0 0.61 1.1 4.12 2.4
(+ )
--0. 19 0.6 0.81 0.'1 1().23 1.4
(- ) -,0.30
-1.1 -0.20 0.4 CEX -0.18 -0.0
0.331 PI+ 0.83 -1.2 1.90 1.3 20.78 1.4
F'I- -0.46 ::;.0 0.54 1.0 3.51 :.~ • 4
(+ ) 0.18 --0.5 1.22 1.2 11.56 1.8
(- )
-0.65 -2.1 -0.68 1.4 CEX 1.18 0.3
0.351 PI+ 1. 31 -1.6 2.6::; 2.2 19.71 1.7
F-'I _.
-0.25 2.3 -0.08 -0.2 0.01 0.0
(+ ) 0.53 -1.1 1.29 1.6 7.88 1.6
( -)
-0.78 --2.2 -1.36 3.6 CEX 3.96 1.3
0.378 PI+ -2.38 2.7 1.39 1.5 36.16 4.3
F'I- -0.61 5.8 -'1. 0'7 -3.0 -3.20 -"4.4
(+)
-1.49 3.0 0.16 0.2 9.13 2."7
( -- ) 0.89 2.3 -1.23 4.4 CEX 14.70 6.0
-141-
K RE S TUT DS/Dl'
GEV/C l/GEV I- MB I. MB/GEV**2 /;
0.408 PI+ -,1.57 1.8 1.15 1.6 21.44 3.5
F' 1-' '-0. 4;~ 5.7 -2.28 -,7.5 -6.~51·"·13.0
( + ) _.1. 00 2.1 -0. ::i6 --1 • 1 1.68 0.7
(- ) 0.57 1.4 ... 1.}1 8.7 CEX 11.56 ~.;. 9
0.427 PI+ 0.05 -,0.1 1.46 2.5 8.56 1./
PI-' -o.:n ~~. 0 -,0.30 -,1. 1 -0.76 -·1.8
(+ )
--0.09 o ") 0.58 1.3 2.97 1.6. ..:..
( -.. )
-0.14 -0.3 -0.88 5.6 CEX 1.8f.) 1 • 1
0.456 r'l+ 0.26 -0.3 0.69 1.4 1.68 0.4
PI- -,0. /12423. -,0.99 -;3.6 -2.66 --7. 1
(+) -·0. 2::~ () • ~:j -0.15 -0.4 0.15 0.1
( _. )
-·0.4Y '-1 • 1 -,0.84 8.2 CEX ,-,1.27 -0.9
0.490 PI+ ,-,0.31 0.4 0.37 1.0 ~5 • 0(11 1 • 1
F' 1-' 0.56 1:;!.3 ().~O 1.8 1. 59 4.1
(+) 0.12 -··0.3 0.43 1. ;5 1.14 1.1
( _. ) 0.44 1.0 0.07 -,1 • ;5 CEX 2.40 1.9
0.532 F·'!+ 0.71 -,,0.9 0.78 2."1 --0.64 -0.3
PI-" 0.92 10.2 0.52 1.8 2.01 4.6
( +) 0.81 -2.4 0.65 2.J 0.43 0.6
( .-. ) 0.11 o.:;? -0.13 68.8 CEX o O::'~) o "'....JA:' .. ...J
0.573 F'It 0.33 --0. ~ 0.49 2.1 0.09 0.1
F' I .... 0.45 3 '1 1. ;38 4.6 4.61 (/.2.'"
( .... ) 0.39 -.. 1.4 0.93 3.5 :;~. 07 3./
( _.. ) 0.06 0.1 O. 4~; 14.3 CI::':X o. ~~6 0.6
0.614 f'I+ 0.78 -,,1.2 0.27 1.4 '-1. 55 --1.4
F' 1-' o. 3:;~ 1.6 1.41 4.4 5.01 8.1
( + ) o 0;.'.". -2.4 0.84 3 '1 1. 75 3.9• .,J..J
.'"( ._. )
-0.23 -0.5 0.57 9.1 CEX -·0.05 -.. 0.1
0.658 PI+ -,,0.35 0.6 0.16 0.9 1.02 1. ~,
F' 1-" -,,0.52 -2.0 1.89 ~:;.() }. 10 8.2
(+) -,0.44 2.6 1.03 ;5. '/ 3.21 7.3
( .... )
-,,0.09 ""0.2 0.87 8.1 CEX 1.70 ") '1,,".. .. .:....
0.61'5 F·'T+ 0.59 --1 .0 0.03 o. :"~ ,-,1.08 --1 .6
PI _.. ""3.25-'12.8 0.87 2 .1 1.14 1.1
( + )
-1.33 8.6 0.45 1.6 2.08 4.4
( -- ) ...·1 .92 -4./ 0.42 3.3 CEX -,,4.10 .- ~..:; .. t)
0.705 F'H -0.16 0.3 0.07 0.4 0.37 0./
F'I- -,,0.62 -·3.6 0.78 1.7 3.35 3.0
(+ ) -,0.39 :;~. 3 0.42 1.4 1 • ~j4 ,.) ("l~:... ,
( -) .... 0.23
-0.7 0.35 :;~. 3 lEX 0.63 1.0
0.725 r'l + 0.21 -0.4 0.21 1.4 0.03 0.1
PI ...· -,0.38
-3.5 1.06 2.3 4.88 4.5
(+ )
-O.OY 0.5 0.64 2.1 2. O~~ 3.9
( -)
-0. :;~9 -1.0 0.43 2.8 CEX 0.134 1.'7
0.750 PI+ -0.04 0.1 0.1 :;! 0.8 0.23 0.6
F' I .... ""0.09 -1./ 0.91 2.1 4.06 4 ").'"( + ) -,,0.0/ 0.3 o 1:"", 1.8 1.58 3.3• .,J",
( _. )
-,,0.03 -,0.1 0.39 ') ""} CEX 1.14 3.0~ .. I
-142-
K f~E S TOl DS/DT
GEV/C I/GEV "/ MB I- MB/GE::V**2 I.,.
0.777 PI+ 0.48 -1.2 0.34 2.3 0.05 0.2
PI- -0.59-17.6 0.66 1.7 2.68 3.3( +) -,0.06 0.3 0.50 1.8 1.44 3.4
( - )
-0.54 -,2.6 0.16 1.3 CEX -0.16 -0.6
0.800 PI+ -0.01 0.0 0.31 2.0 0.49 1.9
PI- 0.20 3.3 0.87 2.3 3.40 4.7(+ ) 0.09 -0.7 0.59 .., ,') 1.57 4.1..:.. ....
( _. ) 0.10 0.5 0.28 2.6 CI::X O. n'i 3.4
0.822 F'It 0.05 -0.2 0.29 1.8 0.45 1.9
PI- -0.:55 -4.8 0.54 1.5 1.87 2.8
(+ )
-0.25 2.7 0.42 1.6 1.18 3.3
(- )
-0.30 -1.4 0.13 1.3 CEX -0.03 --0.2
0.851 PI+ 0.04 -0.2 0.11 0.6 0.17 0.7
F' 1.00
-0.46 -;;!.3 0.32 0.9 0.99 1.4( +)
-0.21 7.1 0.21 0.8 0.60 1.6
(-)
-0.25 -,1. 1 0.11 1.1 CI:: X -0.04 -0.2
0.875 PI+ -0.11 0.5 0.29 1.6 0.62 2.7
F'I- -0.02 -0.1 0.33 0.9 1.31 1.6
(+) -0.06 -2.5 0.31 1.1 0.92 2.2
( _. ) 0.05 0.2 0.02 0.2 CEX 0.09 0.4
0.895 PIt -0.06 0.3 0.23 1.1 0.49 2.0
PI- -,0.33 -1.0 0.16 0.4 0.46 0.5
(+)
-0.20 -3.1 0.19 0.6 0.58 1.2
( -)
-0.14 -0.5 -0.03 -0.3 CE::X -0.22 -0.8
0.923 PI+ -0.19 1.0 0.01 0.0 0.08 0.3
PI- 0.10 0.3 -0.11 -0.2 -0.50 -0.4(+ ) -,0.04
-0.5 -0.05 -,0.2 -0.20 -0.3
(- ) 0.14 0.5 -0.06 -0.5 CEX --0.02 -,0. 1
0.954 PI+ 0.15 -0.8 0.02 0.1 -0.01 -0.0
PI -- 1.25 4.5 -0.13 -0.2 -0.11 .000.1
( +) 0.70 14.2 -0.06 -0.1 -0.16 --0.2
(- ) 0.55 2.4 -,0.07 -0.5 CEX 0.20 0.6
0.975 PI+ 0.45 -2.5 0.14 0.6 0.21 0.7
PI _. 0.40
r
2.2 -0.02 -0.0 0.03 0.0
(+) 0.42 59.6 0.06 0.1 0.26 0.3
(-)
-0.03 -0.2 -0.08 -0.4 CEX -0.29 -0.8
1.000 F'It 0.40 -2.4 1.23 5.1 3. o:~ 9.4
PI- 2.6l-444. 1.1<,1 2.0 7.44 4.0(+ ) 1.51-17.2 1.21 2.9 5.12 5.6
(- ) 1.10 13.6 -0.02 -0.1 CE:: X 0.21 0.6
1.030 PI+ -0.38 2.4 0.44 1.8 1.21 3. C)
PI- 4. 35-::!O. 4 1.06 1.8 5.02 2.9
(+) 1. 98-10.8 0.75 1.8 2.66 3.0
(-) 2.36-80.5 0.31 1.9 CEX 0.91 3.4
1.055 PI+ 0.33 -2.3 0.13 0.5 0.27 0.8
PI- 3.87-11.8 1.03 1.9 3.99 2.6
(+) 2.10 -8.9 0.58 1 ..- 1.69 2.1.-.;J
(-) 1.77-18.8 0.45 3.3 CI::X 0.88 4.2
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K RE S TOT nS/nT
GEV/C l/GEV % MB I- MB/GE:.V**:'? i~
1.080 F'I+ 0.33 -2.6 0.06 0.3 O. 12 0.3
F' 1·- 3.31 -8.5 0.84 1.'7 2.53 ~!. 0
(f) 1.82 -'I. 1 0.45 1 • ~~ 1.12 1 c'• ~J
( - ) 1. 49-'11. 2 0.39 3.5 CEX 0.41 2.7
1.113 PI+ 0.40 -04.1 0.1'1 0.6 0.41 1 • 1
PI- 1. 23 .<~. 2 0.98 ~!. :5 ~~ • '73 3 -)• I
(+ ) 0.82 ..-3.4 0.57 1./ 1.80 :~. 8
( _. ) 0.4:'? --2.9 0.41 ~:;. 0 CEX 0.54 5.9
1.1 :7j4 PI+ 0.40 -·6. ~~ 0.24 0.9 0.67 1.'7
F' 1-' 0."79 _.. :~~. 4 o ')''? 0.7 0.7'7 0.9...... ,(+) 0.60 -3.0 0.26 0.8 0.'75 1 r).-
( ... ) 0.20 '''1.5 0.01 o• ~~ CEX -,·0. O~i -0.9
1.174 Plt 0.22 -04.4 0.12 0.4 0.34 0.8
F' 1-' 0.62 -·2.0 0.46 1.2 1.58 2.0
(+) 0.42 _.:;~ • 4 0.29 O. (1 0.91 1.5
( .... ;. O. :W -1.6 O. 17 3.6 CEX O. 1.1 2.6
1.2:LO P I~' -0.5;3 L,?l 0.02 0.1 O.O} O. 1
F'I- -,,0. ;30 1 • 1 0.49 1.3 1.9b '0) ."...:.. + Ci
(t> -,,0.41 :~~ • 9 O. ~?5 0.8 0.95 1.6
( _.. ) 0.11 --:1. .0 O. ;;~4 '7. 1 lEX 0.14 ,_. "-',",'Jt ~
1.23:::; PI+ -"l • 21 88.4 -·(,1.1J -,0.4 "'0.40 -.. 0.8
F' I -- 0., OB '''0.3 1.05 ::'? Y 3. ~1'j! "'. ,..).0
( +;. .... 0. ~;6 4 • ~~ O. -16 1.3 1.70 ~? B
( _. ) o. 6~1 _.. ~:j. B O. ~.;9 24.2 CEX 0.1 Y 10.0
1.280 l"lt "'0.99100. 1 O.Ol 0.0 0.03 0.1
F' I .... 0.1/ --0. H (\ -r" 2.1 2.88 4.1. .. I I
(+ ) .... 0.41 3.8 0.39 1.1 1. 46 ~~? • 3
( ... ) O. ~.:;8 -,5 + '''1 0.38 ~W. ::~ CEX -,,0.01 -,1.3
1. J:;-:A Pl+ '''0.60 l~;.:5 O.()~5 0.1 O. 1 ~i 0.2
F' I-' 0.64 -··3.4 0.51 1.4 1.80 2.6
(+ ) 0.02 _.() .. 2 " '1-) 0.7 1 • o:,~ 1. ~5~) ...... ,
( _. ) o• .S::~ .... :.J ~ 4 O. :;~4-·64.::j CEX ·..·O.O·:;.· .... lü.O
1.360 f·· I l ---:1. .48 10:; ('\ O. 19 0.5 O.BB 1.1"••J 4 7
F'l _.. 0.37 -<?O o '17 0.7 0.<;>4 1.3....:.. ,
(f-) -.. (). ~:.;5 4.0 O. :;?3 0.6 0.'95 1.3
I>.;. 0.92\ .... 20. ~:; 0.04 ····2. ':j\ LEX -0.07 ..··21 .0
1.400 fo'l+ .... 1.1.4 6.3 -0.06 ,,,0. ~~ -,0. 10 ·"0.1
F' I·..· -,0.05 0.3 0.01 0.0 0.06 O. l
(+) "'0.60 3.2 -·0.03 ·..·0. 1 -,,0.01 ·..·0.0
( ... ) O.~54 .... 1~57. 0.04 -,1. ß CEX ",0.0:,' ·..·3. B
1.430 PI,. O. (14 ·_·:3./.) 0.11 0.3 0.27 0.3
F' l-- 0.98 - .. ~; t 0 0.16 0.4 0 .. 44 0.6(+) 0.96 --4. :;? 0.13 0.3 O. ~)6 O. ~.;
( -.. ) 0.02 O.t.> 0.02 .... 1 .0 CEX -,,0.01 ... 1. 6
1.4/3 PJ+ O.BO _.. ;:.~ • 1 0.20 0.5 0.64 0.7
p.r -' 1..25 .... 6.1. 0.00 0.0 -0.18 -0.3
( -I· ) 1.03 -<:5.5 0.10 0.3 0.19 O. :~
( .... ) () • :;:3 2.7 -0.10 4.1 CEX 0.08 '7.0
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K RE S TOT DS/DT
GEV/C 1/GEV ן- MB % MB/GEV**2 /.
1 • 50~:i PI+ -0.31 0."7 o. :51 0.8 1.40 1.5
PI- 0.48 -2.3 0.01 0.0 -0.02 -0.0
( + ) 0.08 -0.3 0.16 0.4 0.62 0.8
( _. ) 0.39 3.2 -0.15 6."7 CEX 0.14 8.9
1.550 PI+ 1.12 -,2.1 -0.19 -0.5 -'1.12 '-1.3
PI _. 0.79 -:~. 8 -0.12 ·-0.4 -,0.55 -,0.8
(+ ) 0.95 -~~ t 5 --0.16 -0.4 ·-0.81 -1.1
( 0- )
-,0. 16 -,1.0 0.03 -·2.0 CEX ·"0.04 -,2.2
1.590 PI+ 1."75 -,3.0 0.24 0.6 0.27 0.3
PI _. 0.37 -1.9 0.13 0.4 0.43 0.7
( + ) 1.06 -,2.7 0.19 0.5 0.43 0.6
( -)
-0.69 -3.5 -0.05 5.8 CEX -0.15 -6.2
1.640 PI'" -0.03 0.1 0.05 0.1 0.19 0.3
F' 1-' O.O~ ,-,0.3 0.10 0.3 0.34 o 0:-.'-J
(+) 0.01 ,-,0.0 0.07 0.2 0.26 0.4
( _. ) 0.04 0.2 0.02-22.4 CEX 0.01 0.4
1.680 F'It 1.05 -1.'1 -0.13 -0.4 -0.80 -,,1 .2
PI·.. 0.14 -0.8 -0.05 --0.1 -,,0. 18 .... 0.3
( +> 0.60 -'1.5 -,0.09 -0.3 -,,0.43 --0.7
(- ) ·,,0.46 ··-2.0 0.04 8."7 CEX -0.11 -3.7
1.720 f"I+ 0.13 ·,,0.2 -0.06 -·0.2 -0.23 .... 0.4
F' 1-' 0.12 -0.8 -,0.05 -0.1 -,0. 17 -0.3
(+ ) O. 1~ -·0.3 -,0.05 ·-0.2 -0.20 -0.3
(- ) ·,,0.01 --0.0 0.00 0.5 CEX ·,,0.00 -0.0
1.760 F'I+ 0.60 ....0.9 0.04 0.1 -0. O~j -0.1
PI -. ·,,0.16 1.1 -0.07 -0.2 -0.25 '-0.4
(+) 0.22 ·-0.6 -0.02 -0.0 -0.10 -,0.2
( _. )
-,0.38 ... 1. 6
-0.06 -3.'1 CEX ·"0.11 -3.4
1.800 r'H 0.83 -,1.3 0.08 o ,') -0.00 -0.0..:..
F' 1--
-'0.23 1.6 -·0.10 -0.3 '-0.35 -,,0.6
(+) 0.30 -0.8 -,0.01 -0.0 -0.10 -0.2
( _. )
·,,0.53 -.. :;,~. 2
-0.09 -4.3 CEX -0.16 -4.9
1.840 PI+ 0.6'7 -,,1. 1 0.05 o ~) ·-0.03 -0.1..:..
PI -- 0.40 -:;~.9 -,0.00 -,0.0 --0.03 -0.0
(+ ) 0.54 -,1.4 0.03 0.1 --0.01 -0.0
(- ) ·,,0.13
-0.6 -0.03 -,1.0 CEX -0.04 -'1. 3
1.880 PI+ 2.01 -·3.3 0.23 0.8 0.17 0.3
F'I'- 0.65 --4.6 0.12 0.3 0.39 0.6
(+ ) 1.33 -3.6 0.17 o 0:- 0.36 0.6.'-J
( - )
-0.68 -3.0 -,0.05 -,1.9 CEX -0.16 -,5.2
1.920 f'r+ O. 4:'~ -,,0. 'I 0.06 0.2 0.09 0.2
F' 1-' 0.08 -o.~ 0.05 0.1 0.18 0.3
(+ ) 0.25 -0.7 0.06 0.2 0.15 0.3
( -- ) -,,0.17 -0.8 -'0.01 -0.2 CEX -0.03 -1.2
1.980 r'H 2.85 --5. 1 0.20 0.7 -0.02 -0.0
PI- -,,0.96 5.6 0.23 0.6 0.91 1.3
( + ) 0.94 -2.6 0.21 0.6 0.58 1.0
( - ) -,1.91
-·9."7 0.01 0.4 CE.X -0.27 -,9.9
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K I:':E S TOT DS/DT
GEI".'/C 1/GE\,J ./ MB I. MB/GEV**~~ "/,. ,.
2.030 F'I+ 0.39 -,0.7 '-0.06 -,0.2 --0.26 -,,0.5
F' I -.. ·,,2.20 11.3 0.01 0.0 o ")'") 0.3+ ,.:,.~
(+) ·,,0.90 2.4 -,0.02 ..-0. 1 0.05 0.1
( ... )
-,1.29 --7.3 0.04 1.0 CEX -,0.14 -'5.6
2.070 F'It 2.13 --4.0 0.02 0.1 -,0.36 --0.7
PI -. ·,,2. L~~ 9.8 -,0.02 ·,,0.0 0.11 0.2
(+ ) 0.01 "-0.0 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.0
(- ) .... 2.l2-·LL2 -0.02 -0.4 CEX -0.24-'10.6
2.150 PI+ 1. 67 _.~~. 2 -,0.04 -0.2 -,,0.42 ·,,0.9
F' 1-- -,,1.22 4.7 -,0.29 -·0. B --0.95 -,1.4(+) 0.22 -·().6 -,0.17 -0.5 -0.58 -,1.0
( .... ) ._. 1 • 4 5 _. 11 • 5 -"0.1~~ -,3.5 lEX -0.20'-1 :1.• 2
:2. :~oo F'T + 2.30 ··-4.6 -,0.02 -,0.1 -0.44 -'0.9
F' I .... -,1.4(1 5.1 ""0.18 -0.5 --0.51 "-0. B
(+) 0.41 -1.0 -,0.10 -.. 0.3 -,0.39 ,-,0.7
( ..- ) -,1 .89,-,1 l • 6
-O.OB -2.3 CEX -'0.1'7-11. '7
2.2BO PI+ 2.43 -04.8 -0.08 -,0.3 -0.62 "-1 .2
F' I .... .... ().Ol () .::.~ -0.12 -,0.3 -,0.43 -,,0.6
( +.) 1. Hl ""2.8 -'0.10 -0.3 -'0.49 -,,0. B
( - ) "-1 .25--14.0 -0.02 -,0.6 CEX -0.07 -'].1
2.340 F·'!+ 3.20 ""6.2 -,,0. O~:i ""0.2 -,0.62 -:1.. 2
PI .... ,-,0.78 ::~. :2 -,0.05 -,0.1 '-0. 10 -.. 0.2
( + ) 1. 21 .... 2.8 ""0. O~j ..-0.2 -0.32 -0.6
( .... )
.- 1 • 99·.. 2 3 • 7 0.00 0.1 CEX -,0.08-'10. '7
2.400 PI+ 0.95 -,,1 .8 0.09 0.3 0.16 0.3
F'I- 0.25 -,,0.7 0.08 0.2 0.26 0.4
(+ ) 0.60 -,1.3 0.09 0.3 0.22 0.4
( - ) -,0.35 -,-4.1 ""0.01 -0.4 CEX -0.02 -,3.1
2.460 PI+ 0.16 .- 0 • ~'5 0.01 0.0 -0.00 _·().O
PI _.. o.O} -. 0 • 2 0.03 0.1 0.09 0.2
( + ) 0.1.1 -0.2 0.02 0.1 0.04 O. 1
( - ) -,0.04 -·().4 0.01 0.6 CEX 0.00 0.4
2.500 F'T+ ""0.5B 1 • 0 O. O~':' o ,~ 0.24 o•~j
."'"F' I .... O. ~)4 ·-1.4 -0.03 -0.1 -,0.15 "-0.2
( + ) -,0.02 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.04 ü.1
(- ) o. ::i6 C" -) ..-0.04 ····2.5 CEX O.O:~~ 3.0.:.J. l
2. ~j~)O F'I+ ""l.l.S ~~ • 0 ·,,0.02 -0.1 0.09 0.2
F' 1-" 0.6~ ·"1.7 -,,0.03 -0.1 -,0. 16 -,0.3
(+ ) -,0.25 0.5 -0.03 --0. 1 -,,0.06 .... 0.1
( ..- ) 0.91 l:L 4 -"0.00 -0.2 CEX 0.05 9.7
2.5 ti'0 ~:' 1+ 0.11 ·-0.2 0.00 0.0 -'0.01 ""0.0
F'I- 0.30 -,0.8 -,0.07 -0.2 -0.26 -'0.4
( + ) 0.20 -0.4 -,,0.03 '-'0. 1 -0.13 -0.2
( -. ) 0.09 0.8 -,0.04 -2.6 LEX '-0.00 ... 1. 0
2.620 F'I+ 0.04 '-'0.1 -'0.04 -0.1 -'0.15 -0.3
F' I .... 0.70 -':1.. 8 -0.09 -0.3 -'0.37 -0.6(+ ) 0.37 _. 0 • '7 ·-0.07 ·,,0.2 --0.26 "-0.5
( .. ) 0.33 ::~. 7 .... 0. O~~ -,1 • '7 CEX 0.01 2.4
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i< f~E S TOT [l8/[1T
GEV/C 1/GEV i.: MB i.: MB/GEV**~~ i.:
2.650 F'It O. 0~5 -0.0 0.02 0.1 0.06 0.1
F' 1-' 1. 03 -2.6 -0.07 -0.2 -0.34 --0.6( +) 0.53 -1.0 -,0.03 -,0.1 -0.14 -0.3
( - ) 0.50 3.9 -0.05 --3.8 CEX 0.02 3 '')..:.
2.'700 F'It 0.:::'1 -0.8 -0.10 -·0.3 -0.40 -0.8
F' 1-· 1.11 -2.9 -,0.14 -0.4 -0.57 -1.0
(+) 0.81 -1.5 -0.12 -0.4 -·0.49 -,0.9
(- ) 0.30 2.2 -0.02 -1.5 CEX 0.01 2.4
2.780 F'It 0.70 -1.0 0.14 0.4 0.32 0.6
F' 1-' 1.58 --4.0 -0.03 -0.1 -0.23 ·,,0.4
(+ ) 1.14 -2.1 0.05 0.2 0.04 0.1
( - ) 0.44 2.8 -,0.08 -,,6.8 CEX 0.01 1.1
2. 8~jO F'It 0.13 -0.2 -,0.06 -0.2 -0.19 -0.4
PI _. 0.48 -,1.2 0.06 0.2 0.15 0.3
( +) 0.30 -·0.5 0.00 0.0 -0.03 -0.1
( ... ) 0.17 1.0 0.06 4.4 CEX 0.03 3.6
2.900 PI+ 0.12 -,,0.2 -0.08 -0.3 -0.27 -0.5
PI -- 0.37 -0.9 -,0.04 -0.1 -0.15 -0.3(+> 0.24 -0.4 ·,,0.06 -0.2 -0. 2:~ -,0.4
( -- ) 0.13 0.7 0.02 1.7 CEX O. O:;~ 1.9
2. 9~iO PI+ 0.58 -.. 0.8 -0.02 --0.1. -0.14 -0.3
PI -.. -,0.96 2.4 0.03 0.1 0.16 0.3
(+) -,0. 19 0.3 0.00 0.0 0.03 0.1
( -- )
-0.77 -4.2 0.02 1.6 CEX -0.04 -'5.1
3.010 F'It 0.39 -"0.5 0.01 0.0 -,0.03 -,0.1
PI _..
·,,0.85 2.1 0.02 0.1 0.14 0.3(+ ) -,,0.23 0.4 0.02 0.1 0.07 0.1
( _. ) ,-,0.62
-3.4 0.01 o I:" CEX -,0.04 -,-4.2.;.J
3.090 PI+ 0.17 -,0.2 -,0.01 -,0.0 ,-,0.04 -,,0.1
F'I- 0.03 -0.1 -,0.06 -0.2 -,,0.21 -,0.4
( +) 0.10 -0.2 -0.03 --0.1 -0.12 -,0.2
( _.. )
-,0.07 -0.4 -0.03 -1.6 CEX -0.01 -,1.6
3.150 F'It 0.37 -0.5 -0.02 -0.1 -0.11 -0.2
F'I- 0.47 -1.1 -0.14 -0.4 -0.49 -0.9
( +) 0.42 -0.7 -0.08 -0.3 -,0.29 -,0.6
(- ) 0.05 0.3 -0.06 -3.3 CEX -0.02 .... 2.2
3.200 F'I+ 1. 21 -1.6 -0.10 -0.3 -0.43 -0.9
F' I·.. 1.62 ..-3.8 -0.32 -1.0 -1.14 -2.1( +) 1.42 -2.3 -0.21 -0.7 -,0.77 -,1. ::,
( -.. ) 0.20 1 • 1 -0.11 -6.2 CEX ·-0.03 -3.5
3.270 F'Ii- O. 15 -0. :~ -'0.13 -0.4 -0.38 --0.8
F' 1-' 1.02 -2.3 -,0.24 -0.7 -0.84 -,1.6
( i· ) 0.59 -,1.0 -0.18 -0.6 -0.61 -,1.2
( .- ) 0.44 I") C" ·-0.06 -3.1 CEX 0.00 0.3~•• ...J
3.350 F'I+ -0.29 0.4 -0.00 -0.0 0.02 0.0
F' 1-' 0.46 -,1 • () -0.10 -0.3 -0.34 -0.6
(+ ) 0.08 -0. 1 -0.05 -0.2 -,0. 16 -0.3
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K f~E S TOT flS/DT
GE~I/C l/GEV % MB % MB/GEV**2 %
4.970 PU 0.27 ···0.3 -0.01 --0. 1 -0.05 ····0.1
F' 1-" 0.40 -,0.7 --0.01 -0.0 -().03 ·.. 0.1
(+ ) 0.34 -,,0.4 -,,0.01 -0.0 -,0.04 -,0.1
(- ) 0.0'7 0.3 0.00 0.3 CEX 0.00 0.6
5.000 1='1+ 1.84 -l.B '-0.06 -0.2 -,,0.27 -0.'7
F' I .... 1.49 -2.6 ,-,0.03 --0.1 -,0.13 -·0.3
( + ) 1.67 --2. 1 -,0.04 -0.1 -,0.20 -0.5
(--)
-0.17 -0.8 0.02 1.2 CEX -0.00 -·0.0
5.060 F'I+ '-'0.38 0.4 -0.02 -0.1 -,0.03 --0. 1
PI ._. 0.49 ·,,0.8 O. O~~ 0.1 0.05 0.1
(t ) 0.06 -0.1 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.0
( .- ) 0.43 ~~ • 1 0.02 1.5 CEX 0.02 3 ...,.,
5.150 F'1+ -,0.30 0.3 -0.04 ·,,0.1 -0.09 ·..·0.2
PI _. o. :~7 -'0.5 ·"(h O:;! -0.1 -,0.0'7 -,,0.2
(+ ) -,0.02 0.0 -,0.03 -,0.1 -0.08 -0.2
(- ) 0.28 :1..3 0.01 O.l CEX 0.01 2.1
5.230 F'I+ -,,0. ~i'7 0.6 ·,,0.03 -,0.1 -,0.05 ·.. 0.1
f:' 1·- 0.24 -.. 0.4 -0.04 -0.1 -,0.13 ·-0.3
( -+';. -,,0.1.7 0.2 ·-0.04 -0.1 '-0.10 --0.2
( ... ) 0.41 1.9 -,,0.00 -,0.3 CEX 0.01 2.0
5.360 PI+ -0.41 0.4 '·'0.05 -.. 0.2 --0. 10 -·0.3
PI _. 0.48 -·0.8 -"0.09 ""0.3 ·,,0.27 -,0.6
( +) 0.03 -0.0 '''0.07 -0.2 -,0.19 -'0.5
( ._. ;. 0.45 :;~ • 1 '-0.02 -·1.5 CEX 0.01 1.2
5.560 I:' I + 1.43 .... 1. 4 -0. O:;~ -,,0.1 ·-0. 13 ·.. 0.4
F' I-" -,1.32 r) ,") -,,0.12 -0.4 -0.30 --0. '7...:.. + "'"0'
( + ) 0.06 .. ,0 • :1. _··0.0/' -().~~ -,0.20 -,0.5
( _. )
-,1.3'7
-·b • .3 .... 0.05 3 ' LEX -'0.04-10.1•.. • I
5.800 PI+ O. 4;~ -,,0.4 O. O~j 0.2 O+ll 0.3
F' 1·- -,0. 1"1 0.3 0.03 O. 1 0.10 0.2
(+ ) O. :1.3 -,0.2 0.04 0.1 0.11 0.3
( _.. )
.... 0.30 -.. 1 • :.:)
-'0.01 -0.7 CEX -0.01 _.:;~ • 1
~i.S'10 eH 0.44 '_'0.4 0.06 0.2 0.15 0.4
F'I- ·,,0.60 1.0 -,0.04 -,0. :;~ -,0. 11 -"0.3
<+) -·O.OB () • 1 0.01 0.0 0.03 0.1
( _.. )
-·0.52 -,2.3 -,0.05 '-4.3 CI:. X ,·,0.02 -··6.2
6.000 PI+ --0.65 0.6 0.00 0.0 0.04 0.1
PI -.. 0.32 -·0. ~'j -,0.03 -0.1 -0.09 o ")- ......
( ... ) -,0.16 0.2 -,0.01 -0.0 ·,,0.03 -0.1
( -- ) 0.49 ") I' -0.01 -1. 2 CEX 0.01 1.6.... A..
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K F~E Co' TOT D!~/DT'.'
GEI)/C 1/GEV "I MB "I MB/GEV**2 "I,. ,. 'n
0.429 P1+ 1.60 ··1 • B -'0.83 ·,,1.4 ·-·16.7~i ·-3.3
PI _.
···1.79 41.0 0.18 0.6 1. ~q 3 ~,.. ..:..
(+ ) -0.09 O. :~ -0.33 -·0.8 -1.08 ·.. 0.6
( .... )
-1.'70 "·4.0 0.51 -3.3 CEX --13.28 ··.. 7. "7
0.480 PI1' 3.20 -";3.1:1 ''''0.28 ·"0.7 ""18.79 --5.9
PI-" -·1.38 .... 41.• 9 .... ().J~i -l.J -·1.22 -3.2
(+) 0.91 -2.3 ,-,0.31 -0.'7' -.. 3.51 -,3.1
( ... )
-·2.29 _. ~~ • 3 --0.04 0.6 CEX -,,12.99 -9.9
() • ::i39 F·'!+ 3.66 "'-4.8 0.73 ,., t -"12.41 -,,6.4..~.• 0
F' 1-" 1.49 15.2 0.02 0.1 0.91 2.0
(f) }. ~37 -,7.8 0.37 1.3 -3.29 -4.7
( - ) ·.. 1.08 _0''') 1::" -,0.35-,,79.7 CEX -4.92 -"5.0...~....J
O. ~:;78 PI+ ~.~. 66 "·-B.O ().o:':: 0.1 ·"17.76-12.4
PI·.. 1. 29 B.7 -,0.15 ·,,0.5 0.46 o Q.,
<+) 3.4B .... 12.~; "-O.O? -·().2 ..·-4.39 -.. 8. 1
-: _.. )
'''2.19 -'5.1 -·0. ()9 -2.~ CE.X -8.52 ~-';1' t 9
0.61'7 PI+ 2.56 -<3 .. '7" 0.16 0.8 -6.33 -,6.0
F' I·.. 0.'72 ~3 • 5 -.. 0.00 .... 0.0 0.61 1.0(+) 1.64 .... '? f ::5 0.08 0.3 --1 • 2:.;~ .... ·'1 -,a:.... I
( ... ) "'0. (12 .<~. :I. -·().08 -1.3 [EX --3.28 -4.1
0.656 Plt 0.94 ·<1..6 O. ;;~3 1.4 -1 • ~:;8 ,·,2.0
PI···· 1. :'::3 4.8 .... 0.01 "-0.0 1.:1.1 1.3
(t) 1.08 -6.4 0.11 0.4 -"0.33 .... 0.8
( .... ) O. 1~) 0.3 -,0.12 -'1.2. CEX 0.19 0.3
0 .. 687 F·' I t 4. O~~ -7.4 0.09 0.6 -.. 6.85·-11. .0
F'I- 1.17 5.1 0.49 :L • 1 3.15 2.9
(+) 2.i.l1-·16.6 0.29 1.0 ·,,0.34 ·.. 0.7
( -.. )
-,1.44 -·,3.7 0.20 1.4 CEX -'3.0:':: -4.3
0./23 Pl1' 2.91 ·-b.O 0.0'7' 0.6 -3.93 -,,8.5
F' I-" -) • ~"i8 5.1 0.24 o C' 1. 31 1 .'"• ,J ..:..
(+) 1./5 -,9.4 O.l? 0.5 -·0.41 --0. f.)
( _. )
-,,1.16 <~. 9 0.07 O.::'i CEX -·1.81 --3.6
0.770 PI1' 2.83 -7.1 0.18 1 • ;;~ -·2.58 "-8.1
PI .... 0.8;3 24.7 0.33 0.8 1.4:::i 1.7(+) 1.83--:1.0.0 O. 2~i O. '7' -"0.11 ·..·0.2
( _. )
'-1 .00 --4.6 0.07 0.6 CEX -0.<71 -·3.1
0.820 PI+ 2.83 ""9.2 0.38 2.4 ..··1.29 -,5.4
PI-" 0.4'7 4.3 -0.06 -·0.2 -·0.09 -,0.1
d) 1.65 ..··16.6 0.16 0.6 0.08 o '"l..:..
( .- )
-,1.18 --5.7 _.(). 2:~ -'") ..., lEX 1 <:••,. M .. '?6~t~ _. • ..J,J
0.8/'4 PI+ 1.88 .... 8.3 0.26 1.4 -,0.33 ·-1 .4
F' I .... 0.1.9 0.7 0.06 o '1 0.35 0.4....
(1' ) 1.04 45.() 0.16 0.6 0.53 1.3
( ... )
_.() • 1~4 -,3.4
-0.10 -1.0 CEX -'1.04 '--4. f.>
O.92tl PI+ 1.11. -,6.0 0.17 0.8 0.02 0.1
F' 1-" -. () • ~i() -1.4 -0.43 --0.9 -··2.49 -,1.8
( +) 0.31 3.7 -0. L3 -.. 0.4 -.. 0.43 -,,0. '7
( -.. )
_"O.SO -3.0 -0.30 ·_·2.2 CEX .... 1. 60 -'~'i.()
Table 80/4 (CMU-LBL)
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K F~E S TOT DS/DT
GEV/C 1/GEV /. MB /. MB/GEV**2 /.
0.978 F'I+ 2.62-14.8 0.43 1.8 0.35 1 • 1
F'I- -,3.26-,20.2 -0.32 -0.5 -2.69 -1.5(+ )
-0.32 43.6 0.05 0.1 0.23 0.3
( - )
-2.94-17.4 -0.37 -2.1 CEX -2.80 "'7.8
1.005 F'I+ 1.98-11.9 0.18 0.7 -0.03 -0.1
F' 1-- -0.11 2.5 0.12 0.2 0.74 0.4
(+ ) 0.93 -8.8 0.15 0.4 0.50 0.5
( .... )
-001.05-17.2 -0.03 -0.2 CEX -,0.29 --0.9
1.030 F'I+ 0.71 --4.6 0.32 1.3 0.65 2.0
F' 1-' -,0.21 1.0 0.28 0.5 1. 72 1.0
(+) O. ~~~) -1 • :~ 0.30 0.7 1.19 1..3
( - ) -,0.46 15.6 -0.02 -0.1 CEX -0.01 -0.0
1.060 F'I+ 1.20 -8.? 0.33 1.3 0.64 1.9
F' 1-' 1.57 -4.5 0.24 0.5 0.57 0.4( +) 1.38 -5.7 0.29 0.7 0.69 0.8
(- ) 0.19 -1.8 -,,0.04 -0.3 CEX -0.17 -0.8
1.103 F'I+ 1.47-'13.7 0.20 0.8 0.35 1.0
F' 1-' -,0.19 o C' 0.58 1.3 2.72 '"') t.:'.-.J .:...~
(+) 0.64 -,2.6 0.39 1.1 1.21 1.8
( _. )
·-0.83 5.8 0.19 2.1 CEX 0.66 6.2
1.137 F'I+ 1.16-'14.8 0.18 0.6 0.39 1.0
F' I·.. -,0.23 0.7 O.~H 0.8 1 • ~:i 1 1.7
(+ ) 0.46 -2.2 0.26 0.8 0.78 1.3
( -- )
--0.69 5.1 0.08 1.3 CEX o. :~4 5.3
1.196 F'I+ 0.92-'28. ;3 -0.07 -0.2 -0.25 -0.5
F' 1-00 1. 77 -6.4 0.43 1.1 1.13 1.5
(+) 1.35 --8.8 0.18 0.5 0.39 0.7
( - ) 0.43 -3.5 o ")C' 6.5 CEX O.OS' 3.0t.:....o.J
1. 247 F·'I+ 2.11-199. --0.01 -0.0 -,0.03 ""0.1
F' 1-- 1.19 -5.2 0.23 0.6 0.60 0.8( +) 1.65-'13.8 0.11 0.3 0.21 0.3
( - ) ""0.46 4.2 0.12 5.8 CEX 0.15 9.5
1.297 F'I+ 1.75·-107. 0.09 0.3 O.:ß 0.5
F'I- 1.34 -,6.8 0.27 0.7 0.78 1 • 1
(+ ) 1.55-14.5 0.18 o 1:: 0.53 0.8• .J
( - )
-0.21 :~. 3 0.09 19.8 CEX 0.04 5.7
1.347 F'I+ 1.66-'23.5 -0.09 ·-0.2 -0.45 -0.6
F'I- 0.31 -,1.7 0.18 0.5 0.61 0.9(+) 0.99 -7.'7 0.04 0.1 0.06 0.1
( _. )
-0.67 11.8 0.13-13.3 CEX 0.04 11.5
1.395 F'I+ 1.08 --6.4 -·O.OS' -0.2 -0.53 ·,,0.6
F' 1-' 0.90 -4.8 -0.00 -0.0 -,0. 14 -0.2(+ ) 0.99 -5.6 -,0.05 -0.1 -0.33 '-0.4
( .... ) '·'0.09 10.2 0.04 -,,2.2 CEX -0.02 -4.0
1.437 F'I+ 2.16 -,7.7 -0.09 -0.2 -0.83 -0.9
F'I- 1.4/ -·7.4 0.19 0.5 0.50 0.7
(+) 1.82 -7.6 0.05 0.1 -0.12 -0.1
( - ) -,0.35
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****************************************************************************** AMPLITUDES IN THE UNPHYSICAL REGION BEI_OW THRESHOLD *********
***********************************************************************
************** ****** C I'IJ C+- 21m ***************
************** OMEGr**2 ****** g ***************
************** 'IJ ' ****** 'IJ-2 'IJ-I ***************
***********************************••••••••••••••••••••****************
************** 0.00 ****** -0.463 ****** -1.468 ***************
************** 0.10 ****** -0.480 ****** -1.353 ***************
************** 0.20 ****** -0.498 ****** -1.234 ***************
************** 0.30 ****** -0.517 ****** -1.110 ***************
************** 0.40 ****** -0.536 ****** -0.980 ***************
************** 0.50 ****** -0.557 ****** -0.844 ***************
************** 0.60 ****** -0.579 ****** -0.702 ***************
************** 0.70 ****** -0.602 ****** -0.551 ***************
************** 0.80 ****** -0.626 ****** -0.389 ***************
************** 0.81 ****** -0.629 ****** -0.373 ***************
************** 0.82 ****** -0.631 ****** -0.356 ***************
************** 0.83 ****** -0.634 ****** -0.339 ***************
************** 0.84 ****** -0.636 ****** -0.321 ***************
************** 0.85 ****** -0.639 ****** -0.304 ***************
************** 0.86 ****** -0.641 ****** -0.286 ***************
************** 0.87 ****** -0.644 ****** -0.269 ***************
************** 0.88 ****** -0.646 ****** -0.251 ***************
************** 0.89 ****** -0.649 ****** -0.232 ***************
************** 0.90 ****** -0.651 ****** -0.214 ***************
************** 0.91 ****** -0.654 ****** -0.195 ***************
************** 0.92 ****** -0.656 ****** -0.176 ***************
************** 0.93 ****** -0.658 ****** -0.157 ***************
************** 0.94 ****** -0.660 ****** -0.137 ***************
************** 0.95 ****** -0.663 ****** -0.117 ***************
************** 0.96 ****** -0.665 ****** -0.097 ***************
************** 0.97 ****** -0.667 ****** -0.075 ***************
************** 0.98 ****** -0.668 ****** -0.052 ***************
************** 0.99 ****** -0.669 ****** -0.027 ***************
************** 1.00 ****** -0.665 ****** 0.010 ***************
***********************************************************************
Table 80/5
